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Thesis Abstract 

In humans and rodents, the amygdala is rapidly activated by stress and hyperactivated in 

conditions of pathological stress or trauma. However, there is a striking lack of information of the 

anatomical specificity of amygdala subregions and circuits explicitly activated by stress, and of its 

role in governing typical responses to stress such as hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis 

activation. The overarching aim of this thesis was to conduct a systematic investigation of the 

spatial, temporal, and circuit-specific activation patterns of basolateral amygdala (BLA) projection 

neurons during exposure to acute stress. Additionally, we explicitly tested the role of the BLA in 

activation of the HPA axis, as this remains a poorly understood process. Chapter 1 describes how 

the BLA is anatomically well-situated for cognitive evaluation of emotional stimuli and describes 

the role of the BLA in diverse behavioural and physiological processes via efferent projections to 

many different brain structures. Chapter 2 identifies a common BLA subregion that is responsive 

to stressful stimuli, albeit with distinct temporal activation patterns, and which bidirectionally 

influences HPA axis activity. Chapter 3 maps the topographical distribution of six different 

populations of projection neurons throughout the BLA, and demonstrates that, although widely 

activated by stress exposure, inhibition of isolated populations does not influence HPA axis 

activity. Chapter 4 investigates the topographical distribution and stress-induced activation of BLA 

neurons expressing corticotropin-releasing hormone receptor type I (CRHR1), which, just like 

discrete circuits, does not influence HPA axis activity on its own. Together, this emphasizes the 

heterogeneity of BLA projection populations, while providing evidence that a large, diverse 

population of BLA projection neurons are activated by exposure to acute psychological stress.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1 THE STRESS RESPONSE: ADAPTIVE ROLE AND UNDERLYING CIRCUITRY 

 In response to a real or perceived threat, the body mounts a collective stress response 

(Schneiderman et al., 2005). This involves multiple behavioural and physiological processes 

intended to promote short-term survival needs and prepare for subsequent challenges. Increased 

arousal facilitates the identification of incoming threat and promotes consolidation of emotionally 

salient memories (Schwabe et al., 2022), mobilization of energy stores prepares for anticipated 

energetic demand (Rabasa & Dickson, 2016), increased sympathetic tone supports 

cardiovascular requirements necessary for confrontation or escape (Ulrich-Lai & Herman, 2009), 

and generation of defensive or avoidance behaviours minimize the likelihood of physically 

encountering the threat at hand (Mobbs et al., 2020). This is a complex and widely encompassing 

biological process and as such, the stress response involves activation and coordination of many 

different brain regions. 

 All stressors lead to activation of the major neuroendocrine and sympathetic systems, the 

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) and sympatho-adreno-medullary (SAM) axes, respectively. 

The mediators of the stress response include the effector molecules corticosterone (CORT), 

corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH), and norepinephrine (NE) (Ulrich-Lai & Herman, 2009). 

Activation of these biological axes, however, can be initiated through convergence of differential 

brain circuits governing these responses, as different stressors represent unique challenges and 

are thus identified and interpreted by discrete neural pathways. Indeed, distinct stressors can 

produce activation of very different patterns of brain regions (Emmert & Herman, 1999; Herman 

et al., 2003), which has led to two broad classifications of stressors: physiological and 

psychological (Herman & Cullinan, 1997).  
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Physiological stressors involve very real and immediate homeostatic challenges such as 

pain, inflammation, or alterations in fluid volume or osmolality, and directly activate the HPA axis, 

typically through hindbrain or local hypothalamic circuits sensitive to alterations in internal 

physiological states. In contrast, psychological stressors are stimuli or environments that predict 

the potential for threat (Herman et al., 2003, 2016). This includes environments that are uncertain 

due to their novelty, unpredictability, or that have previously been paired or are predictive of harm 

(i.e., through classical conditioning). As such, psychological stressors involve much greater 

cognitive evaluation of stimuli via processing within corticolimbic circuits prior to activation of the 

HPA axis.  

Many brain regions classically involved in motivation are critical for the response to 

psychological stressors, including the prefrontal cortex, ventral hippocampus, amygdala, and 

nucleus accumbens (Daviu et al., 2019; Herman et al., 2003; McEwen, 2007). However, despite 

this understanding, stress-related psychiatric disorders remain highly prevalent, debilitating, and 

often resistant to treatment (Calhoon & Tye, 2015), and few pharmacological targets have 

successfully been translated to human treatment (Griebel & Holmes, 2013). One critical gap in 

our understanding is the underlying circuits (Griebel & Holmes, 2013) and cell types (McCullough, 

Morrison, et al., 2016) driving stress-related behaviour, and specifically the stress response. 

Recent technological advances have since allowed for real-time imaging and manipulation of 

discrete cell types and circuits through the use of fiber photometry (Gunaydin et al., 2014), 

optogenetics (Boyden et al., 2005), and chemogenetics (Armbruster et al., 2007). Likewise, 

innovation and refinement in anatomical techniques has increased precision in mapping cells 

based on their projection target (Beyeler et al., 2018) or molecular phenotype (O’Leary et al., 

2020). As such, the resolution we can identify, characterize, and manipulate circuits activated 

during stress has dramatically improved in recent years 
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This thesis is particularly focused on the basolateral amygdala (BLA). The BLA is reliably 

activated by psychological stress in both humans and rodents (Ipser et al., 2013; Reznikov et al., 

2008; van Marle et al., 2009), and amygdala hyperactivity has been implicated in stress disorders 

such as post-traumatic stress disorder and generalized anxiety disorder (K. S. Blair et al., 2016; 

Engel et al., 2009; Etkin & Wager, 2007; Rauch et al., 2000). Additionally, symptoms of post-

traumatic stress disorder correlate with amygdala activity in emotional memory tasks, suggesting 

that attenuated amygdala activity during remission may act as a functional marker of current 

symptom severity (Dickie et al., 2011). The BLA is well-positioned anatomically for cognitive 

evaluation of psychological stress; it receives sensory inputs from all modalities, which it can then 

integrate with cognitive information encoding memory and motivational drive (Sah, Faber, Lopez 

De Armentia, et al., 2003). The BLA then targets many structures capable of affecting diverse 

behavioural and physiological outcomes. That being said, the BLA is clearly not a unitary structure 

as pharmacological, optogenetic, chemogenetic, and lesion experiments in the BLA suggest that 

discrete circuits or cell types exert diverse – and sometimes opposing – influences (Janak & Tye, 

2015). Collectively, this emphasizes the importance in clearly identifying BLA cell types and 

circuits activated by stress and characterizing how individual circuits may contribute to the stress 

response.  

 

1.2 ANATOMY OF THE BASOLATERAL AMYGDALA 

Structure. The BLA is bound by two major fiber tracts medially and laterally, and can be broadly 

divided into two major regions largely based on acetylcholinesterase (AChE) staining: the 

dorsally-located lateral amygdala (LA), which only mildly stains for AChE, and the ventrally-

located basal amygdala (BA), which has comparatively rich AChE staining (Girgis, 1980). We 

have further subdivided the BA into medial (mBA) and lateral (LBA) subregions, as has been done 
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recently by others for anatomical mapping (Beyeler et al., 2018). The mBA largely corresponds 

with the magnocellular (often referred to as “anterior”) and intermediate subregions of the 

basolateral nucleus, and the LBA largely corresponds with the parvicellular (“posterior”) subregion 

of the basolateral nucleus, as described by Savander et al. (1995) and Paxinos & Watson (2007). 

 

Cell types. The BLA is predominantly comprised (70-80%) of excitatory, glutamatergic projection 

neurons (McDonald, 1982; Millhouse & DeOlmos, 1983). Although this is consistent across the 

entire structure, there are subtle differences throughout, with the largest pyramidal cells 

(regarding size of soma, thickness of dendrites, and extent of dendritic branching) located in the 

rostral BA, and the smallest pyramidal cells located in the LA (J. Kim et al., 2016; Millhouse & 

DeOlmos, 1983). These neurons resemble cortical projection neurons, with similar morphology 

and use of glutamate as a neurotransmitter (Carlsen & Heimer, 1988; McDonald et al., 1989; Sah, 

Faber, Armentia, et al., 2003), although organization is not columnar and layered like the cortex 

(Nikolenko et al., 2020). Many projection neurons target extra-amygdala structures, although 

substantial collateralization is often observed locally (Sah, Faber, Armentia, et al., 2003; Y. Smith 

& Paré, 1994), and a large number of projection neurons in the LA send direct projections to the 

BA (Krettek & Price, 1978). Although dendritic branching is extensive throughout individual 

subregions of the BLA, there is little spread into adjacent (extra-BLA) brain structures at the 

ventral, medial, and lateral borders (McDonald, 1984). Perhaps more notably, there is little 

dendritic branching between the LA and BA, further supporting clear delineation between these 

two regions; although, it should be noted there is substantial overlap between medial and lateral 

areas of the BA (McDonald, 1984).  

The remaining neurons in the BLA (20-30%) are a wide range of GABAergic, local circuit 

interneurons that act to tightly constrain activity of nearby projection neurons (Krabbe et al., 2018; 

Woodruff & Sah, 2007). Unlike our rather homogenous understanding of projection neurons in 
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the BLA, there is substantial and well-documented diversity of interneurons in the BLA (Hájos, 

2021), including differences in local connectivity, molecular expression, and functional role 

(Katona et al., 2001; Krabbe et al., 2018; Muller et al., 2003).  

 

Inputs. The BLA receives abundant and heterogenous inputs from diverse brain structures, and 

inputs can be broadly classified into five major groups: sensory, integrative, contextual, 

neuromodulatory, and miscellaneous (L. Huang et al., 2021). The majority of sensory input arrives 

into the LA, while integratory, contextual, and neuromodulatory inputs preferentially target the BA 

(LeDoux, 2007) 

The BLA receives sensory input from all modalities (Sah, Faber, Lopez De Armentia, et 

al., 2003), with the majority of sensory input entering the LA where it then gets relayed to other 

amygdala subregions (Pitkänen et al., 1997). Olfactory inputs arrive at a relatively early stage of 

cortical processing, such as from the piriform cortex, while the majority of other sensory inputs 

arrive at a relatively later stage (McDonald, 1998) from regions such as the posterior internuclear 

nucleus, insular cortex, perirhinal cortex, parabrachial nucleus, infralimbic cortex, and various 

thalamic nuclei (McDonald, 1998; Sah, Faber, Lopez De Armentia, et al., 2003). As such, the LA 

is classically considered the “sensory interface” of the amygdala (LeDoux et al., 1990). In contrast 

to the closely connected central amygdala, the BLA receives minimal physiological inputs from 

the hypothalamus and brainstem (Herman et al., 2003; Sah, Faber, Lopez De Armentia, et al., 

2003), and thus it is not surprising that it is particularly attuned to psychological rather than 

physiological stressors. 

The basal amygdala and ventral regions of the LA (LAv) receives more complex, 

polymodal inputs conveying integratory and contextual information, such as those arising from 

regions such as the prefrontal cortex, entorhinal cortex, hippocampus, perirhinal cortex, and 

infralimbic cortex (Bloodgood et al., 2018; Canteras & Swanson, 1992; L. Huang et al., 2021; 
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McDonald et al., 1996; McDonald, 1998; McDonald & Mascagni, 1997; Sah, Faber, Lopez De 

Armentia, et al., 2003; Shi & Cassell, 1999). Many of these regions are implicated in memory 

processing and may thus be critical in retrieving contextual information (L. Huang et al., 2021). 

While there is a relatively clear separation between the organization of LA and BA inputs, many 

structures broadly target both the mBA and LBA subdivisions of the BA, including the orbitofrontal 

cortex and piriform cortex (McDonald, 1998). However, the LBA receives a preferentially strong 

input from the insular cortex and dorsolateral entorhinal cortex (McDonald, 1998), and the mBA 

receives stronger inputs from temporal association areas, hippocampal CA1 region, ventral 

subiculum, ventrolateral entorhinal cortex, prelimbic cortex and anterior cingulate cortex 

(McDonald, 1998).  

The densest neuromodulatory inputs to the BLA are from cholinergic projections from 

the basal forebrain (Wilson & Fadel, 2017), primarily targeting the entire basal subregion (Muller 

et al., 2011). However, although there is moderate to dense inputs throughout the entire BLA, the 

dorsal raphe nucleus (Asan et al., 2013), and ventral tegmental area and substantia nigra (Asan, 

1997; Pinard et al., 2008; Taylor et al., 2014) especially target the LBA. Precise anatomical tracing 

of BLA inputs has been less described for other modulatory structures such as the locus coeruleus 

(Fallon et al., 1978; McCall et al., 2017). 

 

Intra-amygdala signaling. The BLA involves strong intra-amygdala connectivity. Short, 

excitatory projections allow for substantial and repeated modulation of information from other 

inputs as information flows within and across different subregions (Pitkänen et al., 1997). 

Encoding generally follows a dorsal-to-ventral pattern from the LA to BA (LeDoux, 2007), although 

there is some evidence of axons projecting from the BA back to the LA (Savander et al., 1997). 

Within the BA, there is widespread connectivity between the medial and lateral aspects (Savander 
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et al., 1995). Most apical dendrites of projection neurons face rostrally (McDonald, 1984), 

suggesting a rostral-to-caudal flow, and perhaps separation (or gradient) of information.  

 In addition, a heterogenous population of GABAergic, local interneurons are widely 

distributed throughout the BLA, acting to tightly constrain activity of nearby projection neurons 

(Krabbe et al., 2018; Woodruff & Sah, 2007). Activity of interneurons is heavily regulated via inputs 

from the medial prefrontal cortex (Hájos, 2021), local interneurons (Muller et al., 2005), or 

collaterals from neighbouring BLA projection neurons (Beyeler et al., 2018), and can therefore 

strongly influence BLA output (Wolff et al., 2014). Notably, dense clusters of GABAergic neurons 

surround the BLA in the intercalated cell masses; the lateral cluster gates flow into the BLA 

(Krabbe et al., 2018), while the medial cluster plays an important role in gating out-flow to the CeA 

(Asede et al., 2015; Ehrlich et al., 2009). 

 

Outputs. Nearly all BLA projection neurons are excitatory, glutamatergic pyramidal neurons that 

express calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKiia) (McDonald et al., 2002). Just 

as the BLA exhibits diversity of inputs, the BLA also projects widely throughout the brain. This 

includes vast projections to cortical regions, including to the prelimbic and infralimbic cortex 

(Manoocheri & Carter, 2022), orbitofrontal cortex (Lichtenberg et al., 2021), insular cortex 

(Gehrlach et al., 2020), and anterior cingulate cortex (Fillinger et al., 2017), motor output regions 

such as the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (Hintiryan et al., 2021), central amygdala (Beyeler 

et al., 2018), caudate putamen (Mcdonald, 1991), and ventral striatum (Brog et al., 1993), 

sensory relay regions such as the thalamus (Aizenberg et al., 2019), hippocampal memory 

systems such as the perirhinal cortex (Petrovich et al., 2001) and ventral hippocampus (Beyeler 

et al., 2018), and arousal centres such as the substantia innominata (Russchen et al., 1985) and 

claustrum (Niu et al., 2022).  
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The majority of projections, including those to the mPFC (Hoover & Vertes, 2007), nucleus 

accumbens (Brog et al., 1993), hippocampus (Roozendaal et al., 1999), and central amygdala 

(T.-N. Huang et al., 2019) are ipsilateral, although there is evidence of some direct projections to 

the contralateral BLA (T.-N. Huang et al., 2019). The extent of collateralization of projection 

populations is unclear. Many experiments suggest that projections are largely non-overlapping 

(Beyeler et al., 2018; Klavir et al., 2017; Lichtenberg et al., 2021; Senn et al., 2014), with less than 

5% of any two populations exhibiting collateralization (L. Huang et al., 2021). However, several 

experiments suggest high amounts of collateralization, particularly in those projecting to the 

prelimbic cortex (Shinonaga et al., 1994) or the nucleus accumbens (Beyeler et al., 2016). Thus, 

findings may be highly dependent on the anatomical tracing techniques used and remains an 

important gap in our understanding of BLA anatomy. 

There are two notable omissions in BLA output regions, especially given its importance in 

memory and emotional behaviour. First, the BLA does not send any direct projections to the dorsal 

hippocampus, and thus modulation of this region likely occurs via indirect projections to ventral 

or parahippocampal regions of the hippocampus (McDonald & Mott, 2017). Second, with the 

exception of the lateral hypothalamus (Reppucci & Petrovich, 2016), there are only very light BLA 

projections throughout the hypothalamus (McDonald, 2020), and virtually no direct projections to 

the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVN) (Petrovich et al., 1996). As such, it 

remains unclear how activity of the BLA could influence HPA axis activation (Herman et al., 2020). 

Although recent work has begun to identify topographical organization of BLA projection 

neurons (Beyeler et al., 2018; L. Huang et al., 2021; J. Kim et al., 2016; McGarry & Carter, 2017; 

O’Leary et al., 2020; Reppucci & Petrovich, 2016), clear spatial organization of BLA projection 

neurons based on their primary output target is not well understood (J.-Y. Zhang et al., 2019a). 

Functionally, it appears that populations are heterogeneously mixed, with neurons responding to 

positive and aversive stimuli largely intermingled throughout the BLA (Gore et al., 2015; Shabel 
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& Janak, 2009). As such, the spatial organization of discrete projection populations remains an 

important gap in our understanding of BLA structure and function. 

 

Summary and functional implications of anatomical organization. The anatomical structure 

of the BLA makes it extremely well-suited for the cognitive evaluation of emotional-laden stimuli 

and subsequent initiation of diverse behavioural and physiological responses. It receives sensory 

input from all sensory modalities, primarily into the LA subregion. This information gets integrated 

with cognitive information, memory, and motivational drive through intra-amygdala processing, 

inhibitory regulation by local interneurons, and convergence with higher-order cortical and 

mnemonic regions. Activity in the BLA can then drive behavioural, physiological, and cognitive 

changes through projections to a wide array of effector regions via CaMKii+ glutamatergic 

projection neurons. In the following sections, we will outline the functional role in stress of the BLA 

and its projection targets and highlight any findings specifically investigating discrete BLA 

efferents.  

 

1.3 ROLE OF THE BASOLATERAL AMYGDALA IN THE STRESS RESPONSE  

Operationalization of terms. Stressful environments often elicit a fear or anxiety-like response. 

Generally consistent with terminology in the field, within this thesis I operationalize fear as a rapid 

and transient response to a distinct, known, and present acute sensory stimulus that represents 

an immediate threat; in contrast, anxiety is a prolonged, generalized response, typically 

characterized by risk assessment, heightened arousal, and avoidance in anticipation of an 

ambiguous, potential, or unknown threat (Davis et al., 2010). As such, fear typically induces an 

organized behavioural reaction to threat, while anxiety is often characterized by a state of 

heightened vigilance and generalized physiological arousal lacking organized behaviour (Lang et 
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al., 2000). A well-differentiated example of this separation has been described previously, wherein 

fear is the emotional state, and behavioural response, that occurs when an individual encounters 

an aggressive dog, while anxiety is the emotional state, and behavioural response, that occurs 

when we will visit a friend which has an aggressive dog that we may encounter (Daviu et al., 

2019). 

 

Anxiety. Since early work demonstrating that lesions of the amygdala greatly reduces fear in 

monkeys (Bucy & Klüver, 1955; Weiskrantz, 1956), a large body of work has since implicated the 

BLA in also driving anxiety-like behaviour. Human imaging has demonstrated that the amygdala 

is hyperactive in states of pathological anxiety and is hyperactive to social cues in individuals with 

generalized anxiety disorder and social anxiety disorder (Martin et al., 2009). A wide range of 

optogenetic (Tye et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2019) and pharmacological approaches in rodents (Di et 

al., 2016; J. M. Gray et al., 2015) widely support the broad anxiogenic role of the BLA in regulating 

anxiety. Further, it is apparent that the influence of the BLA extends beyond classic avoidance 

behaviours such as those measured in the open field test (Choleris et al., 2001), elevated plus 

maze (Pellow et al., 1985), or light-dark box (Chaouloff et al., 1997). Indeed, the BLA has been 

widely implicated in ancillary stress behaviours such as feeding (Jochman et al., 2005), social 

interaction (L. L. Wellman et al., 2016), self-grooming (Felix-Ortiz & Tye, 2014; Folkes et al., 

2020), cognitive function (Yin et al., 2019), decision-making (Orsini et al., 2015), and struggling 

behaviour (N. Grissom et al., 2008). 

 

Endocrine response. There is not nearly as much understanding of the contribution of the BLA 

to endocrine activation, likely because the BLA does not send any direct projections to the PVN 

(Petrovich et al., 1996). However, there is widespread, and at times contradictory, evidence that 

the BLA can influence HPA function. Gross lesions of the BLA reduce stress-induced CORT 
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(Bhatnagar et al., 2004; Coover et al., 1973; Goldstein et al., 1996). This is supported by intra-

BLA pharmacological manipulations targeting orexin (Yaeger et al., 2022), endocannabinoid (Hill 

et al., 2009) and corticotropin-releasing hormone signaling (J. M. Gray et al., 2015), collectively 

supporting the idea that excitation of the BLA leads to a net drive on the HPA axis. However, 

many other pharmacological manipulations have no effect, including those targeting the ghrelin 

(M. Jensen et al., 2016), dopamine type II (de Oliveira et al., 2017), neuropeptide Y (T. J. Sajdyk 

et al., 2008), and GABAA receptors (Bhatnagar et al., 2004). Further, electrical stimulation of the 

BLA can increase (Feldman et al., 1982; Matheson et al., 1971; Rubin et al., 1966; Vouimba & 

Richter-Levin, 2013), decrease (Slusher & Hyde, 1961), or have mixed effects on HPA activation 

(Dunn & Whitener, 1986). There is also evidence that activation of GABAergic interneurons 

(Morena et al., 2019; Qin et al., 2022) or astrocytes (Xiao et al., 2020) inhibits HPA activation. It 

is therefore unclear how, exactly, the BLA contributes to HPA activation, and may be a result of 

the vast heterogeneity of BLA projection neurons (Herman et al., 2020). However, the role of 

individual BLA projection populations or molecularly distinct neurons on HPA axis activity has not 

been investigated.  

 

Sympathetic activation. Activation of the BLA can drive heart rate and blood pressure (T. J. 

Sajdyk & Shekhar, 1997; S. K. Sanders & Shekhar, 1991; Soltis et al., 1997) and respiratory rate 

(Sugita et al., 2015). However, analogous to mixed findings of BLA influence on endocrine 

function, manipulation of discrete cells or subregions may exert an opposite effect (Gore et al., 

2015), although evidence is limited. 

 

Fear and Emotional Memory. Most of this thesis is in the context of exposure to acute, single 

episode stressors. Thus, it is difficult to make conclusions on our findings in the context of 

expression of learned behaviours such as fear, as we never explicitly test fear recall or return 
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animals to environments that they have learned as aversive. There is a large body of evidence, 

however, demonstrating the importance of the BLA in emotional memory. This includes 

consolidation and expression of fear (S. A. Jimenez & Maren, 2009; Paré, 2003; Roozendaal et 

al., 2009) as well as fear extinction (Tovote et al., 2015).  

 

Reward. There is significant evidence for the role of the BLA in processing of reward, although it 

is not as well-established or defined as its role in fear, anxiety, and stress (Wassum & Izquierdo, 

2015). Neurons in the BLA fire in response to reward-predictive cues (Beyeler et al., 2018; Shabel 

& Janak, 2009) and projections from the BLA-NAc are readily self-stimulated (Namburi et al., 

2015; Stuber et al., 2011). However, lesions of the BLA do not reliably affect simple Pavlovian 

and instrumental appetitive learning (Wassum & Izquierdo, 2015). Rather, the BLA may be more 

heavily involved in updating representations of value (Morrison & Salzman, 2010), possibly 

through reciprocal connections with the orbitofrontal cortex (Seabrook & Borgland, 2020). For 

example, disruption of opioid signaling in the BLA prevents food deprivation-induced increases in 

responding for food reward (Wassum et al., 2009), and lesions of the BLA prevent both sensory-

specific satiation and LiCl conditioned taste aversion (A. W. Johnson et al., 2009). This may have 

an important influence for stress-related changes in reward responding. For example, BLA 

connections with the NAc and VH are necessary for stress-enhanced nicotine self-administration 

(G. Yu & Sharp, 2015), and opioid signaling within the BLA is important in stress-induced 

reinstatement of extinguished drug cues (G. Yu & Sharp, 2015). Finally, it must be noted that the 

BLA is implicated in many other behaviours, including decision-making (Winstanley et al., 2004), 

attention (Roozendaal & McGaugh, 2011; X. Yu et al., 2020), and sleep (Hasegawa et al., 2022; 

Machida et al., 2021). 
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1.4 ROLE OF EFFECTOR REGIONS IN STRESS 

Overview. The BLA likely exerts its functional influence via projections to many downstream 

regions. Here, we highlight six specific regions chosen based on their dense innervation by the 

BLA and large body of evidence implicating them in the stress response. 

 

Bed Nucleus of Stria Terminalis (BST). The BST is an important effector region of the amygdala 

via strong outputs to hypothalamic and brainstem regions. As such, it has significant influence on 

autonomic, neuroendocrine, and behavioural responses to stress (Crestani et al., 2013). The BST 

may be particularly important in driving a sustained stress response during exposure to aversive 

environments (Davis et al., 2010; Lebow & Chen, 2016; Radke, 2009; Sullivan et al., 2004). For 

instance, lesions or pharmacological inactivation of the BST disrupt light-enhanced startle (Walker 

& Davis, 1997) and reduce behavioural responses to unpredictable threats (Goode et al., 2019), 

suggesting its role in facilitating a stress response in unpredictable environments. Indeed, 

electrical (Casada & Dafny, 1991), optogenetic (S.-Y. Kim et al., 2013), or pharmacological 

stimulation (Lee et al., 2008; Lungwitz et al., 2012; Mazzone et al., 2018; T. Sajdyk et al., 2008) 

of the BST increases anxiety-like behaviour, and gross lesions of the BST reduce HPA activity 

(Feldman et al., 1990; T. S. Gray et al., 1993; Zhu et al., 2001). This collectively suggests an 

overall stress-facilitatory role of the BST. 

However, the BST has rich functional and anatomical heterogeneity of many distinct 

subregions (Ch’ng et al., 2018), and as such, distinct subregions of the BST may have opposing 

roles in stress (Choi et al., 2007). Anatomical tracing and lesion studies have demonstrated the 

anterior BST (aBST) as a critical inhibitory relay of the HPA axis from other brain regions such as 

the PrL and VH (Cullinan et al., 1993; Radley et al., 2009; Radley & Sawchenko, 2011). The aBST 

may additionally have an important role in dampening stress-enhanced consolidation of aversive 

memory (Lingg et al., 2020) and inhibiting passive coping responses during stress (S. B. Johnson 
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et al., 2019). Likewise, optogenetic stimulation of discrete BST subregions (S.-Y. Kim et al., 2013) 

or efferent projections, including those from the BLA (Crowley et al., 2016), reduce anxiety-like 

behaviour. Collectively, this suggest that discrete subregions of the BST, specifically the aBST, 

may drive independent effects.  

 

Ventral hippocampus. The ventral hippocampus is also activated by exposure to psychological 

stressors (Úbeda-Contreras et al., 2018) and appears to have somewhat paradoxical roles in the 

stress response. Specifically, the VH has an inhibitory influence over the HPA axis (Cullinan et 

al., 1993; Radley & Sawchenko, 2011, but see Kjelstrup et al., 2002), which is primarily thought 

to facilitate termination of the stress response via glucocorticoid negative feedback (Jacobson & 

Sapolsky, 1991). Despite inhibitory influence on the HPA axis, broad evidence supports the role 

of the VH in driving anxiety-like behaviour and fear expression (Bannerman et al., 2003; Deacon 

et al., 2002; Fanselow & Dong, 2010; Kjelstrup et al., 2002; McHugh et al., 2004; Parfitt et al., 

2017). In particular, stimulation of BLA inputs to the VH significantly increases anxiety-like 

behavior (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013) and social avoidance (Felix-Ortiz & Tye, 2014), and enhances 

consolidation of aversive memory (Huff et al., 2016). 

 

Prelimbic cortex (PrL). The prelimbic cortex is activated in response to psychological stressors 

(Moghaddam, 1993). Lesions or pharmacological inhibition of the PrL potentiates acute stress-

induced HPA activation (Radley et al., 2009; Spencer et al., 2005) and tachycardia (Tavares et 

al., 2009), suggesting an inhibitory influence on physiological responses to stress. This may be 

particularly notable in the context of chronic stress, as inactivation of the PrL interferes with HPA 

axis habituation observed during exposure to a repeated homotypic stressor (Weinberg et al., 

2010). Indeed, repeated stress leads to structural remodeling of the PrL (McEwen, 2006; McEwen 
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et al., 2016; C. L. Wellman et al., 2020), and restoration of some of these changes ameliorates 

stress-induced behavioural deficits (Wei et al., 2018).  

Behaviourally, the PrL is critical for expression of learned fear (Blum et al., 2006; Corcoran 

& Quirk, 2007), and pharmacological stimulation increases anxiety-like behaviour (Saitoh et al., 

2014). In particular, BLA-PrL circuits are activated by stress exposure (Marcus et al., 2020) and 

drive anxiety-like behaviour (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2016; Marcus et al., 2020) and fear expression 

(Tovote et al., 2015). Given the importance in learned fear, the PrL may thus play a particularly 

important role in mediating a physiological and behavioural response to previously experienced 

stressors.  

 

Nucleus Accumbens (NAc). The NAc has a likely role in driving behavioural responses to salient 

stimuli. Although the NAc is classically implicated in mediating appetitive learning and reward 

processing (Floresco, 2015), it is also activated by exposure to stress (Perrotti et al., 2004; Úbeda-

Contreras et al., 2018). However, it’s precise role in stress is less studied than other structures. 

Pharmacological depletion of dopaminergic signaling in the NAc impairs conditioned avoidance 

behaviour (Wadenberg et al., 1990) and conditioned freezing during fear conditioning (Wendler 

et al., 2014). In particular, the NAc core is involved in a variety of fear-related processes 

(Haralambous & Westbrook, 1999; Ray et al., 2020). Additionally, the NAc can drive avoidance 

behaviour (Al-Hasani et al., 2015), particularly via stimulation of the BLA-NAc projection (Folkes 

et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2019). As such, it has been proposed that the NAc plays a critical role in 

biasing behaviour towards a response by assigning “motivational salience” to important cues 

(Floresco, 2015; J. Jensen et al., 2003). Supporting this, progressively greater intensity of 

footshock leads to matching increases in dopaminergic release in the NAc (Sorg & Kalivas, 1991), 

while milder stressors such as brief air puffs (Mirenowicz & Schultz, 1996), gentle handling, or 
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mild tail pinches (Cenci et al., 1992) do not elicit a response, collectively suggesting the NAc 

signal may act to scale intensity, or “salience”, of threat (Horvitz, 2000; Ray et al., 2020) 

 Alternatively, activation of the NAc may counteract negative effect of stress or encode 

relief upon termination of a stressor. Indeed, BLA-NAc projections are inherently self-stimulated 

(Namburi et al., 2015; Stuber et al., 2011) and promote resilience to chronic stress-induced 

behavioural deficits (Bagot et al., 2015), and as such, activation may counteract maladaptive 

stress-induced behavioural changes. 

 

Lateral hypothalamus (LH). The lateral hypothalamus also plays a role in mediating 

physiological and behavioural responses to emotional stressors (Gomes-de-Souza et al., 2021). 

However, due to heterogenous expression of glutamatergic, GABAergic, and peptidergic 

neurons, it is difficult to make an overarching conclusion on its role in stress (Ulrich-Lai & Herman, 

2009). For example, inhibition of the LH has different effects on stress-induced sympathetic 

response depending on which neurotransmitter system is targeted (Deolindo et al., 2013; Iwata 

et al., 1986; Pugliesi & De Aguiar Corrêa, 2004). Similarly, optogenetic and chemogenetic studies 

also demonstrate seemingly both a stress-promoting and stress-protective effect on behavior; 

specifically, stimulation of the LH promotes anxiety-like behavior (J. C. Jimenez et al., 2018) but 

is also shown to reduce stress-induced anhedonia (Campbell et al., 2017). Collectively, this 

suggests that, through complex activation of heterogenous cell types, the LH has an important 

general role in mediating arousal and motivated behavior. 

 

Central amygdala (CeA). The central amygdala is the major output region of the amygdala 

(Pitkänen et al., 1997) to drive behavioural and physiological responses to emotionally important 

events (Gilpin et al., 2015). This includes effector regions such as the paraventricular nucleus of 

the hypothalamus (T. S. Gray et al., 1989), periaqueductal gray (W. Han et al., 2017), locus 
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coeruleus (Cedarbaum & Aghajanian, 1978), lateral hypothalamus (Reppucci & Petrovich, 2016), 

and nucleus of the solitary tract (Saha et al., 2000). As a result, the CeA has been implicated in 

a wide range of stress-related effects, including stress-induced hypophagia (Petrovich et al., 

2009), HPA axis activation (Herman et al., 2005), defensive behaviours (W. Han et al., 2017), 

sympathetic tone (Ikegame et al., 2022), and expression of fear and anxiety (Davis, 1992). 

However, there is growing evidence (Fadok et al., 2018) that discrete subregions and 

circuits of the CeA can be reinforcing (Ross et al., 2016), drive appetitive behaviors (Hardaway et 

al., 2019), and even reduce anxiety-like behaviour (Tye et al., 2011). The BLA may have discrete 

roles depending on which CeA circuits are activated. Indeed, the BLA-CeA is necessary for 

expression of fear (S. A. Jimenez & Maren, 2009) and aversive learning (Beyeler et al., 2018), 

yet discrete projections can also drive reward (X. Zhang et al., 2020) and reduce anxiety-like 

behaviour (Tye et al., 2011). 

 

Implications. It is apparent that major projection targets of the BLA can drive a wide range of 

behavioural and physiological changes associated with the stress response. However, many of 

these structures are heterogenous in anatomy and function, and it is therefore difficult to predict 

how individual BLA circuits may influence their response to afferent activation from stress. 

 

 

1.5 ROLE OF DISCRETE BASOLATERAL AMYGDALA PROJECTION NEURON 

POPULATIONS 

Disconnection studies have proven useful to explore the function of discrete circuits. In 

this case, pharmacological inactivation or lesion of the unilateral BLA and a contralateral other 

structure (e.g., lesion of BLA on left hemisphere, lesion of mPFC on right hemisphere) functionally 
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disconnects two structures while still preserving their individual function. As such, disconnection 

studies clearly demonstrate the importance of BLA connectivity with the CeA in expression of 

learned fear (S. A. Jimenez & Maren, 2009), and connectivity with the VH in consolidating 

inhibitory avoidance learning (Wang et al., 2017). Additionally, BLA/mPFC connectivity is 

important in mediating stress-induced impairments in learning (Maeng et al., 2010) and driving 

active coping behaviours (Andolina et al., 2013), and connectivity between the BLA and NAc is 

important in stress-enhanced reacquisition of nicotine self-administration (G. Yu & Sharp, 2015). 

However, most of these experiments focused on learning processes, and further, directionality of 

connectivity cannot be tested. This is especially true for structures such as the VH and mPFC that 

involve reciprocal BLA circuits. As such, it was not until the advent of viral approaches such as 

optogenetics or chemogenetics that circuit-level control of behaviour could easily be tested in 

acute environments. 

 Recent circuit-specific manipulation of BLA circuits is extensively described in a seminal 

review paper by (Janak & Tye, 2015), and emphasize strong functional diversity of BLA circuits. 

For instance, optogenetic stimulation of BLA projection neurons can increase (Felix-Ortiz et al., 

2013, 2016; Felix-Ortiz & Tye, 2014) or decrease (Crowley et al., 2016; Tye et al., 2011) anxiety-

like behaviour depending on which brain regions they target. This heterogeneity is apparent even 

within individual circuits; whereas BLA-NAc projections are inherently self-stimulated (Namburi et 

al., 2015; Stuber et al., 2011) and promote resilience to chronic stress-induced behavioural 

deficits (Bagot et al., 2015), they can also drive anxiety-like behaviour (Folkes et al., 2020; Shen 

et al., 2019). Likewise, the BLA-CeA is necessary for expression of fear (S. A. Jimenez & Maren, 

2009) and aversive learning (Beyeler et al., 2018), yet discrete projections can also drive 

appetitive responding (X. Zhang et al., 2020). Individual divergence of discrete circuits may be 

separated on the basis of discrete molecular markers (J. Kim et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2019), 

although work on this is only just emerging. 
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 This heterogeneity extends beyond anxiety, as manipulation of discrete circuits influences 

many other behaviours including feeding, social behaviour, and appetitive/aversive learning 

(Janak & Tye, 2015), and in this respect, the influence of a given BLA projection pathway is difficult 

to predict. As such, functional mapping (i.e., identifying which circuits are activated by specific 

behaviours) may be particularly useful for guiding our understanding of the role of discrete 

projection populations.  

 

1.6 MOLECULAR AND RECEPTOR IDENTITY OF BLA PROJECTION NEURONS 

Overview. Along with circuit identity, BLA neurons can be characterized by expression of specific 

receptors or molecular markers. These “molecular signatures” may be particularly informative for 

identifying potential pharmacological targets to treat stress-related disorders (McCullough, 

Morrison, et al., 2016). 

 

Molecular Identity. While molecular and functional heterogeneity has been well-described in BLA 

interneurons (Hájos, 2021; Krabbe et al., 2018), BLA projection neurons have largely been 

classified into only two subtypes: parvicellular and magnocellular (Savander et al., 1995); these 

have since been shown to uniquely express protein phosphatase 1 regulatory inhibitor subunit 1B 

(Ppp1r1b) and R-spondin 2 (Rspo2), respectively (J. Kim et al., 2016). However, recent work has 

revealed that BLA projection neurons exhibit wide heterogeneity in molecular expression (O’Leary 

et al., 2020).  

 These developments establish a new avenue for exploring amygdala anatomy. 

Molecularly distinct projection populations in the BLA have been shown to mediate opposing 

appetitive vs. aversive learning in the BLA (J. Kim et al., 2016). Further, Ppp1r1b+ neurons are 

activated by reward, and driving their activity inhibits expression of fear during extinction learning 
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(X. Zhang et al., 2020), suggesting overlapping circuitry of distinct, but perhaps related, 

processes. Likewise, BLA projection neurons that express Thy1 drive fear inhibition (Gilman et 

al., 2018; Jasnow et al., 2013). Notably, this projection population exhibits specificity in projection 

targets, with dense projections to the NAc and BST, and an absence of projection to the CeA 

(McCullough, Choi, et al., 2016).  

 Most of this work has been performed in the context of learning, and thus it is unclear 

which cell types are engaged during exposure to acute stress. Further, to the best of our 

knowledge, no work has investigated the molecular identity of BLA projection populations driving 

HPA axis or sympathetic activity, and this remains a critical gap in our understanding of BLA 

anatomy.    

 

Receptor Identity. The BLA expresses a heterogenous mix of receptors. Among many others, 

this includes receptors for feeding peptides such as ghrelin (Alvarez-Crespo et al., 2012) and 

leptin (Z. Han, 2003), arousal signals such as orexin (Flores et al., 2017) and acetylcholine (Aitta-

aho et al., 2018; Unal et al., 2015), neuromodulators such as dopamine (Pickel et al., 2006) and 

serotonin (McDonald & Mascagni, 2007), and stress signals such as corticotropin-releasing 

hormone (J. M. Gray et al., 2015) and glucocorticoids (Morimoto et al., 1996). These represent 

exciting potential molecular markers for stress-responsive neurons. Of note are receptors for the 

endocannabinoid, CRH, and NE systems.  

The endocannabinoid (eCB) system is implicated in most brain and body functions 

(Piazza et al., 2017) and has a particularly strong regulatory influence on activation of stress 

circuits (Morena et al., 2016). Activation of the endocannabinoid system generally reduces 

anxiety-like behaviour and suppresses activation of the HPA axis, and the BLA appears to be 

particularly involved in this process (Hill, Patel, et al., 2010; Petrie et al., 2021; Steiner & Wotjak, 

2008). Indeed, intra-BLA pharmacological manipulations demonstrate that endocannabinoids 
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largely act in the BLA to constrain both HPA activity (J. M. Gray et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2009; Hill, 

McLaughlin, et al., 2010) as well as both fear and anxiety-like behaviour (J. M. Gray et al., 2015; 

Gunduz-Cinar et al., 2013). 

The CRH receptor Type I (CRHR1) is widely expressed across limbic regions (Weera et 

al., 2022) and global pharmacological inhibition or genetic deletion of CRHR1 dramatically 

reduces both anxiety-like behaviour and HPA responses to stress 2023-07-19 7:04:00 PM. 

CRHR1 expression is evident in BLA projection neurons (Agoglia et al., 2020; Y. Chen et al., 

2000; Van Pett et al., 2000) and may have a particularly important role during stress, as it is 

readily released into the amygdala during acute stress (Merlo Pich et al., 1995). Indeed, 

administration of CRH directly into the BLA amplifies the HPA response to stress and drives 

anxiety-like behaviour (J. M. Gray et al., 2015). 

Norepinephrine (NE) is readily released peripherally during stress to drive sympathetic 

activation (Tank & Wong, 2014). However, there is also substantial central release from the locus 

coeruleus during stress to various projection targets including the BLA (Galvez et al., 1996; 

McCall et al., 2017). The Gs-coupled ß-noradrenergic receptor is widely expressed through the 

BLA (Qu et al., 2008), and administration of ß-noradrenergic antagonists blunt stress-induced 

activation of the BLA (Giustino et al., 2020). Specifically, NE action in the BLA drives anxiety-like 

behaviour (McCall et al., 2017) and enhances consolidation for aversive memory (LaLumiere et 

al., 2003). 

 

1.7 CONCLUSIONS 

 The BLA is heavily implicated in the stress response. It is reliably activated by 

psychological stress, and through anatomical connections to a diverse array of sensory inputs 

and motor and cognitive outputs, is well-situated to drive widespread changes in anxiety-like 
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behaviour, HPA activation, and sympathetic tone. However, it is a heterogeneous structure, and 

discrete cell types and circuits can mediate diverse (and even opposing) effects on anxiety-like 

behaviour. Circuit- and subregion- specificity remains a critical gap in our understanding of how 

the BLA contributes to the stress response, and further, relatively little research has been 

conducted on the contribution of the BLA to the HPA response to stress. It is therefore essential 

to map distinct topographical subregions, circuits, and molecular phenotypes of BLA neurons 

explicitly activated by stress, and with a particular focus on how they may contribute to HPA 

activation.  

 

1.8 THESIS OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES.  

Objective. The objective of this thesis is to conduct a systematic investigation of the spatial, 

temporal, and circuit-specific activation patterns of BLA projection neurons during stress, as this 

is a brain region highly involved in processing emotional stimuli that are both stressful and 

rewarding. Additionally, we wanted to clarify the role of the BLA in activation of the HPA axis. 

 

Overarching hypothesis. The overarching hypothesis is that stress uniquely activates discrete 

BLA subregions, circuits, and molecularly defined projection populations to drive stress-related 

increases in HPA axis activation. This hypothesis will be tested in three related but distinct aims: 

 

Aim 1 (Chapter 2): What subregions of the BLA are activated by stress, and does activation 

contribute to stress induced HPA axis activation?  

Hypothesis: Distinct subregions of the BLA are differentially activated by stress and that 

temporarily increasing or decreasing the activity of BLA projection neurons will 

bidirectionally influence HPA axis activity.  
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Aim 2 (Chapter 3): How are projection neuron populations organized in the BLA and which 

projection populations are activated by stress? Do individual projection populations contribute to 

stress-induced activation of the HPA axis? 

Hypothesis: Projection neuron populations are heterogeneously distributed throughout 

the BLA, as expressed by differences in subregion-specific density. Discrete populations 

are activated by exposure to acute stress. Temporary inhibition of isolated populations will 

reduce stress induced HPA axis activity.  

 

Aim 3 (Chapter 3): How are CRHR1+ neurons organized in the BLA, and are they activated by 

stress? Do they contribute to behaviours associated with an aversive state? 

Hypothesis: CRHR1 neurons are heterogeneously distributed throughout the BLA, as 

expressed by differences in subregion-specific density. BLA:CRHR1 cells are activated by 

stress and may be a molecular marker for stress-responsive cells. Temporary inhibition of 

CRHR1 cells will reduce fear learning, anxiety-like behaviour, and stress-induced HPA 

axis activation.  
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Chapter 2. Identification of a stress-integratory subregion of the 
basolateral amygdala  

 

2.1 ABSTRACT 

In humans and rodents, the amygdala is rapidly activated by stress and hyperactive in 

conditions of pathological stress or trauma. However, there is a striking lack of information of the 

anatomical specificity of amygdala subregions and of its role in governing typical responses to 

stress such as HPA axis activation. Using c-fos mapping and fiber photometry in male rats, we 

identified the medial basal amygdala (mBA) as a distinct subregion that is specifically activated 

by a range of stressors. Using restraint stress as a prototypical model for stress, we found that 

systemic administration of propranolol, a ß-adrenoceptor antagonist, reduced the magnitude of 

calcium-related response to restraint stress. Further, chemogenetic inhibition of mBA projection 

neurons dampened stress-induced HPA activity, and optogenetic stimulation drove HPA activity 

in non-stress conditions. These data identify the mBA as a subregion that is robustly and 

specifically recruited by stress exposure to contribute to activation of the HPA axis.  

 

2.2 INTRODUCTION 

In response to a real or perceived threat, the body mounts a multi-level response which is 

collectively referred to as a “stress response”. This is a complex and widely encompassing 

biological process, involving diverse behavioural and physiological changes including activation 

of the endocrine and sympathetic systems, enhanced vigilance, and avoidance behaviours. 

Despite differences in the nature and temporal dynamics of psychological stressors, all aversive, 

stressful stimuli induce a relatively comparable stress response (Chaaya et al., 2019; Fendt et al., 

2003; Morrow et al., 2002; Ong et al., 2014).  In particular, all stressors reliably and consistently 

lead to activation of the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVN), the main driver of 
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the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and subsequent release of the glucocorticoid 

hormone corticosterone (CORT) (Herman et al., 2016). Despite a similar response, differing 

modalities or intensity of stressors elicit varying magnitude of the stress response (Armario et al., 

1986; Kant et al., 1983). Thus, an essential question is how the brain coordinates and regulates 

a response to psychological stressors. 

The basolateral amygdala (BLA) is anatomically well-situated as a stress-regulatory 

region. It receives sensory input from all sensory modalities (LeDoux, 2007; McDonald, 1998), 

where it can then integrate it with cognitive information encoding memory and motivational drive 

and subsequently modulate physiological processes and behavioural responses through 

widespread projections to effector brain regions via CaMKii+ glutamatergic projection neurons 

(Sah, Faber, Lopez De Armentia, et al., 2003). Indeed, psychological stressors robustly increase 

activity in the BLA of both rodents and humans (Reznikov et al., 2008; van Marle et al., 2009), 

and preclinical research has demonstrated that the BLA is strongly involved in many stress-

related processes, including avoidance behaviour, sympathetic activation, and memory (Felix-

Ortiz et al., 2016; McCall et al., 2017; Paré, 2003; Petrovich et al., 2002; Soltis et al., 1997; Tye 

et al., 2011) 

Collectively, this has established the BLA as a critical stress “hub” (Herman et al., 2020; 

van Marle et al., 2009). Supporting this, gross lesions of the amygdala, including the BLA, have 

been found to inhibit stress-induced HPA activity (Bhatnagar et al., 2004; Goldstein et al., 1996). 

Additionally, certain intra-BLA pharmacological experiments alter stress-induced CORT, including 

manipulations targeting the orexin, endocannabinoid, corticotropin-releasing factor, and 

neuropeptide S systems (Cohen et al., 2018; J. M. Gray et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2009; Yaeger et 

al., 2022). However, many other intra-BLA manipulations – such as those targeting GABA-A, 

dopamine type II, neuropeptide Y, or ghrelin receptors – have no effect on HPA activity (Bhatnagar 

et al., 2004; de Oliveira et al., 2017; M. Jensen et al., 2016; T. J. Sajdyk et al., 2008). Collectively, 
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this suggests that as a structure, the BLA is integral to the stress response, but distinct subregions 

or neuromodulators may play a more influential and specific role in driving the stress response. 

Although most cells in the BLA are excitatory projection neurons (~80-85%), a small 

population are GABAergic interneurons that regulate output activity of the BLA and may thus act 

to counteract stress-promoting roles of BLA projection neurons (Morena et al., 2019; Qin et al., 

2022). Additionally, there is some evidence that astrocytes may also dampen stress-induced 

output of the BLA (Xiao et al., 2020). Thus, variation in the impact of BLA manipulations to drive 

changes in the endocrine response may result from specific differences in the cell types or 

signaling molecules involved. Additionally, regional differences in the BLA have also been 

proposed, including rostral-caudal and circuit-specific projections in BLA activation by learned 

rewarding vs aversive stimuli (Beyeler et al., 2018; J. Kim et al., 2016; X. Zhang et al., 2020). 

More notably, various experiments in several animal species and human epilepsy patients have 

demonstrated that electrical stimulation of the BLA can increase COR release, however these 

effects are variable and seem to depend on the exact region of the BLA the electrode was targeted 

(Dunn & Whitener, 1986; Feldman et al., 1982; Matheson et al., 1971; Rubin et al., 1966; Slusher 

& Hyde, 1961; Vouimba & Richter-Levin, 2013). Together, these data support our hypothesis that 

distinct BLA subregions and neurotransmitter systems are involved in the stress response.  

We used a rodent model to allow for systematic, specific, and high-resolution investigation 

of how the BLA responds to a range of aversive and non-aversive novel stimuli. First, we 

characterized the spatial and temporal patterns of activity in the BLA during exposure to several 

different stressors or non-aversive stimuli, to determine if there is a common activation pattern in 

response to stress. Our goal was to identify if there was a specific “stress-sensitive” sub-region 

of the BLA. Secondly, using chemo- and optogenetic approaches, we tested the necessity and 

sufficiency of BLA projection neurons within stress-sensitive sub-regions to modulate stress-

induced release of CORT. Collectively, we identified the medial basal amygdala (mBA) as a 
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distinct subregion of the amygdala that is robustly and specifically recruited by wide range of 

psychological stressors to drives changes in HPA axis activity. 

 

2.3 METHODS 

Animals. All animal protocols were approved by the University of Calgary Animal Care 

Committee and followed guidelines from the Canadian Council on Animal Care. Adult male 

Sprague Dawley rats were obtained from Charles River Laboratories (175-225g upon arrival) 

and maintained under a 12h light-dark cycle (lights on at 8am) with food and water available ad 

libitum. Unless otherwise specified, animals were pair-housed and all experiments were 

performed during the light phase of the cycle between 8am and 2pm. Cage-mates were always 

in identical treatment groups and underwent all aspects of experimentation at the same time, 

including intraperitoneal injections, blood collection, stimulus exposure, and sacrifice.   

 

Stereotaxic surgery. Rats were maintained under isoflurane anesthesia and analgesic treatment 

(meloxicam (2mg/kg, subcutaneously)) in a stereotaxic apparatus during surgical injection of 

viruses or implantation of fibre optic cannulas. To deliver viral vectors, a glass capillary containing 

viral vector was lowered into the brain and pressure injected using a NanoInject II apparatus 

(Drummond Scientific). Coordinates targeting the BLA were relative to bregma and the surface of 

the skull: -2.8mm anterior-posterior (AP), ±4.9 to 5.0mm medial-lateral (ML), and -8.4 to -8.7mm 

dorsal-ventral (DV). To implant fibre optic cannulas used in photometry or optogenetic 

experiments, 2 weeks were allowed for recovery before implantation of a 600µm diameter mono 

fiber optic cannula (Doric Lenses, MFC_600/630/0.48_8.6mm_MF2.5_FLT) 0.1mm above the 

injection site, and secured with Metabond, dental cement, and four anchoring screws. 
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Optogenetic and chemogenetic experiments involved bilateral injections, and fiber photometry 

experiments involved unilateral injections targeting the right BLA. 

 

Blood collection and corticosterone analysis. Animals were gently placed into clear Plexiglas 

restraint tubes and blood samples were collected into ice chilled, EDTA treated microvettes 

(Sarstedt AG & Co. KG; #16.444.100) from a small nick over the lateral tail vein. Tail blood was 

centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 20min at 4°C to separate plasma, which was stored at −20°C until 

corticosterone analyses. Plasma samples were analyzed with an enzyme-linked immunosorbent 

assay kit (Arbor Assays; #K014-H5) by following the manufacturer’s instructions and as performed 

previously (DeVuono et al., 2020). Standards were run in triplicate, and samples were tested in 

duplicate and diluted 1:100 to ensure levels fit the standard curve. Groups were compared at 

individual time points or as an area-under-the-curve (AUC). The following formulas for AUC were 

used: for comparison of different stimuli: [(t30 + t90) * 60min] / 2; and for comparison following 

optogenetic stimulation: [((t30 + t60) * 30min] / 2) + [((t60 + t90) * 30min] / 2) (Pruessner et al., 2003). 

 

Brain collection. Brains were collected and processed identically for all experiments. For 

perfusion, animals were anesthetized with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital and transcardially 

perfused with 0.9% saline (~60mL per rat, 30 mL/min) followed by 3.8% paraformaldehyde in 

0.01M PBS (~120mL per rat, 30 mL/min). Following perfusion, brains were removed and 

immersed in 3.8% paraformaldehyde in 0.01 M PBS overnight before being switched to a 20% 

sucrose solution in PBS for 48-72 hours, and then transferred to a 30% sucrose solution in PBS 

for cryoprotection. Coronal sections of 40um were cut in four series’ on a Leica SM 2010R sliding 

microtome and collected in antifreeze (30% wt/vol sucrose, 1% wt/vol polyvinylpyrrolidone-40, 

30% vol/vol ethylene glycol, 0.0065% wt/vol sodium azide, in PBS; adapted from (Butler et al., 

2012)) and stored at -20 C until processing. 
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FOS immunohistochemistry. Free-floating sections of the BLA were rinsed 3x10min in PBS, 

followed by 3x10min in PBS + Triton X-100 (0.1%). Sections were then blocked for 1h at room 

temperature with gentle agitation in 5% normal donkey serum in PBS and incubated for 23h at 

4°C with anti-cFos antibody raised in rabbit (cFos, #2250s, Cell Signaling Technology, 1:400) in 

an antibody blocking solution (0.1% vol/vol Triton X-100, 0.1% wt/vol BSA, 0.05% wt/vol sodium 

azide, 0.04% wt/vol sodium EDTA in PBS). Following a 3x10min wash in PBS + Triton X-100 

(0.1%), sections were incubated for 2h at room temperature with a donkey anti-rabbit AlexaFluor 

647-conjugated secondary antibody (Alexa-647, #711-605-152, Jackson ImmunoResearch, 

1:125) in antibody blocking solution. Finally, sections were rinsed 3x10min in PBS + Triton X-100 

(0.1%) and 2x10min in PBS, mounted onto charged slides, and cover-slipped using Fluoroshield 

with DAPI mounting medium (Sigma Aldrich).  

 

Histology. To verify viral expression or cannula tract location following fiber photometry, 

optogenetic, or chemogenetic experiments, free floating sections of the BLA were rinsed 3x10min 

in PBS, mounted onto charged slides, and cover-slipped using Fluoroshield with DAPI mounting 

medium (Sigma Aldrich). For imaging of GCaMP6s in Figure 2 or hM4D(Gi), images were 

acquired with a Leica DM4000 B LED microscope using a 2.5X / 0.07 NA PLAN (Leica 556036) 

or 5X / 0.12 N PLAN EPI (Leica 566076) objective. For imaging of ChR2 or GCaMP6s in Figure 

3, images were acquired using an Olympus VS120 slide scanner using a 10X / 0.4 NA air 

objective.  Each construct had distinct imaging parameters which remained consistent throughout 

each experiment. Notably, the mCherry expression was observed to have substantially greater 

fluorescent intensity than hM4D(Gi), and therefore required lower intensity and exposure settings. 

Location of maximal expression of virus and/or location of cannula tips were plotted onto coronal 

images adapted from an atlas (Swanson, 2004). Animals were excluded if there was no 
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expression in at least one hemisphere, significant expression outside of the BLA, significant 

damage at the injection site, or placement of the cannula tip was outside of the BLA.  

 

Electrophysiology. For slice experiments, animals were deeply anaesthetised with isoflurane, 

decapitated and coronal slices (250 uM) containing the BLA were cut using a vibratome (VT1200, 

Leica Microsystems) in room temperature, NMDG-based artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF). 

Slices were then briefly transferred to a submerged chamber containing NMDG ACSF of the 

following composition: 93 mM NMDG, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.2 mM NaH2PO4, 30 mM NaHCO3, 20 mM 

HEPES, 25 mM glucose, 2 mM thiourea, 5 mM Na-ascorbate, 3 mM Na-pyruvate, 0.5 mM 

CaCl2·4H2O and 10 mM MgSO4·7H2O, where they were maintained at 32°C for 10-12 mins to 

allow for protective recovery of tissue. Finally, slices were transferred to a holding chamber 

containing regular ACSF of the following composition: 126mM NaCl, 2.5mM KCl, 1.4 mM 

NaH2PO4, 1.2 mM MgCl2, 2.4 mM CaCl2, 11 mM glucose and 25 mM NaHCO3; equilibrated 

with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. When time to record, slices were individually transferred to a chamber 

on an upright microscope (Olympus BX51) and superfused continually with ACSF (32°C, flow 

rate: 2.0 ml min-1). Neurons were visualised with a 40X water-immersion objective using infra-

red Dodt-tube gradient contrast optics. 

Functional DREADD expression and blue light photostimulation in BLA pyramidal neurons 

was confirmed using in-vitro patch clamp electrophysiology. Using fluorescence, neurons 

expressing CaMKII-hM4DI were identified by the presence of an mCherry reporter. Whole-cell 

current-clamp recordings (Axopatch 700B, Molecular Devices) were then conducted in labelled 

neurons using a K-Gluconate-based internal solution containing: 130 mM K-Gluconate, 10 mM 

HEPES, 10 mM KCl, 4 mM Mg2ATP, 0.3 mM Na2GTP and 10 mM Na2-Phosphocreatine (pH 

7.3). Neurons were maintained at a membrane potential of -70 mV by DC current injection via the 

patch-electrode. To confirm DREADD functionality, cell excitability was assessed by examining 
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the current-voltage relationship (range: -25 - +400 pA) before and during application of Clozapine-

N Oxide (CNO, 10 μM). Furthermore, evoked firing rate was assessed over time by application of 

series of 5 current pulses (250 ms in duration, 5-25 pA apart, every 60 secs), where the current 

amplitude was set for each cell so that ~ 3-4 action potentials were elicited during the 2nd-4th 

steps. To confirm that blue light photostimulation in vitro reliably excited BLAChR2 cells, single 

pulses and trains were elicited using a 470 nm Light Emitting Diode (LED) (405 mW: Thor Labs) 

through the 40x microscope objective. Responses to a single pulse of blue light (3ms) in current 

and voltage clamp mode, light pulses delivered at 20Hz for 1s in current and 10s in voltage clamp 

mode, and a 500ms light pulse in voltage clamp was reliably repeated in several different brain 

slices from BLAChR2 expressing rats. 

 

Exposure to novel stimuli.  

Groups. To assess the impact of different novel stimuli on plasma corticosterone response and 

spatial activation patterns in the BLA, animals were randomly pre-assigned to one of 7 

experimental conditions (citral odour, n=8; bobcat urine, n=8; crackers, n=8; restraint stress, 

n=10; swim stress, n=10; mild foot shock, n=8; naïve, n=8). Cage-mates were assigned to the 

same condition and experienced stimulus exposure at the same time. The experiment was run 

across multiple days, but all immunohistochemistry and imaging were performed together and all 

ELISAs were performed over two days. 

 

Handling and habituation. All animals were habituated for 7 consecutive days prior to 

experimental day with two daily handlings. In the mornings, animals were carted to an adjacent 

experimental room for 30min and handled for 1min each before being returned to their colony 

room. Animals remained pair-housed and in their home cage during habituation, except for 

animals who would be subject to cracker, bobcat urine, or citral odour exposure on the 
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experimental day; in this case, they were placed alone into empty cages with no enrichment, food, 

or water access for the 30min habituation. For afternoon handlings, animals remained in the 

colony room and were handled for 1min each. This was to ensure that the endocrine and FOS 

response to each stimulus was largely reflective of the stimulus rather than handling stress. 

 

Stimulus exposure. On experimental day (Day 8), animals were carted to their testing rooms and 

immediately exposed to their pre-assigned stimulus for 30min. For odour exposure, rats were 

placed alone into an empty cage with a sponge soaked in citral odour (Sigma-Aldrich; 1% in 

mineral oil (Abraham et al., 2012; Slotnick, 2004)) or bobcat urine (Maine Outdoor Solutions; 

(Whitaker & Gilpin, 2015)). For cracker exposure, rats were placed alone into an empty cage with 

unlimited access to goldfish crackers (Pepperidge Farm). For restraint, animals were placed into 

a clear Plexiglas restraint tube. For mild foot shock, animals were placed alone into fear 

conditioning chambers equipped with metal stainless-steel rod flooring connected to a shock 

generator (Med Associates) and were exposed to 7 equally spaced shocks (0.65 mA, 1s long) 

over 30min. For swim, animals were placed into an opaque plastic bucket (40cm internal diameter 

filled with 25 ± 2 °C water for 15min, and then immediately removed, gently dried off with a towel, 

and returned to their home-cage with their cage-mate. In the naïve condition, animals remained 

untouched in the colony room until time of sacrifice.  

 

Blood and brain collection. Blood was collected 30min (t30) and 90min (t90) following stimulus-

onset, except for the naïve condition in which only a single blood sample was collected, occurring 

immediately prior to sacrifice. Perfusion occurred 90min following stimulus onset, and brains were 

removed for processing to perform immunohistochemistry for c-fos. 
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Imaging for stimulus-induced c-fos topography. Immunohistochemistry for FOS expression was 

performed and 20X tilescan images of the BLA from AP -2.12 to AP -3.60 (Paxinos & Watson 

atlas) were acquired from each animal using an Olympus VS110 Slidescanner with a 20X (0.75 

NA air) objective. Only images with tissue undamaged throughout processing, sectioning, and 

immunohistochemistry were included (number of animals and slices per group: naïve=7/96; 

citral=8/93; crackers=8/113; bobcat=7/86; shock=5/73; swim=7/103; restraint=10/121). All 

imaging parameters (e.g., exposure, light intensity) remained identical between all images, and 

the experimenter was blinded to experimental condition. All images were saved as a virtual slide 

image (.vsi) for further analyses using Imaris software. 

 

FOS Exclusions. Animals were excluded if there were not at least 5 BLA images to count from 

(N=4; swim=1, shock=2, naïve=1) or human error resulting in different imaging parameters for 

that animal (N=4; swim=2, shock=1, bobcat=1).  

 

CORT Exclusions. Animals were excluded if there was not sufficient plasma to run the ELISA 

(n=3 at t90; restraint=1; shock=2). 

 

Topographical mapping and quantification of FOS+ cells. The experimenter remained blinded 

to the conditions of each animal during plotting and counting. Analyses were largely guided by 

work from (Beyeler et al., 2018). Given that the BLA shape and size varies due to changes in AP 

position and imperfections in mounting and slicing tissue, we normalized all FOS+ neurons to a 

standardized shape of the BLA to accurately compare density gradients in the BLA. 

 

Identification of FOS. Images were pseudo-colored blue for DAPI and magenta for FOS. DAPI 

staining was used to visually identify the shape of the BLA based on contours provided by the 
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surrounding fiber tracts. We automatically identified all FOS+ neurons of a standardized size and 

minimum quality using the spot detection tool. These parameters remained identical across all 

images in the experiment. The experimenter visually observed the spots detected and manually 

removed any spots located outside of the BLA or within fiber tracts. Coordinates of FOS+ cells 

were localized relative to the most dorsal point of the BLA using the position reference frame tool 

(Supplementary Fig. 1A; “o”) and exported to an excel sheet for further analyses. 

 

Normalization. First, we established the average width and height of the BLA at 7 anterior-

posterior (AP) positions. For every image, we identified its approximate AP position according to 

the Paxinos & Watson atlas (-2.12, -2.30, -2.56, -2.80, -3.14, -3.30, -3.60; (Paxinos & Watson, 

2007)) and measured the height, width, and triangular area of the BLA (Supplementary Fig. 1A-

D) using Imaris Cell Imaging Software (Oxford Instruments). The formula for triangular area was: 

[(height x width) / 2]. Any image with a triangular area exceeding two 

times the standard deviation of the mean for the chosen AP position 

was re-assigned to a more appropriate AP position. We then calculated 

the average width (medial-lateral axis) and height (dorsal-ventral axis) 

from all slices at each of these 7 AP positions, which was then rounded 

to the nearest 25um for standardization (Supplementary Table 2.1).  

Next, we normalized coordinates of FOS+ neurons from each image according to these 

standardized dimensions. For each raw coordinate, the x-coordinate was normalized to the 

average width of the BLA at that AP position, and the y-coordinate to the average height of the 

BLA at that AP position.  This established new x,y coordinates that maintained their original 

relative position in the BLA but could now be directly compared to images with a BLA of different 

raw dimensions. 
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To subdivide the BLA into the LA, LBA, and mBA subdivisions and to account for the 

curvature of the BLA along the medial fiber tract, a template shape was first created by manually 

fitting a standardized shape of the BLA derived from the Paxinos & Watson atlas (Paxinos & 

Watson, 2007) to all normalized FOS+ neurons in each plane, and then excluding FOS+ points 

outside of this template (Supplementary Fig. 1E-G). In total, the standardized shape fit 85.39% 

(41,111 of 48,146) of labelled cells. This established a standardized template comprised of 25um 

x 25um “pixels” used for representation and quantification. 

 

Quantification. To visually represent gradients of density across the BLA, the average density of 

FOS+ neurons were calculated per 25um x 25um bin and represented in heatmaps using a 

custom MATLAB script. Each pixel value represents average density per image, averaged across 

animals in the same group. To compare group differences, we calculated FOS density for each 

animal individually and then compared group means. The total area of a subregion was calculated 

as: [(number of 25umx25um pixels comprising the subregion of interest) * 25um * 25um]. The 

density was then calculated as: [total # of FOS+ cells detected in all pixels comprising the 

subregion of interest / total area of subregion of interest]. As multiple images were often collected 

from each AP plane for each animal, data were analyzed as average density per image: [(total # 

of cells from all pixels comprising the subregion of interest, from all slices) / (total area of subregion 

of interest * number of slices)]. These calculations were streamlined using a custom MATLAB 

script that can be accessed at the authors’ request (mnhill@ucalgary.ca and 

robert.aukema1@ucalgary.ca).  

 

Fiber photometry.  

Viral vectors and fiber optic cannula. Viral vectors were injected unilaterally into the right 

basolateral amygdala to express the calcium-sensitive protein GCaMP6s, to allow recording of 
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calcium transients from CaMKii neurons in the BLA of freely moving rats. GCaMP6s was 

selectively expressed under the CaMKII promoter to restrict expression to BLA projection 

neurons. AAV.CamKII.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40 (7.0 x 1012 GCs/mL) was a gift from James M. 

Wilson (Addgene viral prep #107790-AAV9; http://n2t.net/addgene:107790 ; 

RRID:Addgene_107790). A final volume of 322nL was delivered in 32.2nL boluses every 30sec, 

and the capillary remained in place for 10min following delivery of the final bolus to allow for 

diffusion of the virus. Approximately 2 weeks were allowed for recovery before a 600-µm diameter 

mono fiber optic cannula (Doric Lenses, MFC_600/630/0.48_8.6mm_MF2.5_FLT) was implanted 

0.1mm above the injection site. 

 

Handling and habituation. Following surgical implantation of the fiber optic cannula, rats were 

single-housed and given a minimum of 1 week to recover before undergoing experiment 1 or 2. 

Animals then underwent 6 days of handling and habituation. On days 1-3, animals were carted to 

their testing room and placed into an empty cage with only bedding for 1h, and then handled by 

the experimenter for 2min before returning to the colony room. On days 4-6, the same procedure 

occurred but animals were habituated to the optic fiber in an empty cage for 20min in the testing 

room. Habituation and testing cages had a lid with a small slit cut in it to allow for entry of the 

fiber. This occurred for all conditions except for shock, which were treated similarly except for 

being habituated to fear conditioning chambers equipped with metal stainless-steel rod flooring 

connected to a shock generator (Med Associates) rather than a testing cage.  

 

Experiment 1: GCaMP6s Response to different stimuli. Experiments were performed during the 

light phase of the cycle between 8am and 6pm. On test day, animals were exposed to one of 4 

conditions: crackers (n=5), shock (n=4), pickup followed by either restraint (n=5) or swim (n=5), 

and citral followed by bobcat urine exposure (n=7). We recorded ~15min of baseline activity in 
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the habituation cage immediately before animals were exposed to a stimulus (in the shock 

condition, baseline was recorded in the fear conditioning chamber). Some animals were exposed 

to multiple conditions, but testing was separated by a minimum of 5 days (which included 2 days 

of habituation), and the least stressful stimulus was always presented first. For cracker exposure 

(Supplementary Fig. 2R), rats were provided unlimited access to goldfish crackers (Pepperidge 

Farm) for 15min in their testing cage. For shock (Supplementary Fig. 2T), animals were exposed 

to 5 equally spaced shocks (0.65 mA, 1s long) over 14min. For pickup (Supplementary Fig. 2S, 

V), animals were briefly picked up by the experimenter for ~15sec and returned to their testing 

cage before repeating the pickup 15min later. After 5min of being untouched in their testing cage 

following the second pickup, animals were exposed for 15min to either swim (Supplementary Fig. 

2S), by placing them into an opaque plastic bucket (40cm internal diameter) filled with 25 ± 2 °C 

water, or restraint (Supplementary Fig. 2V), by gently wrapping the animal in a towel that restricted 

all bodily movement. For odor exposures (Supplementary Fig. 2U), a sponge soaked in citral odor 

(Sigma-Aldrich; 1% in mineral oil; (Abraham et al., 2012; Slotnick, 2004)) was placed into the 

cage for 15min; it was then removed, and the animal remained undisturbed for 5min before 

placing a different sponge soaked in bobcat urine into the cage (Maine Outdoor Solutions; 

(Whitaker & Gilpin, 2015)). Following removal of the stimulus, recordings continued for a minimum 

of 5min. All animals were euthanized, perfused, and brains were collected and processed for 

imaging on a separate day. 

 

Recordings. A fiber photometry system with recording parameters similar to that described in 

(Daviu et al., 2020) was used for experiment 1. Briefly, two excitation light-emitting diodes (LEDs, 

470nm M470F3 and 405nm M405F1 from Thorlabs) were controlled by a RZ5P (Tucker-Davis 

Technology) processor running Synapse software (Tucker-Davis Technology). The LEDs were 

modulated at 211Hz (470nm) and 531Hz (405nm) to avoid contamination from room lighting. Both 
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LEDs were connected to a Doric Mini Cube filter set (FMC4_AE(405)_E(460–490)_F(500–

550)_S) and the excitation light was directed to the animal via a mono fiber optic patch cord (Doric 

MFP_600/630/3000-0.48_2m_FC_MF2.5). The power of the LEDs was adjusted to provide 5-7 

µW at the end of the patch cord. The resulting signal was detected by a photoreceiver (NewPort 

model 2151) and demodulated by a RZ5P processor. 

 

Exclusions. Recordings were excluded if substantial broken signal was observed such as from a 

broken or disconnected patch cord (n=11), missed placements of cannula outside the BLA (n=9), 

absence of viral expression (n=6), variable signal during the baseline epoch (n=1), or absent 

signal (n=1). Any noticeable artifacts in sampling regions were replaced with linear interpolation 

and the section was excluded from analysis (n=8 of 40 recordings). To further control for artifacts, 

we excluded animals displaying a significant outlier value in analyses, according to the Grubb’s 

test (Bobcat: n=1; Citral: n=1). 

 

Experiment 2: GCaMP6s Response to different stimuli. Experiments were performed during the 

light phase of the cycle between 8am and 6pm. On test day, animals were administered 

propranolol (Sigma Aldrich; 2mg/kg or 10mg/kg) or vehicle (0.9% saline; 2 or 5mg/ml). 10min after 

injections, fibers were attached to the implanted ferrules and photometry recording began. We 

recorded ~15min of baseline activity in the habituation cage immediately before animals were 

exposed to restraint or shock stress (in the shock condition, baseline was recorded in the fear 

conditioning chamber). Animals were gently wrapped in a towel that restricted all bodily movement 

to induce restraint stress. After 15min, animals were returned to the testing cage and recordings 

continued for a minimum of 5min. All animals were euthanized, perfused, and brains were 

collected and processed for imaging. 
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Recordings. A Doric fiber photometry system with recording parameters similar to that described 

in (Daviu et al., 2020) was used for experiment 2. This system consists of two excitation LEDs 

(465nm and 405nm from Doric) controlled by an LED drive and console running Doric Studio 

software (Doric Lenses). The LEDs were modulated and the resulting signal demodulated using 

lock-in amplification. Both LEDs were connected to a Doric Mini Cube filter set 

(FMC4_AE(405)_E(460-490)_F(500-550)_S) and the excitation light was directed to the animal 

via mono fiber optical patchcord (Doric MFP_400/460/900-0.48_2m_FC/MF2.5). The power of 

the LEDs was adjusted to provide 9-13µW at the end of the patch cord. The resulting signal was 

detected by a photoreceiver (NewPort model 2151).  

 

Exclusions. Recordings were excluded if substantial broken signal was observed such as from a 

broken or disconnected patch cord (n=3, all during shock), missed placements of cannula outside 

the BLA (n=2 in all groups), or absence of signal due to no viral expression (n=4). Sections of 

individual traces with significant motion artifacts were excluded from analysis (first restraint: n=1 

(PROP); second restraint: n=3 (VEH), n=1 (PROP)). 

 

Data analysis. Analysis was conducted for both experiment 1 and 2. Fluorescent signal data were 

processed in real time and acquired at a sampling rate of 1 kHz. Data were then exported to 

MATLAB (MathWorks) for offline analysis using custom-written scripts (Molina, 2021) and similar 

to (Daviu et al., 2020). Data were first downsampled to 100 Hz. Photobleaching was modeled by 

fitting an exponential decay on a smoothed portion of the data (low-pass filter at 0.1Hz) and 

subtracted from the 470nm and 405nm signals. Fast oscillations were removed with a low-pass 

filter (10Hz). The 405nm signal was then fitted to the 470nm using a robust polynomial regression. 

The change in fluorescence (ΔF) was then calculated by subtracting the 405nm Ca2+-

independent baseline signal from the 470nm Ca2+-dependent signal at each time point. Within-
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animal analyses were performed on the resulting z-score calculation using the following equation: 

z=(F-F0)/ σF, where F is the test signal, F0 and σF are the mean and standard deviation of the 

baseline signal. All photometry recordings were TTL-linked to a camera to allow precise time-

locking of stimulus onset and termination. This was necessary as the length of time required to 

initiate or terminate a stressor was variable (for example, placing an animal into restraint). Thus, 

for recordings where the stimulus exceeded 15min, a section of the trace was deleted 120sec 

prior to stress termination, to ensure the total duration was exactly 15min. For recordings where 

the stimulus was less than 15min, a section of the trace was shifted 120sec prior to stress 

termination (leaving a gap in data for those time-points), to ensure the total duration was exactly 

15min.  

For experiment 1, the baseline epoch was determined as the 120sec immediately prior to 

stimulus onset. To compare average activity patterns upon onset of stimulus exposure, the 

average z-scores of each of the first 3 5min epochs were calculated among animals exposed to 

the same condition, and then compared between groups (Fig. 2L-R). To compare the average 

magnitude of initial response, the average z-score change from baseline was calculated for each 

animal, averaged among animals exposed to the same condition, and then compared to the 

“pickup” condition (Fig. 2K). To compare the average peak z-score, the average z-score in a 

10sec rolling window was calculated for each animal, averaged among animals exposed to the 

same condition, and then statistically compared to the “pickup” condition (Fig. S2W). 

For experiment 2, the baseline epoch was determined as the 120sec immediately prior to 

stimulus onset. To compare average activity between PROP- or VEH-treated animals in the first 

1min or entire 15min following stress onset, or the 25min following stress termination, the average 

z-score of was calculated for each animal for that epoch and then compared between groups (Fig. 

3C-E). 
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Chemogenetic inhibition.  

Viral vectors. Viral vectors were injected bilaterally into the basolateral amygdala to express either 

the control fluorophore mCherry or the Gi-coupled receptor hM4D(Gi), which inhibits neural 

activity upon activation with a designer drug (cite). mCherry or hM4D(Gi) were selectively 

expressed under the CaMKII promoter, to restrict expression to BLA projection neurons. 

AAV8.CaMKII.hM4Di.mCherry (1.6-2.5 x 1013 GCs/mL) was a gift from Bryan Roth (Addgene viral 

prep # 50477-AAV8 ; http://n2t.net/addgene:50477 ; RRID:Addgene_50477) and 

AAV8.CaMKii.mCherry (1.3 x 1013 GCs/mL) was a gift from Université Laval. Constructs were 

diluted in 0.01M of sterile PBS to reach desired titer. A final volume of 220.8-276nL was delivered 

in 27.6nL boluses every 30sec, and the capillary remained in place for 10min following delivery 

of the final bolus to allow for diffusion of the virus. A minimum of 3 weeks were allowed for recovery 

and sufficient viral expression before experiments began.  

 

Handling and habituation. Animals were habituated to the test room for 1 hour each morning for 

3 days prior to experiment day, and each animal was handled by the experimenter for 2min in the 

position used for injections on test day. 

 

Experimental testing. On experimental day, animals were injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) with 

either CNO (Cayman Chemical; 3mg/kg at 1mg/ml), to activate hM4D(Gi), or vehicle (0.2% DMSO 

in 0.9% saline), and 30min later were moved to a separate room and immediately placed into 

clear Plexiglas restraint tubes for 30min. The experimenter was blinded to viral condition of the 

animal (mCherry vs hM4D(Gi)).   Blood samples were collected immediately at initiation (t0) and 

termination (t30) of restraint stress. Following stress exposure, animals returned to their home 

cage and remained in the testing room. 90min following stress onset, animals were anesthetized, 

perfused, and brains were collected and processed. 
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cFos colocalization with hM4D(Gi) or mCherry. A sample of hM4Di/VEH (n=4) and hM4Di/CNO 

(n=3) animals were randomly chosen for confocal imaging on a Leica TCS SPE II confocal 

microscope using a 20X / 0.55 NA HC PL FLUOTAR (Leica 5065190) objective. Only slices with 

expression in the BLA were included for analysis (hM4Di/VEH n=39 from 4 animals; hM4Di/CNO 

n=40 from 3 animals), and location of imaging within the BLA occurred in regions with maximal 

hM4D(Gi)-mCherry expression. cFos, hM4Di-mCherry, and DAPI signals were acquired 

independently and exported to ImageJ for quantification. Number of cells expressing cFos, 

hM4D(Gi)-mCherry, or colocalization of both signals were counted manually. Colocalization was 

determined as a cFos signal bound by expression of hM4D(Gi)-mCherry. The experimenter was 

blinded to the condition of each animal, and all imaging and threshold parameters remained 

identical across image acquisition and quantification. 

 

Exclusions. Animals were excluded from statistical analysis if there was significant expression 

outside of the BLA (Experiment cohort: n=5 hM4Di/CNO, n=5 hM4Di/VEH; Control Cohort: n=1 

hM4Di/VEH, n=1 mCherry/CNO), no expression in at least one hemisphere (Experiment cohort: 

n=5 hM4Di/CNO, n=2 hM4Di/VEH; Control cohort: n=1 hM4Di/VEH), or sufficient plasma was not 

available to perform ELISA for corticosterone analyses (Experiment cohort: n=1 hM4Di/VEH; 

Control cohort: n=2 hM4Di/VEH, n=1 mCherry/CNO)  

 

Optogenetic stimulation.  

Viral vectors. Viral vectors were injected bilaterally into the basolateral amygdala to express either 

the control fluorophore mCherry or the excitatory opsin ChR2, which increases neural activity 

upon activation with 473nm light (cite). mCherry or ChR2 were selectively expressed under the 

CaMKII promoter, to restrict expression to BLA projection neurons. AAV5-CaMKii-
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hChR2(H134R)-mCherry  (4.6 x 1012 GCs/mL) was a gift from Karl Deisseroth (Addgene viral 

prep #26975-AAV5; http://n2t.net/addgene:26975; RRID:Addgene_26975) and 

AAV8.CaMKii.mCherry (6.7 x 1012 GCs/mL) was a gift from Université Laval.  A final volume of 

828.0nL was delivered in 69nL boluses every 45sec, and the capillary remained in place for 10min 

following delivery of the final bolus to allow for diffusion of the virus. Approximately two weeks 

later a 600-µm diameter mono fiber optic cannula (Doric Lenses, 

MFC_600/630/0.48_8.6mm_MF2.5_FLT) was implanted 0.1mm above the injection site.  

 

Handling and habituation. Following surgical implantation of the fiber optic cannula, rats were 

single-housed and given a minimum of 4 days before handling and habituation began. Animals 

then underwent 10 days of habituation and handling. On days 1-6, animals were carted to the 

testing room each morning and handled for 1min each, and then placed into an empty cage with 

only bedding for ~90min. On days 7-10, the same procedure occurred but animals were also 

habituated to the optic fiber (no light) attached to their heads while exploring their test cage. 

Habituation and testing cages had a lid with a slit cut in it to allow for entry of the fiber. 

 

Experimental testing. On experimental day, animals were carted to the testing room 1 hour prior 

to testing. The light source (for ChR2: 473nm, Laserglow Technologies LRS-0473-GFM-00100-

05 LabSpec 473nm DPsS Laser System connected to Laser Power Supply PSU-III-LED) was 

connected to the implanted ferrules with a fiber optic cable (600um core diameter, Doric Lenses) 

attached to a beam splitter. The lasers were controlled using the open-source programmable 

pulse generator Pulse Pal (J. I. Sanders & Kepecs, 2014). Blue light (5ms long pulses;10 mW 

laser intensity measured at the tip) was shone at 20 Hz for 15min. Light intensity was measured 

using a Standard Photodiode Power Sensor (ThorLabs S120C) connected to a Compact Power 

and Energy Meter Console (ThorLabs PM100D). The experimenter was blinded to viral condition 
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(mCherry vs ChR2) of the animal. The animal remained connected to the fiber for an additional 

15min (30min total) and then removed and returned to their home cage. In the first experiment 

(mCherry n=7; ChR2 n=7), blood samples from the lateral tail vein were collected to measure 

plasma corticosterone 30, 60, and 90min following onset of 473nm stimulation. Animals were 

anesthetized, perfused, and brains were collected for verification of viral expression. In the second 

experiment (mCherry n=5, ChR2 n=6), no blood samples were collected; rather, 90min following 

onset of 473nm stimulation animals were anesthetized, perfused, and brains were to verify viral 

expression and perform immunohistochemistry for cFos.  

 

cFos colocalization with ChR2 or mCherry in the BLA. After immunohistochemistry for cFos, 

images were acquired for each animal on a Leica TCS SPE II confocal microscope using a 20X / 

0.55 NA HC PL FLUOTAR (Leica 5065190) objective. Only slices with expression in the BLA 

were included for analysis (n=3-9 images per animal), and location of imaging within the BLA 

occurred in regions with maximal mCherry or ChR2 fluorophore expression. cFos, ChR2 or 

mCherry fluorophore, and DAPI signals were acquired independently and exported to ImageJ for 

quantification. Number of cells expressing cFos were counted automatically, and ChR2-mCherry, 

mCherry, or colocalization of either signal with cFos were counted manually. Colocalization was 

determined as a cFos signal bound by expression of ChR2-mCherry. The experimenter was 

blinded to the condition of each animal, and all imaging and threshold parameters remained 

identical across image acquisition and quantification.  

 

cFos quantification in the PVN. After immunohistochemistry for cFos, a 1-in-4 series of 40um thick 

sections was collected and images were acquired for each animal on a Leica DM4000 B LED 

microscope using a 20X objective / 0.55 NA HC PL FLUOTAR (Leica 5065190) objective. DAF 

and L5 filter cubes were able to detect expression of DAPI and Alexa488 (to label anti-cFos), 
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respectively. Images were acquired bilaterally in defined regions of interest across the anterior-

posterior axis of the PVN (Figure S4N). Only images from slices with an intact region-of-interest 

were acquired (mCherry n= 31 images from 17 slices from 5 animals; ChR2 n=61 images from 

32 slices from 6 animals). 

 

Exclusions. Animals were excluded from statistical analysis if the cannula tip or significant viral 

expression was outside of the BLA (Experiment 1 (CORT): n=2 mCherry, n=4 ChR2; Experiment 

2 (FOS): n=1 mCherry, n=4 ChR2), animals required euthanasia due to surgical complications 

(Experiment 1 (CORT): n=2 ChR2; Experiment 2 (FOS): n=1 mCherry), or cFos or CORT values 

were considered a statistical outlier (Experiment 1 (CORT): n=1 mCherry, n=1 ChR2; Experiment 

2 (FOS): n=1 ChR2). An outlier was defined as cFos or CORT values being twice the standard 

deviation of the mean of that group at any time-point. 

 

Statistics. GraphPad Prism 9 software was used for all statistical analyses. When comparing 

differences between group means of a single data point, an ordinary one-way ANOVA was used. 

Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test was followed when comparing to the naïve condition; Tukey’s 

multiple comparisons test followed when comparing between all groups. When comparing 

differences between groups at multiple points (e.g., time), a 2Way ANOVA was used followed by 

Sidak’s multiple comparison’s test. When data points were missing or excluded, a mixed-effects 

ANOVA was used after performing the Greenhouse-Geisser correction. When comparing within-

subjects differences at multiple points, we used repeated measures one-way ANOVA followed by 

Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test to the baseline epoch. When comparing within-subjects 

differences at two points, we used a two-tailed paired t-test. When comparing differences between 

two group means, a two-tailed unpaired t-test was used. 
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2.4 RESULTS 

Aversive stimuli induce a common spatial activation pattern in the basolateral amygdala.  

All stressors lead to activation of the HPA axis (Herman et al., 2003). However, the 

magnitude of this response is known to differ across stressors of varying modalities (Armario et 

al., 1986; Kant et al., 1983), and novel stimuli, which are not aversive, also have the capacity to 

both activate the BLA and drive an HPA response. Thus, we first characterized the HPA response 

to six novel stimuli in adult male rats, including four aversive stimuli (stressors): restraint (Di et al., 

2016), shock (Morena et al., 2019), swim (Masaki & Nakajima, 2005), and bobcat urine (Whitaker 

& Gilpin, 2015); and two stimuli which are not aversive, but are novel and mildly appetitive: 

crackers (Modlinska et al., 2015) and citral odour (Saraiva et al., 2016) (Figure 2.1A). Compared 

to the naïve condition, plasma CORT was increased 30min following exposure to shock, swim, 

and restraint, and remained elevated 90min following shock (Figure 2.1B-C). To compare the 

magnitude of the HPA response to different stimuli, we also calculated the area-under-the-curve 

(AUC). Restraint and swim exhibited a larger AUC than crackers, citral odour, shock, and bobcat 

urine; and shock exhibited a greater AUC than crackers or citral odour (Figure 2.1D). 

Psychogenic stressors reliably activate neurons in the BLA (Herman et al., 2003). 

However, the BLA is highly heterogenous in anatomy (Sah, Faber, Lopez De Armentia, et al., 

2003), connectivity (Beyeler et al., 2018; Reppucci & Petrovich, 2016), and function (Janak & Tye, 

2015). As such, we hypothesized that the BLA is not uniformly activated by stress, but rather, 

exhibits biased activation towards distinct subregions that mediate appropriate behavioural and 

physiological outcomes.  

We therefore used immunohistochemistry to map spatial patterns of activation within the 

BLA using the activity-responsive protein FOS following exposure to different stressors (Figure 

2.1E). As predicted, all stimuli significantly increased overall FOS density within the BLA 

compared to the naïve condition (Figure 2.1F). To visualize patterns of FOS expression, we 
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localized each FOS+ cell relative to the most dorsal point of the BLA and normalized its position 

according to the average size and shape of the BLA at each anterior-posterior  (AP) plane 

(Supplementary Figures 2.1A-D); we then created heatmaps for each stimulus representing 

density of FOS+ cells (Figure 2.1G). This visually identified a regional activation bias for each 
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stimulus. To quantify the expression bias observed at a gross anatomical level, the BLA was 

divided into lateral (LA), medial basal (mBA), and lateral basal (LBA) subdivisions (Figures 2.1H; 

Supplementary Figure 2.1E-G) and average density of FOS for each stimulus was compared to 

the naïve condition.  

This identified a subtle but important difference between aversive and non-aversive 

stimuli. Specifically, exposure to any novel stimulus (aversive or non-aversive) significantly 

Figure 2.1. Aversive stimuli induce a common spatial activation pattern in the basolateral 
amygdala.  
(A) Overview of experimental procedures.  
(B) Plasma CORT 30min following stimulus onset (n=8-10 per group; F6,53=24.99, p<0.0001). 

(C) Plasma CORT 90min following stimulus onset (n=6-10 per group; F6,50=6.376, p<0.0001). 

(D) t30 to t90 area-under-the-curve (AUC) of plasma CORT from t30 to t90 (n=6-10 per group; 
F5,43=24.98, p<0.0001).  

(E) Representative image of FOS+ neurons following exposure to restraint; scalebar=150um.   
(F) Density of FOS+ neurons in the BLA following exposure to each novel stimulus (n=5-10 per group; 
F6,45=6.571; p<0.0001).  

(G) Heatmaps representing density of normalized FOS+ expression in 25umx25um bins at AP -2.80. 
Darker colours represent higher FOS density, as shown on colour bar.  
(H) BLA subdivisions at AP -2.80: lateral amygdala (LA), lateral basal amygdala (LBA), and medial basal 
amygdala (mBA). Scalebar=250um  
(I-K) Normalized FOS density in each BLA subdivision (n=5-10 per group; LA: F6,45 =5.530, p=0.0002; 

mBA: F6,45=7.581, p<0.0001; LBA: F6,45 =5.096, p=0.0005).  

 
All comparisons were performed using Ordinary One-Way ANOVA; post hoc comparisons were 
performed using Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test to the naïve condition except in Fig. 1D, which used 
Tukey’s multiple comparison’s test. 
 
FOS+ neurons were quantified across the entire BLA (AP -2.12 to AP -3.60) and normalized according to 
average BLA dimensions at each AP position and number of slices. Error bands represent mean +/- 
SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001.  
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increased FOS+ density in the LA (Figure 2.1I). Conversely, only aversive stimuli – restraint, 

swim, shock, and bobcat urine – significantly increased FOS+ density in the mBA (Figure 2.1J), 

and only shock and bobcat urine significantly increased FOS+ density in the LBA (Figure 2.1K). 

There were no significant differences in expression of FOS across the rostral-caudal axis in any 

condition (Supplementary Figures 2.1H-N). Collectively, these data suggest that although the BLA 

is responsive to novel stimuli primarily through activation of the LA, activation of the mBA is 

selectively responsive to aversive, stressful stimuli. This positions the mBA in a central role in 

processing of stressful stimuli that is distinct from general encoding of novelty by the LA. 

 

Distinct novel stimuli elicit distinct temporal patterns of activation in the medial basal 

amygdala. 

FOS mapping provides an excellent description of spatial, anatomical patterns of 

activation but cannot adequately detect rapid differences in temporal patterns of coordinated 

activity. Stress typically drives peak activation of the BLA within the first 30min of exposure 

(Cullinan et al., 1995) and activation decreases with repeated presentation of homotypic, 

anticipatory stressors (N. M. Grissom & Bhatnagar, 2011). However, very little is known precisely 

when, how long, and in what temporal patterns activation is occurring acutely throughout a single, 

acute exposure to novelty. Further, we had not identified specific cell types that expressed FOS, 

an important caveat given that many different cell types in the BLA are activated in response to 

stress including parvalbumin- and calbindin-positive interneurons (Mineur et al., 2022; Reznikov 

et al., 2008). To address both these questions, we used fiber photometry to record neuronal Ca2+ 

transients specifically in excitatory CaMKII+ projection neurons in real time (Gunaydin et al., 

2014). GCaMP6s was virally expressed in CaMKii+ neurons and an optic fiber was implanted 

directly above the mBA, the subregion we identified as particularly responsive to stressful stimuli, 
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and habituated animals to their testing environment and fiber for 3 days prior to testing. We then 

recorded Ca2+-associated fluorescence upon exposure to either restraint, bobcat urine, shock, 

swim, citral odour, crackers, or a brief pickup by the handler (Figures 2.2A-C, Supplementary 

Figures 2.2Y-CC). To control for changes in fluorescence unassociated with neural activity, we  

simultaneously recorded Ca2+-insensitive GCaMP fluorescence using 405nm light and then 

subtracted this signal from the Ca2+-associated signal (465nm) after scaling it to fit using robust 

polynomial regression. This provided a motion-corrected Ca2+ signal that was then normalized to 

a z-score to compare across animals (Martianova et al., 2019; Reed et al., 2018) (Supplementary 

Figures 2.2A-C).  

Distinct temporal patterns of Ca2+-associated fluorescence were observed following 

presentation of each stimulus (Fig. 2.2D-J; Supplementary Figures 2.2D-J) without any significant 

changes in Ca2+-independent fluorescence (Supplementary Figures 2.2K-X). Exposure to 

pickup, bobcat urine, swim, restraint, or shock all significantly increased average GCaMP6s 

fluorescence in the first 5min immediately following stimulus onset relative to baseline (Figures 

2.2L, O-R). There was no significant increase in GCaMP6s fluorescence in animals exposed to 

the non-aversive stimuli:  citral odour or crackers (Figures 2M-N), again supporting that the mBA 

is selectively and rapidly sensitive to stressful stimuli. However, even among stressors, there were 

clear differences in the temporal dynamics of activation between stimuli. To quantify this, we used 

the response to pick-up as a reference, which all animals had been habituated to prior to testing. 

Only animals exposed to restraint or swim had significantly greater GCaMP6s fluorescence in the 

first 60sec than those picked up (Figure 2.2K). Additionally, only these two groups also had a 

significantly greater sustained 10sec peak than those picked up (Supplementary Figure 2.2DD).   
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Figure 2.2. Distinct novel stimuli elicit distinct temporal patterns of activation in the mBA 
(A) Representative image of GCaMP6s expression and ferrule placement. Scalebar=250um; dashed 
lines delineate BLA. 
(B) Representative images of GCaMP6s expression (green) and locations of ferrule tips (o) for each 
group.  

(C) Overview of experimental procedures. Blue represents exposure to stimulus; gray epoch indicates 
120sec baseline recording; green epochs indicate 60sec epochs following stimulus onset analyzed in 
Fig 2k-q.  
(D-J) Temporal patterns of GCaMP6s fluorescence in BLA CaMKiia+ neurons following novel 
exposure to each stimulus (n=4-8 per group). Values are normalized to the mean z-score of the 
120sec baseline epoch immediately preceding stimulus onset. Blue band indicates stimulus exposure; 
green blocks indicate 5min epochs used for analyses; black line represents mean z-score of all 
animals in that condition; gray bands represent SEM. 
(K) Change from baseline of average z-score in the first minute following stimulus onset (n=4-8 per 
group). Data were analyzed using ordinary one-way ANOVA (F6,33= 7.736, p<0.0001 followed by 

Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test). 
(L-R) Average z-score of baseline vs. 3x5min epochs following stimulus onset (n=4-8 per group). Data 
were analyzed using a RM one-way ANOVA (pickup: F2.155, 15.08=5.616, p=0.0137;  
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Thus, swim and restraint induced the largest initial GCaMP6s response, and while shock 

and bobcat odor did not mount as robust initial responses as swim and restraint they did exhibit 

more prolonged elevations in GCaMP6s fluorescence. Interestingly, swim and restraint stressors 

evoked the largest corticosterone response (Figure 2.1D), while shock and bobcat produced the 

largest FOS responses (Figure 2.1F). This suggests that a large, initial coordinated activation in 

the mBA may relate to the HPA response to stress, while more moderate, but sustained, changes 

in calcium signaling may relate to elevations in FOS within the mBA, consistent with the calcium 

dependence of the activation of this protein. 

 

Systemic administration of propranolol blunts stress-induced response of BLA projection 

neurons. 

 Next, we tested the contribution of neuromodulators that may influence activation within 

the mBA. We specifically investigated the role of the ß-noradrenergic receptor, a Gs-coupled 

receptor that is widely expressed throughout the BLA (Qu et al, 2008). Importantly, the main ligand 

for this receptor, norepinephrine, is readily released in the BLA during stress exposure (Galvez et 

al, 1996) and is known to drive stress-related processes such as increased anxiety-like behaviour 

(McCall et al, 2017) and memory enhancement (LaLumiere et al, 2003). 

Therefore, we tested if we could influence the response of mBA projection neurons to 

stress by systemically administering propranolol, a ß-noradrenergic receptor antagonist, 30min 

prior to stress exposure. We virally expressed GCaMP6s in mBA CaMKii neurons (Figure 2.3A), 

crackers: F1.815,7.262=3.005, p=0.1143; citral: F1.100, 5.501=4.211, p=0.0888; bobcat: F1.138, 6.827=4.776, 

p=0.0633; swim:  F2.388, 9.544=7.799, p=0.0081; restraint: F1.719, 6.877=37.62, p=0.0002; shock: F1.433, 

4.328=22.33, p=0.0062; followed by Dunnet’s multiple comparison’s test to the baseline epoch.   

Error bars represent mean +/- SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. 
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and then animals were tested over two sessions, separated by two weeks, and randomly assigned 

to a treatment group (VEH vs PROP) each session (Supplementary Figure 2.3A). Pre-treatment 

with a low dose of propranolol (2mg/kg, i.p.) had no effect on stress-induced changes in GCaMP6s 

fluorescence in BLA CaMKii+ neurons during restraint stress (Supplementary Figure 2.3B). 

However, two weeks later, pre-treatment with a high dose of propranolol (10m/kg, i.p.) 30min prior 

to restraint stress significantly reduced average GCaMP6s fluorescence in BLA CaMKii+ neurons 

during both the first 1min and entire 15min restraint episode, without influencing average 

GCaMP6s fluorescence upon termination of the stressor (Figures 2.3B-E). This suggests that 

noradrenergic signaling contributes to activation of the mBA during stress exposure, and systemic 

administration of propranolol reduces stress-induced activation of mBA projection neurons. 
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mBA projection neurons bidirectionally influence corticosterone release. 

To test if activation of mBA projection neurons is necessary or sufficient for release of 

CORT, we measured plasma CORT following chemogenetic inhibition during stress, or 

optogenetic activation under non-stress conditions, of CaMKii+ neurons in this subregion.  First, 

Figure 2.3. Propranolol reduces stress-induced activation of the basolateral amygdala 

(A) Representative images of GCaMP6s expression (green) and locations of ferrule tips (o) for each 
group. 
(B) GCaMP6s fluorescence in BLA CaMKiia+ neurons following exposure to restraint stress, with either 
saline or propranolol (10mg/kg i.p.) administered 30min prior to stress exposure (n=6 per group). Blue 
block indicates stress exposure. 
(C-E) Average z-score in VEH vs. PROP treated animals (n=6 per group) in first 1min or 15min of stress, 
or 25min immediately following stress termination. Data were analyzed using an unpaired t-test (First 
Min: t10=3.342, p=0.0075; First 15min: t10=2.309, p=0.0436; First 25min following stress: t10=0.2108, 

p=0.8373). 
Error bars represent mean +/- SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. 
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we expressed an inhibitory Gi DREADD (hM4Di (Armbruster et al., 2007)) or a control protein 

(mCherry) in mBA CaMKii+ neurons (Figure 2.4A-B). Animals were tested 3 weeks later to allow 

for sufficient viral expression. In slice, CNO led to Gi-mediated neural inhibition in hM4Di+ but not 

mCherry+ cells (Supplementary Figures 2.4A-C), confirming its specificity on only transduced 

cells. Prior to behavioural testing, animals were handled for 3 days to habituate to the 

experimenter and testing environment. On test day, VEH or CNO (3mg/kg, 1mg/ml i.p.) was 

administered 30min prior to a 30min restraint stress episode and we then collected plasma at 

initiation and termination of stress to measure circulating corticosterone (Figure 2.4C). We 

selected restraint as our stressor as it had reliably and consistently induced strong CORT release.  

We first established that CNO reliably reduced activation of hM4Di+ cells in vivo by 

quantifying stress-induced FOS expression in the BLA of a subset of animals (Supplementary 

Figure 2.4D). There were no significant differences between groups in number of hM4Di+ cells in 

the BLA (Supplementary Figure 2.4E), but there was significantly less number (Supplementary 

Figure 4F) and percentage (Supplementary Figure 2.4G) of hM4Di+ cells also expressing FOS. 

Interestingly, CNO led to significantly greater FOS expression in the BLA of hM4Di+ animals 

(Supplementary Figure 2.4H). Collectively, this confirms that CNO effectively and specifically 

inhibited hM4Di+ cells in the BLA in vivo. We next examined if there was any effect of CNO in the 

absence of hM4Di expression, given its known off target effects at 5-HT receptors which could 

influence HPA axis responses to stress (Bærentzen et al., 2019). There was no difference in basal 

or stress-induced CORT in hM4Di+ animals administered VEH, and mCherry+ animals 

administered CNO, confirming that CNO at this dose does not influence stress-induced activation 

of the HPA axis in the absence of hM4Di (Figure 2.4D, Supplementary Figure 2.4I). Thus, we 

performed all subsequent experiments in hM4Di+ animals using VEH as our control condition and 

CNO as our experimental treatment.  
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Indeed, CNO treatment of animals expressing hM4Di in the mBA had significantly lower 

CORT 30min following stress onset than those expressing the control mCherry protein (Figure 

2.4E). These data demonstrate that inhibition of mBA pyramidal neurons reduces stress-induced 

CORT release. 

We next tested whether stimulation of mBA CaMKii+ neurons was sufficient to increase 

plasma corticosterone in the absence of stress. We expressed the light-activated ion channel 

ChR2 or the mCherry control protein in BLA CaMKii+ neurons using a viral strategy 

(Supplementary Figures 2.4J-L). Patch-clamp electrophysiology confirmed that stimulation with 

473nm light increased firing of BLA neurons expressing ChR2 (Supplementary Figures 2.4M-Q).  

We then tested the effects of mBA CaMKii stimulation in vivo. Animals were handled and 

habituated to their fibres and testing cage for 10 consecutive days to ensure maximal habituation 

to optic fibers and establish appropriate baseline stress levels. On test day, 473nm light was 

delivered through fibre-optic cannulas for 15min (10mW; 20Hz) and plasma was collected 30, 60, 

and 90min following the initiation of light delivery (Figure 2.4F, cohort 1). Animals expressing 

ChR2 had significantly greater plasma CORT following optical stimulation than those expressing 

mCherry, particularly 60 and 90min following onset of stimulation (Figures 2.4G,H). Together, 

these data demonstrate that activation of projection neurons in the mBA is sufficient to drive 

CORT release in the absence of stress.  

To confirm that ChR2-mediated activation of mBA projection neurons was also associated 

with increased activity of PVN neurons, we collected brains 90min following light stimulation in a 

separate cohort of animals to quantify FOS expression in the BLA and PVN (Figure 2.4F, cohort 

2). Predictably, 473nm light increased FOS expression in the mBA of animals expressing ChR2, 

particularly in fluorescently labelled cells (Figures 2.4I-K). Animals expressing ChR2 in the mBA 

also exhibited a greater number of FOS+ cells in the PVN than mCherry controls (Figures 2.4L, 

Supplementary Figure 2.4R), confirming that activation of the mBA leads to activation of the HPA 
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axis. Collectively, these data strongly support that CaMKii+ neurons in the mBA bidirectionally 

influence HPA axis activation. 
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Figure 2.4. BLA projection neurons bidirectionally influence HPA activation and corticosterone 
release 
(A) Representative image of hM4Di expression (red). Dashed lines delineate BLA. Scale bar = 250um 
(B) Representative images of hM4Di or mCherry control expression. Red indicates area of maximal 
expression.   
(C) Overview of the experimental procedure. 
(D) Average plasma CORT levels in animals expressing mCherry and administered CNO vs animals 
expressing hM4Di and administered VEH. Data were analyzed using a mixed effects analysis (n=6-7 
per group; F1,8=1.100, p=0.3249).  
(E) Average plasma CORT levels in animals expressing mCherry (solid line) or hM4Di (dashed line). 
Data were analyzed using a 2Way ANOVA (n=7-10 per group; Interaction: F1,15=7.254, p=0.0167; 
followed by Sidak’s multiple comparisons test).  
(F) Overview of experimental procedures.  
(G) Plasma CORT in ChR2- vs mCherry-expressing animals following stimulation with 473nm light. Data 
were analyzed using a 2way ANOVA (F1,12=9.208; p=0.0104; Sidak’s test for multiple comparisons),  
(H) Area-under-the-curve (AUC) from t30 to t90 in ChR2- vs mCherry-expressing animals. Data were 
analyzed using an unpaired t-test (t12=2.823, p=0.0154). 
(I) Representative images of mCherry (top row) or ChR2 (bottom row) expression and co-localization 
with FOS. Blue=DAPI, green=FOS, red=mCherry control or hM4Di.  
(J) Density of FOS expression in the BLA following stimulation with 473nm light in mCherry vs ChR2-

expressing animals. Data were analyzed using a two-tailed unpaired t-test (t(9)=3.203; p=0.0108).  
(K) Colocalization of viral proteins with FOS. Data were analyzed using a two-tailed unpaired t-test 
(t(9)=6.733; p<0.0001).  
(L) PVN FOS expression following stimulation with 473nm light in mCherry vs. ChR2-expressing animals 
(t(9)=3.016; p=0.0146).  
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2.5 DISCUSSION 

The BLA is widely considered to be a central stress hub; it is robustly activated by 

psychological stressors (Reznikov et al., 2008; van Marle et al., 2009) and is involved in many 

stress-related processes such as anxiety-like behaviour, sympathetic activation, and memory 

(Felix-Ortiz et al., 2016; McCall et al., 2017; Paré, 2003; Petrovich et al., 2002; Soltis et al., 1997; 

Tye et al., 2011). However, evidence for the contribution of the BLA to the endocrine response is 

limited and equivocal, possibly due to the heterogeneity of BLA neurons in responding to stimuli 

of both positive and negative valence (Herman et al., 2020; Janak & Tye, 2015). Thus, we first 

characterized spatial and temporal patterns of activation in response to a range of psychological 

stressors, to determine if there are activation patterns specific to stress. We then used these 

findings as an anatomical guide for targeting subsequent experiments explicitly testing the role of 

BLA CaMKiia neurons in the endocrine response to stress. Our results support our central claims 

that: (1) acute, novel stressors lead to common spatial activation patterns in the BLA, with a 

particular bias in activation to the medial basal subdivision (mBA); (2) acute, novel stressors elicit 

distinct temporal patterns of activation of the mBA; and (3) the mBA is both necessary for stress-

induced activation of the HPA axis and its activation in the absence of stress is sufficient to 

activate the HPA axis. 

 

Stress induces a common spatial activation pattern in the BLA 

To assess if stress leads to a common activation pattern in the BLA, we mapped 

expression of the activity-responsive protein FOS following exposure to several different stimuli. 

We identified that broad activation occurs in the BLA following exposure to a range of novel 

aversive (bobcat odour, shock, swim, and restraint) and non-aversive stimuli (citral odour and 

crackers). However, while all stimuli led to significantly greater FOS expression in the LA 

compared to the naïve condition, only aversive stimuli significantly increased FOS expression in 
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the mBA. This is not surprising, as most primary sensory afferents terminate in the LA; conversely, 

the mBA receives more polymodal and cortical inputs (LeDoux, 2007; Sah, Faber, Lopez De 

Armentia, et al., 2003). Thus, while novelty alone may be sufficient to activate the LA via afferent 

sensory inputs, activation of the mBA may rely on more complex polymodal or cognitive inputs 

that may be driven only during exposure to more complex states such as stress exposure. 

Collectively, this suggests that the LA has a predominant role in responding to novelty (or salient) 

sensory stimuli, while the mBA has a more explicit role in reacting to aversive stressors. 

Translationally, it will be essential to continue to investigate differences in the role of the LA and 

mBA during stress, and, how they may differ in circuit connectivity and receptor expression or 

molecular signatures. In this way, it may be possible to identify pharmacological treatments that 

specifically blunt the stress response while still preserving encoding of salience. A similar 

approach has been utilized to identify neurotensin receptors as a specific pharmacological target 

for the regulation of fear (Li et al., 2022; McCullough, Choi, et al., 2016)  

It is interesting to note that only predator odour and shock significantly increased FOS 

expression in the LBA. Notably, these two stimuli also readily induce conditioned responses (as 

measured as conditioned place aversion (Fendt et al., 2003) or conditioned freezing response 

(Chaaya et al., 2019)), suggesting that this region may be particularly involved in conditioned 

responses. Indeed, the LBA projects to regions such as the central amygdala, lateral 

hypothalamus, and ventral hippocampus, all of which are highly involved in encoding aversive or 

appetitive memory (Beyeler et al., 2018; Hintiryan et al., 2021; Huff et al., 2016; Petrovich et al., 

2002; Reppucci & Petrovich, 2016). At the same time, the LBA also receives strong mnemonic 

and polymodal sensory inputs from the entorhinal cortex and insular cortex (McDonald et al., 

1996; McDonald & Mascagni, 1997), as well as intra-amygdala projections from the LA (LeDoux, 

2007). Given that the LA is intrinsic to fear memory, it will be important to dissect the differential 
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contribution of the LA and LBA to conditioning, and how the LBA differs from the LA to facilitate 

fear-like responses. 

Although others have identified a rostral bias in activation patterns to conditioned aversive 

stimuli (J. Kim et al., 2016), we did not observe this bias. However, our data reflect important 

differences. First, our stimuli were novel and did not reflect learned responses. It is possible that 

spatial activation patterns change or become more selective with learning (Jacques et al., 2019; 

Leake et al., 2021). Secondly, despite having a range of stressful and neutral stimuli, we did not 

use any truly rewarding stimuli. Although crackers are a palatable food and were readily 

consumed during experiments, animals are inherently neophobic during the first exposure 

(Modlinska et al., 2015). Thus, it is likely that a significant proportion of FOS-responsive cells 

encoded novelty, rather than reward. Thirdly, we did not characterize the very rostral or very 

caudal sections of the BLA, where biases may have been more apparent.  

 

Stress induces distinct temporal patterns of activation in the BLA 

While FOS mapping provides an excellent description of spatial patterns of activation, it 

has poor temporal resolution and is therefore only capturing one aspect of activation patterns in 

the BLA. Thus, we recorded calcium responses in CaMKII+ neurons of the mBA using fiber 

photometry, which therefore allowed for comparisons of spatial and temporal patterns of activation 

in the BLA in response to a variety of different stressors. Indeed, the GCaMP6s temporal pattern 

was dissociable from the FOS spatial pattern, exhibiting a significantly greater initial GCaMP6s 

response to restraint and swim than all other stimuli. Given that GCaMP6s reflects coordinated 

activity of neurons (Gunaydin et al., 2014), a large initial magnitude such as that observed in 

response to restraint and swim likely reflects a larger network of neurons being recruited 

simultaneously. Thus, a more modest response such as that observed during exposure to bobcat 

urine or shock may instead reflect different populations interchangeably activated, which may 
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manifest as a larger number of FOS+ cells. Of note, restraint and swim stress also evoked the 

largest CORT response, suggesting coordinated activity at stress onset (i.e., GCaMP6s 

response) may be more impactful on HPA activation than total number of neurons activated 

throughout exposure (i.e., FOS response). Notably, our data agree with findings from others 

(Úbeda-Contreras et al., 2018) that FOS expression in the BLA is not associated with magnitude 

of HPA activation. Thus, we hypothesize that predicting the contribution of the BLA to the stress 

response may best be understood through a combination of identifying (1) where activation is 

occurring (i.e., if activity is particularly within the mBA subregion); and (2) when activation is 

occurring (i.e., if activation is particularly clustered at onset of the stress response). 

Our photometry data agrees with that collected from human fMRI demonstrating that the 

strength of the BLA response at the onset of stressful stimuli is particularly evident early in stress 

exposure (Wen et al., 2022). However, (Quirk et al., 1995) demonstrated in rodents that different 

subregions of the LA exhibit different response latencies during conditioned fear, with the ventral 

LA exhibiting a slightly delayed response from the dorsal LA. Given that information in the BLA 

generally flows dorsal-to-ventral, it is thus likely that the mBA may exhibit an even greater 

response latency than in the LA; however, this would be difficult to specifically test using fiber 

photometry, which lacks the spatial specificity of single-unit recordings. Finally, it would also be 

informative to test if the magnitude of the initial response is associated with any behavioural or 

physiological readout, such as a greater release of corticosterone, increased anxiety-like 

behaviour, or consolidation of memory. 

We also identified that systemically blocking B-noradrenergic signaling reduced the 

average magnitude of the BLA response during exposure to restraint. It is likely these effects are 

due to inhibition of NE signaling directly in the amygdala, as the BLA widely expresses B-

adrenergic receptors (Qu et al, 2008) and NE is known to be released into the BLA during stress 

exposure and drive anxiety-like responses (Galvez et al., 1996; McCall et al., 2017). However, 
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given that propranolol is known to dampen the sympathetic system (Andrews & Pruessner, 2013; 

LeWinter et al., 1975; Rodriguez-Romaguera et al., 2009), this could also be an indirect result of 

reduced interoceptive stress signals, such as those terminating in the BLA from the insular cortex 

(Hsueh et al., 2023; Ju et al., 2020). Our findings partially agree with findings from (Giustino et 

al., 2020) that demonstrated that propranolol reduced shock-induced increases in BLA firing. 

However, their effect was observed only upon termination of the stressor, while we demonstrated 

that propranolol reduced BLA activity during the restraint episode without significantly impacting 

the post-stress period. There are several explanations for these differences. First, (Giustino et al., 

2020) performed single-unit recordings and we used fiber photometry, which records from an 

entire population of cells. Thus, individual effects may have been masked by population-level 

activity, which may have greater variability of individual cells. Second, recordings by (Giustino et 

al., 2020) occurred in animals that remained in their stress environment (shock chamber), while 

our recordings following restraint occurred in animals that were returned to a familiar (non-

stressful) environment upon stress termination.  

 

mBA CaMKii projection neurons are necessary and sufficient for activation of the HPA 

axis. 

Chemogenetic inhibition of CaMKii neurons in the BLA reduced stress-induced CORT and 

conversely, optogenetic stimulation of CaMKii neurons increased CORT in the absence of 

external stress. There is widespread evidence implicating the BLA in stress-related responses 

such as avoidance behaviour (Di et al., 2016; Janak & Tye, 2015) and memory (Roozendaal et 

al., 2009). However, there is a striking lack of investigation towards its contribution to the 

endocrine response to stress. Indeed, evidence is mixed, depending on which receptors 

(Bhatnagar et al., 2004; Cohen et al., 2018; de Oliveira et al., 2017; Goldstein et al., 1996; J. M. 

Gray et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2009; M. Jensen et al., 2016; T. J. Sajdyk et al., 2008; Yaeger et al., 
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2022) or subregions are targeted (Dunn & Whitener, 1986; Feldman et al., 1982; Matheson et al., 

1971; McGregor & Herbert, 1992; Rubin et al., 1966; Seggie, 1987; Slusher & Hyde, 1961; 

Vouimba & Richter-Levin, 2013). We thus restricted expression of inhibitory DREADDs or 

excitatory opsins to excitatory CaMKii+ projection neurons, and specifically targeted the mBA. 

Thus, while others have shown mixed effects through less specific approaches such as lesions 

or GABA-A agonists, our effects may have been apparent only by excluding potentially stress-

inhibiting cell types such as astrocytes or interneurons (Morena et al., 2019; Qin et al., 2022; Xiao 

et al., 2020), or by targeting our injection sites to the mBA, which we have indicated as particularly 

stress-responsive. 

However, our approach still lacks specificity, as projection neurons in the BLA exhibit wide 

heterogeneity in molecular expression (O’Leary et al., 2020). Indeed, discrete populations of 

CaMKiia neurons actually seem to attenuate stress-related responses, including inhibition of fear 

(Jasnow et al., 2013; McCullough, Choi, et al., 2016; X. Zhang et al., 2020), and may instead 

drive approach behaviours such as response to rewarding stimuli (Beyeler et al., 2018; J. Kim et 

al., 2016). Notably, there are very few known BLA molecular markers which drive stress-related 

behaviours (Folkes et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2019). This is a critical gap in our understanding of 

how the BLA responds to stress and will be important to investigate, perhaps using various 

molecular approaches such as fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) in combination with 

activity-dependent tagging of neuronal populations (McCullough, Morrison, et al., 2016). 

Overall, we have identified that the mBA is a distinct subregion of the BLA that is activated 

specifically by a wide range of stressors to contribute to the release of corticosterone. Despite a 

similar spatial pattern, different stressors induce distinct temporal patterns of activation, with 

responses to restraint and swim particularly robust at initial onset of stress. Blocking 

norepinephrine signaling in the BLA reduces restraint stress induced activation of BLA projection 

neurons. Further, chemogenetic inhibition or optogenetic stimulation of BLA projection neurons, 
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respectively, bidirectionally influenced changes in HPA axis activity. Collectively, this establishes 

the mBA as a critical organizing and regulatory subregion of the BLA during the stress response. 
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Supplementary Figure 2.1. Methods & Rostral-caudal distribution of BLA FOS expression 
(A) Representative image of the BLA depicting normalization procedure.        indicates boundary of 
BLA as determined by DAPI staining; ‘o’ indicates point of origin; x1 indicates most lateral point of the 
BLA; x2 indicates most medial point of the BLA; y indicates most ventral point of the BLA;  
(B-D) Average calculated width, height, and triangular area of the BLA for each slice  at each AP 
plane.  
(E) All normalized FOS+ coordinates (black dots) of every group displayed simultaneously at each AP 
plane. Grids represent 25um x 25um bins. Solid black lines overlaid on graph indicates boundaries of 
the BLA and each subregion.  
(F) Outline of the BLA and its subdivisions traced from the Paxinos & Watson atlas.  
(G) Template of the BLA and its subregions represented as a compilation of 25um x 25um bins.  

(H-N) Rostral-Caudal differences in FOS expression between each stimuli. Rostral = AP -2.12 to -
2.56; Caudal = AP -3.14 to -3.60. Data were analyzed using a two-tailed paired t-test (Naïve: 
t6=0.6815, p=0.5210; Citral: t6=3.601, p=0.0114; Crackers: t7=0.7024, p=0.5051; Bobcat: t6=0.9985, 
p=0.3566; Shock: t4=0.3845, p=0.7202; Swim: t6=2.394, p=0.0538; Restraint: t9=0.8555, p=0.4145). 
 
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. Error bars represent mean +/- SEM. 
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Supplementary Figure 2.2. BLA response to stimulus termination & overview of experimental 
procedures. 
(A) Raw 465nm and 405nm signals during initiation of swim stress (dotted line). 
(B) Fitted 465nm and 405nm signals following robust linear regression and correction for photo-
bleaching.  
(C) Resultant signal after subtracting 405nm reference from 465nm to correct for motion and 
normalizing as z-score.  
(D-J) Heatmap representing z-score for each individual animal during exposure to each stimulus 
(K-Q) Difference in average fitted Ca2+-dependent 465nm signal in baseline vs first 60sec following 
exposure to each stimulus. Data were analyzed using a two-tailed paired t-test (shock: t(3)=5.039, 
p=0.0151); restraint: t(4)=2.554, p=0.0631; pickup: t(7)=5.671, p=0.0008; crackers: t(4)=2.464, 

p=0.0694; citral odour: t(5)=2.803, p=0.0379; swim: (t(4)=3.603, p=0.0227; bobcat odour: t(6)=3.444, 
p=0.0137) 
(R-X) Difference in average Ca2+-independent signal in baseline vs. first 60sec following exposure to 
each stimulus. Data were analyzed using a two-tailed paired t-test.  
(Y-CC) Overview of experimental procedure. On test day, animals were exposed to one of 5 
conditions. In some cases, animals were exposed to multiple conditions with exposures separated by 
a minimum of 3 days. All animals underwent 15min of baseline recording before exposure to (Y) 
goldfish crackers (ad libitum), (Z) brief pickups by the handler separated by 15min, followed by a 5min 
washout period and then 15min restraint; (AA) 5 equally spaced 0.65mA shocks over 15min; (BB) a 
sponge soaked in citral odor for 15min, followed by a 5min washout period prior to 15min exposure to 
a different sponge soaked in bobcat urine; (CC) brief pickups by the handler separated by 15min, 
followed by a 5min washout period and then 15min swim exposure.  
(DD) Peak average z-score within any 10sec window following stimulus onset for each condition. 
Data were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA (F6, 31=5.089, p=0.001) followed by Dunnett’s multiple 
comparisons test. 
Error bars represent mean +/- SEM. *p<0.05; ** p<0.01; ***p<0.001; ****p<0.0001. 
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Supplementary Figure 2.3. Systemic administration of propranolol prior to stress. 
(A) Overview of experimental procedures. 
(B) GCaMP6s fluorescence in BLA CaMKiia+ neurons following exposure to restraint stress, with 
either saline (n=7) or propranolol (n=5; 2mg/kg i.p.) administered 30min prior to stress exposure. Blue 
block indicates time of stress exposure. 
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Supplementary Figure 2.4. In vivo and in vitro validation of hM4Di 
(A) Time series demonstrating that bath application of CNO (10uM) reduces firing rates in cells 
expressing hM4Di but not mCherry control (n=6-8 cells from 3-4 animals per group). 
(B) Representative recording of action potentials observed at baseline and after CNO (10uM) wash.  
(C) CNO (10uM) significantly reduced firing rates in cells expressing hM4Di compared to mCherry 
controls (n=6-8 cells per group; two-tailed unpaired t-test: t(12) = 3.376, p=0.0055) 
(D) Representative image of FOS, hM4Di, and co-expression following vehicle (VEH; top row) or 
3mg/kg CNO (bottom row) administration 30min prior to restraint stress; scalebar=50um  
(E) Average hM4Di+ neurons per slice (n=3-4 animals per group; t(5)=1.231, p=0.2731)  
(F) Average number of hM4Di+/FOS+ co-labelled cells per slice in CNO- vs VEH-treated animals 
(n=3-4 animals per group; t(5)=4.289, p=0.0078). (G) Percentage of hM4Di+ cells also expressing 

FOS in CNO- vs VEH-treated animals (n=3-4 animals per group; t(5)=4.395, p=0.0071)  
(H) Average number of FOS+ neurons per slice (n=3-4 animals per group; t5=3.118, p=0.0263) 
(I) Representative images hM4Di or mCherry expression in the BLA (corresponding to data in Figure 
4E) 
(J) Representative image of ChR2 expression (red). Dashed lines indicate bounds of BLA.  
(K) Representative images of mCherry or ChR2 expression in the BLA for cohort 1 (CORT)  
(L) Representative images of mCherry of ChR2 expression in the BLA for cohort 2 (FOS). Red 
indicates site of maximal expression; ”o” indicates location of ferrule tip;  
(M) Response of a fluorescent cell to a single pulse of blue light (3ms) in current clamp. 
(N) Response to a train of light pulses delivered at 20Hz for 1sec in current clamp mode. 
(O) Response to a 500ms light pulse in voltage clamp.  
(P) Response to a single pulse of blue light (3ms) in current clamp mode.  
(Q) Response to a train of light pulses delivered at 20Hz for 10sec in voltage clamp  
(R) Representative image of FOS expression in the PVN following optogenetic stimulation of the BLA 
in animals expressing mCherry (top row) or ChR2 (bottom row). White box in the first column (10X 
magnification) indicates region-of-interest where cells were counted.  
Error bars are mean +/- SEM; **p<0.01 
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Chapter 3. Topographical distribution and projection-specific 
activation of basolateral amygdala projection neurons  

 

3.1 ABSTRACT 

The basolateral amygdala (BLA) is reliably activated by psychological stress in both humans and 

rodents and can influence a wide range of behavioural and physiological changes evoked by 

stress exposure. However, the BLA is also activated by appetitive and rewarding stimuli. This 

multi-modal role of the BLA suggests that there is likely a distinct subset of neurons which are 

activated during exposure to stressful conditions; however, the circuit and functional identity of 

these neurons remains unknown. First, using optogenetic activation of glutamatergic BLA 

projection neurons, we confirmed functional connectivity with downstream regions such as the 

dorsomedial bed nucleus of the stria terminalis and the prelimbic cortex. We then used retrograde 

tracing to map the topographical distribution within the BLA of six different BLA projection 

populations targeting the central amygdala (CeA), prelimbic cortex (PrL), nucleus accumbens 

(NAc), bed nucleus of stria terminalis (BST), lateral hypothalamus (LH), and ventral hippocampus 

(VH). Distinct projection neuron populations were found to have considerable heterogenous, and 

largely non-overlapping, distribution throughout the BLA. Co-expression with the activity-

responsive protein FOS revealed that all projection populations were activated, to some degree, 

during exposure to restraint stress. However, chemogenetic inhibition of discrete BLA populations 

targeting the CeA, NAc, and BST had no effect on stress-induced corticosterone (CORT) release. 

In contrast, inhibition of the BLA-PrL enhanced stress-induced CORT, suggesting an inhibitory 

role over stress-induced neuroendocrine responses mediated by this projection. Collectively, this 

suggests that BLA circuits are widely activated by stress exposure, but individual circuits do not 

contribute to driving a hormonal response to stress on their own. 
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3.2 INTRODUCTION 

Exposure to aversive, stressful stimuli leads to a multi-system biological response that 

prepares an organism for potential harm through physiological, behavioural, hormonal, and 

autonomic responses. Although adaptive in the short-term, prolonged or unnecessary activation 

of the stress response can lead to a wide range of health concerns (McEwen, 1998), and stress-

related psychiatric disorders are highly prevalent, debilitating, and often resistant to treatment 

(Calhoon & Tye, 2015; Griebel & Holmes, 2013). To develop more targeted and effective 

treatment for these conditions, we must better understand precisely which cell types and circuits 

in the brain are involved in identifying environmental stimuli as stressful. 

The basolateral amygdala (BLA) is reliably activated by psychological stress in both 

humans and rodents (Chapter 2, 2023; Ipser et al., 2013; Reznikov et al., 2008; van Marle et al., 

2009), and amygdala hyperactivity has been implicated in stress disorders such as post-traumatic 

stress disorder and generalized anxiety disorder (K. S. Blair et al., 2016; Engel et al., 2009; Etkin 

& Wager, 2007; Rauch et al., 2000). Likewise, chronic stress in rodents leads to hyper-excitability 

of projection neurons in the BLA (Rau et al., 2015; Rosenkranz et al., 2010) which often parallels 

increases in anxiety-like behaviour (Masneuf et al., 2014; J.-Y. Zhang et al., 2019b). Activation of 

the BLA is sufficient to drive many stress-related processes, including activation of the 

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and subsequent release of corticosterone (Bhatnagar 

et al., 2004; Chapter 2, 2023; Gray et al., 2015), anxiety-like behaviour (Tye et al., 2011; Yin et 

al., 2019), sympathetic activation (Soltis et al., 1997), and consolidation of aversive memory 

(Paré, 2003). 

However, apart from aversive and stressful stimuli, the BLA is also activated by appetitive 

and positive stimuli such as reward (Beyeler et al., 2018; S. Cole et al., 2013; X. Zhang et al., 

2020) and safety learning (Herry et al., 2008; McCullough, Choi, et al., 2016; Sangha et al., 2013). 

Further, distinct “appetitive” vs. “aversive” projection populations in the BLA have been shown to 
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be mutually inhibitory via intermediate GABAergic interneurons (Beyeler et al., 2018). Together, 

this suggests that there are distinct subpopulations of projection neurons in the BLA that serve 

opposing functions. Therefore, it is likely that only a distinct subset of BLA neurons are activated 

during exposure to stressful conditions, to subsequently coordinate and drive various behavioural 

and physiological adaptations to stress such as increases in anxiety-like behaviour and release 

of corticosterone. Specific stress-responsive neurons in the BLA, however, have not been well-

identified or characterized. 

Although discrete BLA projection neuron populations have been shown to drive anxiety-

like behaviour (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013, 2016; Janak & Tye, 2015; Lowery-Gionta et al., 2018), 

there has been no investigation regarding if discrete BLA projection neuron populations contribute 

to HPA responses to stress, despite broad evidence for the BLA in this role (Bhatnagar et al., 

2004; Chapter 2, 2023; Cohen et al., 2018; Gray et al., 2015; Yaeger et al., 2022). We have 

previously demonstrated that a variety of different psychological stressors commonly activates 

the medial basal amygdala (mBA) subregion of the BLA, and that optogenetic or chemogenetic 

manipulation targeted at projection neurons in this region bidirectionally drives activation of the 

HPA axis and release of corticosterone (CORT) (Chapter 2, 2023). However, the projection 

identity of these stress-responsive neurons, and whether discrete populations of projection 

neurons are responsible for driving this response, remains unknown. 

We therefore had three specific aims: (1) How are projection neuron populations 

organized within the BLA, and specifically within the mBA; (2) Which BLA projection neuron 

populations are activated by psychological stress; and (3) Do discrete projection neuron 

populations contribute to activation of the HPA response to stress? 
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3.3 METHODS 

Animals. 

All animal protocols were approved by the University of Calgary Animal Care Committee and 

followed guidelines from the Canadian Council on Animal Care. Adult male Sprague Dawley 

rats were obtained from Charles River Laboratories (175-225g upon arrival) and maintained 

under a 12h light-dark cycle (lights on at 8am) with food and water available ad libitum. All 

experiments were performed during the light phase of the cycle between 8am and 2pm. Animals 

were pair-housed, and cage-mates were always in identical treatment groups and underwent all 

aspects of experimentation at the same time, including intraperitoneal injections, blood 

collection, stimulus exposure, and sacrifice. For optogenetic experiments, animals were single 

housed for a minimum of two weeks prior to testing. 

 

Blood collection and corticosterone analysis. While in restraint tubes, blood samples were 

collected into ice chilled, EDTA treated microvettes (Sarstedt AG & Co. KG; #16.444.100) from a 

small nick over the lateral tail vein. Tail blood was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 20min at 4°C to 

separate plasma, which was stored at −20°C until corticosterone analyses. Plasma samples were 

analyzed with an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kit (Arbor Assays; #K014-H5) by following 

the manufacturer’s instructions and as performed previously (DeVuono et al., 2020). Standards 

were tested in triplicate, and samples were tested in duplicate and diluted 1:100 to ensure levels 

fit the standard curve.  

 

Brain collection. Brains were collected and processed identically for all experiments. For 

perfusion, animals were anesthetized with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital and transcardially 

perfused with 0.9% saline (~60mL per rat, 30 mL/min) followed by 3.8% paraformaldehyde in 
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0.01M PBS (~120mL per rat, 30 mL/min). Following perfusion, brains were removed and 

immersed in 3.8% paraformaldehyde in 0.01 M PBS overnight before being switched to a 20% 

sucrose solution in PBS for 48-72 hours, and then transferred to a 30% sucrose solution in PBS 

for cryoprotection. Coronal sections of 40um were cut in four series’ on a Leica SM 2010R sliding 

microtome and collected in antifreeze (30% wt/vol sucrose, 1% wt/vol polyvinylpyrrolidone-40, 

30% vol/vol ethylene glycol, 0.0065% wt/vol sodium azide, in PB with 0.9% saline; adapted from 

(Butler et al., 2012) and stored at -20 C until processing. 

 

FOS immunohistochemistry. Free-floating sections of the BLA were rinsed 3x10min in PBS, 

followed by 3x10min in PBS + Triton X-100 (0.1%). Sections were then blocked for 1h at room 

temperature with gentle agitation in 5% normal donkey serum in PBS and incubated for 23h at 

4°C with anti-cFos antibody raised in rabbit (cFos, #2250s, Cell Signaling Technology, 1:300) in 

an antibody blocking solution (0.1% vol/vol Triton X-100, 0.1% wt/vol BSA, 0.05% wt/vol sodium 

azide, 0.04% wt/vol sodium EDTA in PBS). Following a 3x10min wash in PBS + Triton X-100 

(0.1%), sections were incubated for 2h at room temperature with a donkey anti-rabbit AlexaFluor 

647-conjugated secondary antibody (Alexa-647, #711-605-152, Jackson ImmunoResearch, 

1:100) in antibody blocking solution. Finally, sections were rinsed 3x10min in PBS + Triton X-100 

(0.1%) and 2x10min in PBS, mounted onto charged slides, and cover-slipped using Fluoroshield 

with DAPI mounting medium (Sigma Aldrich).  

 

Stereotaxic surgery. Rats were maintained under isoflurane anesthesia and analgesic treatment 

(meloxicam (2mg/kg, subcutaneously)) in a stereotaxic apparatus during surgical injection of 

viruses or choleratoxin subunit B (CTb), or implantation of fibre optic cannulas. To deliver viral 

vectors, a glass capillary containing viral vector was lowered into the brain and pressure injected 

using a NanoInject II apparatus (Drummond Scientific). Coordinates targeting brain regions are 
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were relative to bregma and the surface of the skull: basolateral amygdala: -2.8mm anterior-

posterior (AP), ±4.9 to 5.0mm medial-lateral (ML), and -8.4 to -8.7mm dorsal-ventral (DV); 

prelimbic cortex: AP +3.0, ML ±0.5, DV -4.1; ventral hippocampus: AP -5.3, ML ±5.4, DV -7.0 to -

7.2; nucleus accumbens: AP +1.7, ML ±1.4, DV -7.1; central amygdala: AP -2.2, ML ±4.0, DV -

8.1; lateral hypothalamus: AP -2.7, ML ±1.5 to 1.7, DV -8.8 to -9.3; bed nucleus of the stria 

terminalis: AP -0.3, ML ±1.7, DV -7.1. For projection-specific chemogenetic experiments, 

coordinates for the CeA were delivered on a 12-degree inward angle: AP -2.1, ML ±2.3, DV -8.6. 

All experiments involved bilateral injections of virus or anatomical tracers. 

 
Construct Region AP ML DV 
AAV-eGFP 
AAV-ChR2 
AAV-DIO-mCherry 
AAV-DIO-hM4Di 

BLA -2.8mm ±4.9 to 5.0mm -8.4 to -8.7mm 

 
 
CTB-488  
CTB-555 

PrL +3.0mm ±0.5mm -4.1mm 
VH -5.3mm ±5.4mm -7.0 to -7.2mm 
NAc +1.7mm ±1.4mm -7.1mm 
LH -2.7mm ±1.5mm -8.8 to -9.3mm 
BST -0.3mm ±1.7mm -7.1mm 
CeA -2.2mm ±4.0mm -8.1mm 

AAV-DIO-hM4Di CeA -2.1mm ±2.3mm (12O angle) -8.6mm 
 

Anterograde tracing.  

Viral vectors. Viral vectors were injected bilaterally into the basolateral amygdala to anterogradely 

label cells with eGFP. eGFP was selectively expressed under the CaMKII promoter to restrict 

expression to projection neurons. AAV8.CaMKII.EGFP was purchased from Laval Université. A 

final volume of 138-207nl was delivered in 69.0nL boluses every 30sec, and the capillary 

remained in place for 10min following delivery of the final bolus, to allow for diffusion of the virus. 

A minimum of 3 weeks were allowed for recovery from surgery and sufficient viral expression, 

before animals were euthanized, perfused, and brains collected for imaging of viral expression 

throughout the brain. 
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Imaging. After brains were processed, 40um thick sections in a 1 in 4 series were observed 

throughout the entire brain (approximately AP +4.00 to AP -8.00) for expression of eGFP. Images 

were acquired at 2.5X, 5X, and 10X magnification on a Leica DM 4000B LED for select regions 

with notable GFP expression. Images were exported into ImageJ and brightness and contrast 

were adjusted for each image to improve image quality. Only animals with expression of cell 

bodies restricted to the basolateral amygdala were included (n=3). 

 

Analysis. The experimenter noted expression of eGFP-labelled fibers throughout the brain for 

each case. Only selected regions were imaged for representation.  

 

Optogenetic stimulation. 

This tissue was harvested from animals that had undergone optogenetic stimulation in Chapter 

2.  

 

Viral vectors. Viral vectors were injected bilaterally into the basolateral amygdala to express either 

the control fluorophore mCherry or the excitatory opsin ChR2, which increases neural activity 

upon activation with 473nm light (cite). mCherry or ChR2 were selectively expressed under the 

CaMKII promoter, to restrict expression to BLA projection neurons. AAV5-CaMKii-

hChR2(H134R)-mCherry (4.6 x 1012 GCs/mL) was a gift from Karl Deisseroth (Addgene viral prep 

#26975-AAV5; http://n2t.net/addgene:26975; RRID:Addgene_26975) and 

AAV8.CaMKii.mCherry (6.7 x 1012 GCs/mL) was a gift from Université Laval.  A final volume of 
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828.0nL was delivered in 69nL boluses every 45sec, and the capillary remained in place for 10min 

following delivery of the final bolus to allow for diffusion of the virus. Approximately two weeks 

later a 600-µm diameter mono fiber optic cannula (Doric Lenses, 

MFC_600/630/0.48_8.6mm_MF2.5_FLT) was implanted 0.1mm above the injection site and 

secured with Metabond, dental cement, and four anchoring screws. 

 

Handling and habituation. Following surgical implantation of the fiber optic cannula, rats were 

single-housed and given a minimum of 4 days before handling and habituation began. Animals 

then underwent 10 days of habituation and handling. On days 1-6, animals were carted to the 

testing room each morning and handled for 1min each, and then placed into an empty cage with 

only bedding for ~90min. On days 7-10, the same procedure occurred but animals were also 

habituated to the optic fiber (no light) attached to their heads while exploring their test cage. 

Habituation and testing cages had a lid with a slit cut in it to allow for entry of the fiber. 

 

Experimental testing. On experimental day, animals were carted to the testing room 1 hour prior 

to testing. The light source (for ChR2: 473nm, Laserglow Technologies LRS-0473-GFM-00100-

05 LabSpec 473nm DPsS Laser System connected to Laser Power Supply PSU-III-LED) was 

connected to the implanted ferrules with a fiber optic cable (600um core diameter, Doric Lenses) 

attached to a beam splitter. The lasers were controlled using the open-source programmable 

pulse generator Pulse Pal (J. I. Sanders & Kepecs, 2014). Light intensity was measured using a 

Standard Photodiode Power Sensor (ThorLabs S120C) connected to a Compact Power and 

Energy Meter Console (ThorLabs PM100D). Blue light (5ms long pulses;10 mW laser intensity 

measured at the tip) was shone at 20 Hz for 15min. The animal remained connected to the fiber 

for an additional 15min (30min total) and then removed and returned to their home cage. 90min 

following onset of optogenetic stimulation, animals were anesthetized, perfused, and brains were 
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collected to verify viral expression and perform immunohistochemistry for cFos. The experimenter 

was blinded to viral condition of the animal (mCherry: n=5; ChR2: n=6). 

 

FOS quantification in brain regions. After immunohistochemistry for cFos, a 1-in-4 series of 40um 

thick sections was collected and images were acquired for each animal on a Leica DM4000 B 

LED microscope using a 20X objective / 0.55 NA HC PL FLUOTAR (Leica 5065190) objective. 

DAF and L5 filter cubes were able to detect expression of DAPI and Alexa488 (to label anti-cFos), 

respectively. Images were acquired in defined regions of interest across the anterior-posterior 

axis of each brain region (Figure 2B-E). Only images from slices with an intact region-of-interest 

were acquired. Quantified regions included the dmBST and aBST (mCherry n=38 from 5 animals; 

ChR2 n=43 from 6 animals), PrL (mCherry n=67 from 5 animals; ChR2 n=80 from 6 animals), LH 

(mCherry n=73 from 5 animals; ChR2 n=106 from 6 animals), CeA (mCherry n=48 from 5 animals; 

ChR2 n=57 from 6 animals), AcbS and AcbC (mCherry n=48 from 5 animals; ChR2 n=60 from 6 

animals), or VH (mCherry n= 34 from 5 animals; ChR2 n=42 from 6 animals). Images from 

different brain regions were collected over multiple immunohistochemistry runs, but the same 

brain region was always imaged and analyzed at the same time for all animals. 

 

Exclusions. Animals were excluded from statistical analysis if the cannula tip or significant viral 

expression was outside of the BLA (mCherry: n=1; ChR2: n=4), animals required euthanasia due 

to surgical complications (mCherry: n=1), or cFos values were considered a statistical outlier 

(ChR2: n=1), as defined as being twice the standard deviation of the mean of that group. 

 

Retrograde tracing and colocalization with FOS. 

Choleratoxin subunit B. 0.2% dilutions of Alexa-conjugated Cholera Toxin Subunit B in 0.4M PBS 

(CTB-488 or CTB-555; Invitrogen) were injected bilaterally into one of six target regions: PrL 
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(303.6nL), VH (303.6nL), NAc (303.6nL), LH (303.6nL), BST (193.2nL), and CeA (151.8 - 

193.2nL). 13.8nl boluses were delivered every 30sec until target volume was reached, and the 

capillary remained in place for 10min to allow for diffusion of the virus. Every animal received 

injections in two different brain regions using different colors in each region (e.g., CTB-555 

delivered bilaterally to CeA and CTB-488 delivered bilaterally to NAc). To eliminate imaging bias 

for CTB, the color of tracer used to label each projection neuron class was counterbalanced such 

that a similar number of animals received an injection of CTb-555 or CTb-488 for each region. A 

minimum of 7 days were allowed for recovery from surgery before experiments began.  

 

Experimental conditions. On experiment day, animals were carted to the adjacent experimental 

room and placed into a clear Plexiglas restraint tube for 30min. Animals were then returned to 

their home cage with their cage-mate and remained in the testing room until 90min following 

stress-onset, where they were anesthetized, perfused, and brains collected. Control animals 

remained in the colony room immediately until time of sacrifice, when they were anesthetized, 

perfused, and brains collected. 

 

Histology. To verify that expression of CTB-488 or CTB-555 was constrained to the region of 

interest at the injection sites, free floating sections of the target region were rinsed 3x10min in 

PBS, mounted onto charged slides, and cover-slipped using Fluoroshield with DAPI mounting 

medium (Sigma Aldrich). Images were acquired with a Leica DM4000 B LED microscope using a 

2.5X / 0.07 NA PLAN (Leica 556036), 5X / 0.12 N PLAN EPI (Leica 566076), or 10X / 0.30 HCX 

PL FLUOTAR (Leica 506507) objective. DAF, L5 and RHO filter cubes were used to detect 

expression of DAPI, CTB-488, and CTB-555, respectively. Location of maximal expression of 

CTB were plotted onto coronal images adapted from an atlas (Swanson, 2004). 
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Imaging. A 1-in-4 series of free-floating sections of the BLA (AP -2.30 to AP -3.3) were washed 

3x10min in PBS, mounted onto charged slides, and cover-slipped using Fluoroshield with DAPI 

mounting medium (Sigma Aldrich). Slices were then tile-scan imaged on a Leica DM4000 B LED 

microscope using a 20X / 0.55 NA HC PL FLUOTAR (Leica 5065190) objective. 

 

Quantification. The experimenter remained blinded to the conditions of each animal during plotting 

and counting. Analyses were largely guided by work from (Beyeler et al., 2018). Analyses were 

performed identically as previous work from our group, including division of BLA subregions into 

the LA, mBA, and LBA (Chapter 2). 

Briefly, we used Imaris software to semi-automatically detect CTB+ and FOS+ cells of a 

standardized size and quality using the spot detection function. For all images, CTB labeling was 

detected having an average diameter of 12um, and the quality was manually set for each image 

until most labelled cells were accurately identified by the software, as determined by the 

experimenter. Mis-labelled cells were manually removed, and non-labelled cells identified by the 

experimenter were manually added using the spot detection function. For FOS labeling, the spot 

detection function identified any FOS labeling averaging 7um diameter. The quality parameters 

remained identical for images labeling the same projection. However, due to differences in 

average FOS expression between each experimental run, we adjusted the quality parameters for 

FOS detection in attempt to keep basal FOS numbers consistent; thus, minimum quality ranged 

from 8.5-11.5 across the entire experiment, with no limits on maximum quality. All labelled cells 

were localized to the most dorsal point of the BLA and coordinates were then normalized to 

standardized BLA templates (width and height) according to the AP position assigned to each 

image (Chapter 2, 2023). Density quantification was calculated as before (unpublished data), with 

total number of cells counted in image or region / total area of BLA or subregion on each 

standardized template. Colocalization experiments were calculated as either: (1) percentage of 
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total CTB cells for each animal also expressing FOS; or (2) percentage of total FOS cells for each 

animal also expressing CTB. Anterior-posterior differences were quantified by comparing average 

density of sections containing slices from AP -2.30 and -2.56 (anterior) to those from AP -2.80 

and -3.30 (posterior). 

 

Representation. In figures 3N-S, normalized coordinates for all labelled cells from all animals were 

plotted as gray onto the same graph, and only those labelling a single projection were labelled 

black. In figure 3T, normalized coordinates for all labelled cells were plotted onto the same graph, 

and each individual projection was pseudo-coloured a different colour. 

 

Exclusions. Animals were excluded if the BLA was damaged, there was no CTB expression in at 

least one hemisphere, or there was significant CTB expression outside of the target region (PrL: 

naïve (n=2), stress (n=5); VH: naïve (n=10), stress (n=8); NAc: naïve (n=4), stress (n=5); CeA: 

naïve (n=6), stress (n=6); LH: naïve (n=5), stress (n=6); BST: naïve (n=4), stress (n=4). One 

animal was excluded in all FOS analyses due to an absence of FOS expression but was included 

for CTB topography analyses (PrL: stress (n=1). Two animals were excluded when calculating 

percentage of colocalized cells in each subregion due to having no total colocalized cells (VH: 

stress (n=1); LH: stress (n=1). 

 

Electrophysiology. For slice experiments, animals were deeply anaesthetised with isoflurane, 

decapitated and coronal slices (250 uM) containing the BLA were cut using a vibratome (VT1200, 

Leica Microsystems) in room temperature, NMDG-based artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF). 

Slices were then briefly transferred to a submerged chamber containing NMDG ACSF of the 

following composition: 93 mM NMDG, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.2 mM NaH2PO4, 30 mM NaHCO3, 20 mM 

HEPES, 25 mM glucose, 2 mM thiourea, 5 mM Na-ascorbate, 3 mM Na-pyruvate, 0.5 mM 
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CaCl2·4H2O and 10 mM MgSO4·7H2O, where they were maintained at 32°C for 10-12 mins to 

allow for protective recovery of tissue. Finally, slices were transferred to a holding chamber 

containing regular ACSF of the following composition: 126mM NaCl, 2.5mM KCl, 1.4 mM 

NaH2PO4, 1.2 mM MgCl2, 2.4 mM CaCl2, 11 mM glucose and 25 mM NaHCO3; equilibrated 

with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. When time to record, slices were individually transferred to a chamber 

on an upright microscope (Olympus BX51) and superfused continually with ACSF (32°C, flow 

rate: 2.0 ml min-1). Neurons were visualised with a 40X water-immersion objective using infra-

red Dodt-tube gradient contrast optics.  

Functional DREADD expression in BLA pyramidal neurons was confirmed using in-vitro 

patch clamp electrophysiology. Using fluorescence, neurons expressing CaMKII-hM4DI were 

identified by the presence of an mCherry reporter. Whole-cell current-clamp recordings (Axopatch 

700B, Molecular Devices) were then conducted in labelled neurons using a K-Gluconate-based 

internal solution containing: 130 mM K-Gluconate, 10 mM HEPES, 10 mM KCl, 4 mM Mg2ATP, 

0.3 mM Na2GTP and 10 mM Na2-Phosphocreatine (pH 7.3). Neurons were maintained at a 

membrane potential of -70 mV by DC current injection via the patch-electrode. Cell excitability 

was assessed by examining the current-voltage relationship (range: -25 - +400 pA) before and 

during application of Clozapine-N Oxide (CNO, 10 μM). Furthermore, evoked firing rate was 

assessed over time by application of series of 5 current pulses (250 ms in duration, 5-25 pA apart, 

every 60 secs), where the current amplitude was set for each cell so that ~ 3-4 action potentials 

were elicited during the 2nd-4th steps. 

 

Projection-specific chemogenetic inhibition 

Viral vectors. We used a dual-virus cre-dependent approach to restrict hM4Di expression to 

discrete projection populations. A virus was bilaterally injected into the BLA to cre-dependently 

express either the control fluorophore mCherry (AAV8-hSyn-DIO-mCherry; 1.6x1013 GCs/ml; 
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Addgene #50459; gift from Bryan Roth) or the Gi-coupled receptor hM4D(Gi) (AAV8-hSyn-DIO-

hM4D(Gi)-mCherry; 1.9x1013 GCs/ml; Addgene #44362; gift from Bryan Roth), which inhibits 

neural activity upon activation with a designer drug (Armbruster et al., 2007). At the same time, 

we bilaterally injected into the target region (CeA, NAc, BST, or PrL) a retrograde virus expressing 

Cre recombinase (AAV2(retro)-eSYN-EGFP-T2A-iCre-WPRE; 0.9-1.2x1013 GCs/ml; gift from 

John Christianson). In two animals, we only injected AAV8-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry without 

also delivering AAV2(retro)-eSYN-EGFP-T2A-iCre-WPRE to ensure expression was only 

achieved with the combination of both viruses. Constructs were diluted in 0.01M of sterile PBS to 

reach desired titer. A final volume of 515.2n was delivered in 64.4nl boluses every 40sec into the 

BLA, or 386.4nl (BST, PrL, and CeA) to 579.6nl (NAc) into the target region, and the capillary 

remained in place for 10min following delivery of the final bolus to allow for diffusion of the virus. 

A minimum of 3 weeks were allowed for recovery and sufficient viral expression before 

experiments began. 

 

Handling and habituation. Animals were habituated for 3 days prior to experiment day. This 

included being carted to the adjacent test room 1 hour each morning and being handled by the 

experimenter for ~2min in the position used for injections on test day. 

 

Experimental testing. On experimental day, animals were injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) with 

either CNO (3mg/kg at 1mg/ml), to activate hM4D(Gi), or vehicle (0.2% DMSO in 0.9% saline), 

and 45min later were moved to a separate room and immediately placed into clear Plexiglas 

restraint tubes for 30min. All animals underwent restraint stress. Blood samples were collected 

immediately at initiation (t0) and termination (t30) of restraint stress for analysis of basal and 

stress-induced plasma corticosterone levels. For chemogenetic validation experiments including 

expression of the mCherry control virus, animals returned to their home-cage following stress 
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exposure but remained in the testing room. 90min following stress onset, animals were 

anesthetized, perfused, and brains were collected and processed. In all other chemogenetic 

experiments where brains were only necessary to verify viral expression, animals were 

anesthetized, perfused, and brains collected and processed on a separate day from experiments. 

 

FOS colocalization with hM4D(Gi) or mCherry. Animals expressing hM4Di in the BLA-NAc 

projection were used for validation of the chemogenetic tools. hM4Di/VEH (n=9) and hM4Di/CNO 

(n=12) animals were included for confocal imaging on a Leica TCS SPE II confocal microscope 

using a 20X / 0.55 NA HC PL FLUOTAR (Leica 5065190) objective. Only slices with expression 

in the BLA and containing a minimum average of 10 RFP+ labelled cells per slice were included 

for analysis (hM4Di/VEH n=67 slices from 9 animals; hM4Di/CNO n=83 slices from 12 animals), 

and location of imaging within the BLA occurred in regions with maximal hM4D(Gi)-mCherry 

expression. cFos and hM4Di-mCherry signals were acquired independently and exported to 

ImageJ for quantification. Number of cells expressing cFos, hM4D(Gi)-mCherry, or colocalization 

of both signals were counted manually. Colocalization was determined as a cFos signal bound 

by expression of hM4D(Gi)-mCherry. The experimenter was blinded to the condition of each 

animal, and all imaging and threshold parameters remained identical across image acquisition 

and quantification. 

 

Exclusions. Animals were excluded from statistical analysis if there was substantial DIO-hM4Di 

or DIO-mCherry expression outside of the BLA or substantial eGFP-iCre expression outside of 

the target region, or absent DIO-hM4Di or DIO-mCherry expression in at least one hemisphere 

(BST: n=7 CNO, n=8 VEH; CeA: n=2 CNO, n=2 VEH; PrL: n=2 CNO; NAc: n=7 CNO/hM4Di, n=5 

CNO/mCherry, n=4 VEH/hM4Di; NAc+CeA: n=8 CNO, n=7 VEH). One animal was excluded for 

analyses because a sufficient volume of blood was not collected to perform the ELISA (NAc: n=1 
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VEH/hM4Di). Four animals were excluded because the t0 CORT value was greater than 

150ng/ml, suggesting stress was occurring prior to our experimental manipulation (PrL: n=1 VEH; 

NAc+CeA: n=3 VEH). One animal was excluded due to pipetting error at the t30 time-point 

(NAc+CeA: n=1 CNO).  

 

Statistics. 

All grouped data and a within-animal design were analyzed using a two-tailed paired t-test (Fig. 

3.3W-BB) or  

one-way RM ANOVA, followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison’s test when appropriate (3.4Q-V).  

All grouped data and a between-animals design were analyzed using an independent samples t-

test or one-way ANOVA (Fig. 3.3CC; 3.4H; 3.4B-G; 3.5F-I). When appropriate, data were 

analyzed using Tukey’s multiple comparison’s test. When comparing two or more groups and a 

within-animal design, and only two levels, a 2Way RM ANOVA was used followed by Sidak’s 

multiple comparisons test (Fig. 3.5J, 3.5K, L, N) or Fisher’s LSD (Fig. 3.2G).  If samples were 

missing, a mixed effects model was used (Fig. 3.5M). When comparing two or more groups and 

a within-animal design, and two or more levels, a 2Way RM ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple 

comparison’s test was used (Fig. 3.3V). 
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3.4 RESULTS. 

BLA projection neurons innervate a wide range of downstream targets. The BLA is known 

to project widely to many brain regions involved in motivated behaviour. To replicate these 

anatomical findings and to guide subsequent experiments, we labelled BLA projection neurons 

and their fibers by injecting an anterograde virus expressing eGFP under the CaMKii promoter 

into the BLA of three adult male rats (Figures 3.1A, B) and 3-4 weeks later imaged expression of 

eGFP throughout the brain. eGFP was expressed widely throughout many brain regions (Table 

3.1), replicating many others’ previous anatomical work (H.-W. Dong et al., 2001; Hoover & 

Vertes, 2007; Krettek & Price, 1977; Mcdonald, 1991; Petrovich et al., 1996; Pitkänen et al., 2002; 

Reppucci & Petrovich, 2016). Notably we identified strong expression in 6 limbic regions: 

prelimbic cortex, nucleus accumbens, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, central amygdala, lateral 

hypothalamus, and ventral 

hippocampus (Figures 3.1C-H), 

all of which are strongly 

implicated in motivated 

behaviour. 
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Optogenetic stimulation of BLA projection neurons leads to activation of downstream 

brain regions. We have previously demonstrated that optogenetic stimulation of undefined BLA 

projections from mBA neurons increases plasma corticosterone and FOS-expression in the PVN, 

in non-stressed animals (Chapter 2). However, the BLA does not send any direct projections to 

the PVN (Petrovich et al., 1996), a central brain region that initiates activation of the HPA axis 

and subsequent release of CORT (Herman et al., 2003). To this extent, we wanted to identify 

candidate brain regions that may relay HPA-activating signals from the BLA to the PVN. Brains 

Figure 3.1. BLA projection neurons innervate a wide range of downstream targets 
(A) Representative image of GFP expression following injection of AAV8-CaMKiia-eGFP. Dashed 
lines delineate BLA;  
(B) Representative images of location of viral expression in the BLA for each of the three cases 
observed.  

(C) Representative images of GFP expression in downstream brain regions following injection of 
AAV8-CaMKiia-eGFP into the BLA. Images were obtained from different cases. 
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were collected in a previous study (unpublished data), where animals expressing the light-gated 

excitatory opsin ChR2 or control mCherry protein in BLA projection neurons underwent 15min of 

20Hz stimulation with 473nm light targeted at the medial basal amygdala (Figure 3.2A). 473nm 

light has shown to increase activity of neurons expressing ChR2 compared to mCherry 

(unpublished data; (Boyden et al., 2005)), thus allowing us to directly test the effect of stimulating 

BLA projection neurons on activation of downstream targets. Brains were collected and processed 

90min following initiation of light to quantify FOS expression in 7 brain regions (Figures 3.2B-E). 

Two-way RM ANOVA revealed a main effect of region (F(7,63)=19.83, p<0.0001) but no main 

effect of condition (F(1,9)=2.286, p=0.1648) between animals expressing ChR2 vs mCherry. 

However, we purposely targeted our stimulation towards the mBA. Thus, given our a priori 

hypothesis that a distinct subset of projection neurons would be located here and thus stimulation 

would lead to activation of selective extra-BLA regions, we proceeded with post-hoc comparisons. 

Fisher’s LSD revealed that animals expressing ChR2 displayed significantly greater FOS 

expression in the PrL (p=0.0147) and dmBST (p=0.0282; Figure 3.2F-G). Thus, optogenetic 

stimulation of mBA projection neurons increases activity in several areas innervated by the BLA, 

particularly in the PrL and dmBST. 
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Figure 3.2. Optogenetic stimulation of BLA projection neurons leads to activation in downstream 
brain regions. 
(A) Overview of experimental procedures;  
(B-E) Representative regions-of-interest where cells were counted in prelimbic cortex (PrL), nucleus 
accumbens core (AcbC) and shell (AcbS), dorsomedial bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (dmBST), 
anterodorsal bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (adBST), central amygdala (CeA), and lateral 
hypothalamus (LH);  
(F) Representative image of FOS expression in the dmBST. Scale bar = 100um;  
(G) FOS expression in BLA projection targets following ChR2 stimulation (n=6) vs mCherry controls (n=5). 
Data were analyzed using a 2-way ANOVA followed by Fisher’s LSD (F1,9=2.286; p=0.1648; significant 

differences between conditions in the dmBST (p=0.0282) and PrL (p=0.0147)). Error bars are mean +/- 
SEM. *p<0.05. 
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Topographical distribution of BLA projection neurons. The BLA projects to a wide range of 

brain regions that regulate a diverse, and sometimes competing, array of behavioural processes 

(Janak & Tye, 2015). We have previously demonstrated that different psychological stressors 

commonly increase FOS expression in the medial basal subdivision of the BLA (unpublished 

work). Thus, we hypothesized that projection populations targeting stress-responsive brain 

regions would be localized in the mBA, the stress-responsive region we had identified. We 

injected CTB bilaterally into six target regions: PrL, NAc, BST, CeA, LH, and VH (Figures 3.3A-F, 

n=11-15 per projection). One week later, we exposed animals to stress (n=5-8 per projection) or 

left them in their home cage (naïve condition; n=6-8 per projection), and then collected brains 

90min following stress onset to process for imaging of CTB and FOS.  

We mapped the location of projection populations within the BLA innervating the BST, 

NAc, CeA, PrL, LH, and VH using the retrograde tracer choleratoxin subunit B (CTB; n=11-15 per 

projection). Bilateral injections of CTB into each target region (Figures 3.3A-F) led to distinct 

topographical expression, such that isolated projection populations were differentially expressed 

throughout the BLA (Figures 3.3H-M). We localized the coordinates of every CTB+ cell and then 

normalized these coordinates to the most dorsal point of the BLA and according to a standardized 

template for each AP position (Figures 3.3N-T). We then quantified the percentage of each CTB+ 

cell for each projection localized to the mBA, LBA, or LA subdivisions of the BLA (Figure 3.3U). 

2Way ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between population and region (Fig. 3.3V; F(10, 

138)=41.09, p<0.0001). Post hoc tests revealed that there was a significant medial-lateral location 

bias for each projection population (Table 3.2). Specifically, populations targeting the PrL, BST, 

and NAc had a significantly greater percentage of CTB-labelled cells in the mBA than either the 

LA or LBA. In contrast, populations targeting the CeA exhibited a significantly lower percentage 

of CTB-labelled cells in the mBA than either the LA or LBA. Populations targeting the LH exhibited 

a significantly greater percentage of CTB-labelled cells in the LBA than the LA or mBA, and 
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populations targeting the VH exhibited significantly greater percentage of CTB-labelled cells in 

the mBA than the LBA. We also investigated anterior-posterior biases by comparing the average 

normalized density of CTB+ cells in anterior (AP= -2.30 and -2.56) vs posterior (AP= -2.80 and -

3.30) sections of the BLA using a two-tailed paired t-test. There was significantly greater density 

in the posterior sections for BST (Figure 3.3W; t(10)=4.378; p=0.0008) and LH projectors (Figure 

3.3AA; t(12)=8.822, p<0.0001), and a trend towards a posterior bias in CeA projectors (Figure 

3.3Y; t(12)=2.099, p=0.0577). There were no significant anterior-posterior differences in NAc, PrL, 

or VH projectors (Figures 3.3X, Z, BB). 

Finally, we also quantified average density of CTB+ cells for each projection in the BLA. 

One-way ANOVA revealed a significant difference between projection populations (Figure 3.3CC; 

F(5,69)=30.04, p<0.0001). Post hoc tests revealed that there was significantly greater CTB+ 

density in BLA populations targeting the NAc, CeA, and BST than those targeting the LH, PrL, 

and VH. 

Collectively, this suggests that projection populations in the BLA are heterogenous in 

location bias, with populations targeting the PrL, BST, and NAc largely overlapping and distinct 

from populations targeting the CeA and LH. Notably, PrL, BST, and NAc projectors had a 

significant location bias towards the mBA, the region we had identified as being particularly stress 

responsive. This suggests that these populations may be more likely recruited by psychological 

stress. Populations targeting the NAc, CeA, and BST contribute to a substantial proportion of BLA 

projection neurons.  
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Figure 3.3. Topographical distribution of BLA projection neurons. 
(A-F) Representative images of location of CTB injection in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST; 
n=11 (6/5)), nucleus accumbens (NAc; n=11 (6/5)), central amygdala (CeA; n=13 (6/7)), prelimbic cortex 
(PrL; n=13 animals (naïve: n=8; stress: n=5)), lateral hypothalamus (LH; n=15 (7/8)), or ventral 
hippocampus (VH; n=12 (6/6)). Colored spread indicates area of maximal expression of CTB at the 
injection site.  
(G) Overview of experimental procedures.  
(H-M) Representative images of CTB expression in target region (left) and BLA (right).  
(N-S) Dot-plots of all CTB+ neurons in the BLA at AP -3.14 following injection of CTB into BST, NAc, CeA, 
PrL, LH, or VH  
(T) Overlay of all dot-plots of CTB+ neurons in the BLA at AP -3.14; yellow =BST; blue =CeA; purple =LH;    
orange =NAc; green =PrL; red =VH;  
(U) BLA subdivisions at AP -3.14: lateral amygdala (LA), lateral basal amygdala (LBA), and medial basal 
amygdala (mBA). Scale bar=150um.  
(V) Percentage of CTB+ cells in each subdivision of the BLA following injection into each target region. 
Data were analysed using a 2Way ANOVA (F10,138=41.09, p<0.0001) and differences are displayed in 

Table 2.   
(W-BB) Density of CTB+ cells in anterior (AP -2.30 and -2.56) vs. posterior sections of the BLA (AP -2.80 
and -3.30). Data were analysed using a two-tailed paired t-test (BST: t(10)=4.738, p=0.0008; NAc: 
t(10)=0.2717, p=0.7914; CeA: t(12)=2.099, p=0.0577; PrL: t(12)=0.4240, p=0.6791; LH: t(12)=8.822, 
p<0.0001; VH: t(11)=0.5354, p=0.6030).  
(CC) Density of CTB+ cells throughout the BLA for each population. Data were analyzed using a one-way 
ANOVA (F(5,69)=30.04, p<0.0001). 
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BLA projection populations are broadly activated by stress and with a common bias 

towards the medial basal amygdala. To determine if specific populations were activated by 

restraint stress, we calculated the percentage of CTB+ cells also expressing FOS following 

restraint stress or the naïve condition (Figure 3.4A). Unpaired t-tests revealed a significant 

difference between the naïve and stress condition in FOS expression in BLA neurons targeting 

the BST (Figure 3.4B; t(9)=9.513, p<0.0001), CeA (Figure 3.4C; t(11)=4.393, p=0.0011), LH 

(Figure 3.4D; t(13)=4.668, p=0.0004), NAc (Figure 3.4E; t(9)=10.28, p<0.0001), and PrL (Figure 

3.4F; t(10)=5.750, p=0.0002). There was a trend towards significance in VH projectors (Figure 

3.4G; t(10)=2.066, p=0.0657). Together, this suggests that a wide range of projection populations 

in the BLA are activated during stress.  

We also normalized the contribution of each population to total FOS activity in the BLA by 

calculating percentage of FOS+ cells that labelled each projector (Figure 3.4H). A one-way 

ANOVA revealed a significant difference between projection populations (F(5,28)=26.57, 

p<0.0001). Tukey’s post-hoc tests indicated NAc projectors represented significantly more FOS+ 

neurons on average than any other population, and BST and CeA projectors represented more 
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FOS+ neurons than populations targeting the PrL or VH. This suggests that stress-induced FOS 

expression tends to have a bias towards NAc, BST, or CeA projectors.  

Given that we had previously demonstrated that stress-induced FOS expression had a 

bias towards the mBA (unpublished data), we next investigated the anatomical location of 

CTB+/FOS+ cells to test if there is also a medial bias despite topographical differences for each 

population. We plotted the normalized coordinates of every co-labelled CTB+/FOS+ cell for each 

projection population (Figures 3.4I-O). This visually revealed a bias in activation towards the LA 

or mBA in nearly every population. To quantitatively confirm this bias, we divided the BLA into LA, 

mBA, and LBA subdivisions (Figure 3.4P) and quantified the proportion of CTB+/FOS+ labelled 

cells in each region for each projection population (Figure 3.4Q-V). RM One-Way ANOVA 

revealed a significant difference in percentage of CTB+/FOS+ neurons in each BLA subdivision 

for populations targeting the BST (F(1.220,4.881)=28.23, p=0.0029), CeA (F(1.093,6.556)=14.58, 

p=0.0068), NAc  (F(1.468,5.870)=41.28, p=0.0005), PrL (F(1.057,3.172)=27.20, p=0.0117), and 

VH F(1.680,6.720)=14.95, p=0.0040)). There was no significant difference in the population 

targeting the LH (F(1.753,10.52)=1.085, p=0.36411). Post-hoc tests revealed a significant 

location bias toward the mBA in populations targeting the BST, NAc, PrL, and VH, and a 

significant location bias towards the LA in populations targeting the CeA. This confirms that, 

despite differences in topographical organization of discrete projection populations, stress-

induced activation of the BLA exhibits a medial bias (Chapter 2). Collectively, these data suggest 

acute restraint stress activates a diverse array of projection neuron populations that are commonly 

located in the mBA.  
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Figure 3.4. BLA projection populations are broadly activated by stress and with a common bias 
towards the medial basal amygdala 
(A) Representative image of expression of FOS (yellow) and CTB (red) in the BLA. White triangle 
indicates colocalization. Scale bar =250um  
(B-G) Percentage of CTB labelled cells for each projection population also expressing FOS in the naïve 
(left, triangles) or stress condition (right, circles). Data were analyzed using an unpaired t-test (BST: 
t(9)=9.513, p<0.0001; CeA: t(11)=4.393, p=0.0011; LH: t(13)=4.668, p=0.0004; NAc: t(9)=10.28, 
p<0.0001; PrL: t(10)=5.750, p=0.0002; VH: t(10)=2.066, p=0.0657  
(H) Percentage of FOS labelled cells also expressing CTB for each projection population, stress 
condition only. Data were analyzed using an ordinary one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple 
comparison’s test (F(5,28)=26.57, p<0.0001).  
(I) Normalized coordinates of all co-labelled CTB+/FOS+ cells for each projection population in the BLA 

at AP -3.14; stress condition only.  
(J-O) Normalized coordinates of all colabelled CTB+/FOS+ cells in the BLA at AP -3.14 following 
injection of CTB into the J. BST, K. CeA, L. LH, M. NAc, N. PrL, or O. VH; stress condition only.  
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Individual effect of BLA projection populations on stress-induced CORT release. We have 

previously demonstrated that chemogenetic inhibition of mBA projection neurons reduces stress-

induced CORT release and that optogenetic stimulation of mBA projection neurons in non-

stressed conditions increases plasma CORT (unpublished data). This agrees with other examples 

demonstrating that excitotoxic lesions (Bhatnagar et al., 2004; Goldstein et al., 1996) or 

pharmacological modulation of discrete neurochemical systems within the BLA reduces stress-

induced CORT  (Cohen et al., 2018; J. M. Gray et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2009; Yaeger et al., 2022). 

However, each of these manipulations were relatively broad and did not investigate the impact of 

isolated BLA circuits on this effect. Therefore, it is unknown if this effect is driven by the collective 

action of multiple projection populations, or if specific BLA projection populations independently 

contribute to stress-induced HPA axis activation. To test this question, we used an intersectional 

viral approach to express the inhibitory Gi DREADD hM4Di in discrete BLA projection populations, 

and then administered the selective hM4Di ligand clozapine-N-oxide (CNO; to inhibit hM4Di+ 

neurons (Armbruster et al., 2007)) or VEH prior to stress exposure. 

We first confirmed in vitro that CNO selectively reduces activity in neurons expressing 

hM4Di. We selected the BLA-NAc circuit as it exhibited the greatest density of CTB+ cells of each 

of the projections we investigated (Fig. 3.3CC) and was robustly activated by restraint stress (Fig. 

3.4E).  hM4Di was restricted to BLA-NAc neurons by injecting a retrograde virus expressing Cre 

(P) BLA subdivisions: lateral amygdala (LA), lateral basal amygdala (LBA), and medial basal amygdala 
(mBA) at AP -3.14. Scale bar=150um.  
(Q-V) Percentage of total CTB/FOS co-labelled cells for each projection population in each subdivision 
of the BLA. Data were analyzed using a RM One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison’s 
test (BST: F(1.220,4.881)=28.23, p=0.0029; CeA: F(1.093,6.556)=14.58, p=0.0068; LH: 
F(1.753,10.52)=1.085, p=0.36411; NAc: F(1.468,5.870)=41.28, p=0.0005; PrL: F(1.057,3.172)=27.20, 
p=0.0117; VH: F(1.680,6.720)=14.95, p=0.0040)). 
 
Error bars represent mean +/- SEM. *p<0.05; **p<0.01 ***p<0.001; ****p<0.0001. 
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into the NAc (AAV2(rg)-eSYN-EGFP-T2A-iCre-WPRE; 1.0-1.2x1013 GCs/ml) and injecting a Cre-

dependent virus expressing hM4Di into the BLA (AAV8-hSyn-DIO-hM4Di-mCherry; 1.7-1.9x1013 

GCs/ml; Figure 3.5A). Injections of AAV8-hSyn-DIO-hM4Di-mCherry without the presence of the 

retrograde Cre virus did not yield any expression of hM4Di-mCherry in the BLA, confirming the 

cre-dependence of the virus (n=2 animals; data not shown). 4-5 weeks after surgery, brains were 

removed, and we performed whole cell patch clamp electrophysiology by bathing 10uM CNO onto 

slices expressing hM4Di in BLA-NAc neurons. A paired t-test comparing percentage firing at 

baseline vs. drug application confirmed that application of CNO reduced firing of cells expressing 

hM4Di (Figures 3.5B-C; t(10)=2.477, p=0.0327).  

We next confirmed CNO-mediated suppression of hM4Di+ neurons in vivo. Along with the 

dual virus intersectional approach described above, we also injected a Cre-dependent virus 

expressing mCherry into the BLA (AAV8-hSyn-DIO-mCherry; 1.6x1013 GCs/ml) as a secondary 

control to test off-target effects of CNO. 4-5 weeks later, animals were injected with either CNO 

(3mg/kg, i.p.) or VEH (3ml/kg in 0.2% DMSO) and then all animals were exposed to 30min 

restraint stress to induce FOS expression in the BLA. Consistent with our previous work (Chapter 

2) using chemogenetic approaches to attenuate neuronal activity in the mBA, CNO (to inhibit 

hM4Di+ cells) or VEH was administered 45min prior to stress onset, and blood was collected at 

stress onset (t=0min, for baseline levels) and termination (t=30min, for peak stress levels; Figure 

3.5D). We also collected brains 90min following stress onset and performed 

immunohistochemistry to quantify colocalization of FOS expression with hM4Di-mCherry in brains 

of animals administered CNO or VEH (Figure 3.5E, n=9-12 per group). Animals expressing the 

control mCherry were not analyzed as this construct produced a substantially stronger intensity 

of labelling (data not shown) and thus experimenter blinding could not be preserved during 

quantification. An unpaired t-test revealed no significant differences between CNO- or VEH- 

treated animals in total number of hM4Di+ (Figure 3.5F) or FOS+ cells per image (Figure 3.5G). 
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However, there were significantly fewer hM4Di+/FOS+ co-labelled cells per image in animals 

administered CNO compared to VEH (Figure 3.5H; t(19)=3.426, p=0.0028), and significantly 

fewer percentage of hM4Di+ cells also expressing FOS (Figure 3.5I; t(19)=2.678, p=0.0149). 

Together, this confirms that CNO reduces activation specifically of hM4Di+ cells in the BLA both 

in vitro and in vivo. 

We next replicated previous findings that CNO (3mg/kg, i.p.) has no effects on basal or 

stress-induced plasma CORT in the absence of hM4Di (unpublished data). Animals underwent 

surgery to virally express either mCherry or hM4Di in the BLA-NAc circuit; 4-5 weeks later animals 

were administered VEH or CNO 45min prior to 30min restraint stress, and blood was collected at 

stress onset (t=0min, for baseline CORT measure) and termination (t=30min, for peak stress 

CORT measure). A 2Way ANOVA revealed no significant differences in plasma CORT between 

animals treated with hM4Di/VEH, mCherry/CNO, or hM4Di/CNO (Figure 3.5J; F(2,25)=0.2307, 

p=0.7956). This confirmed there were no off-target effects of CNO on plasma CORT; we therefore 

performed subsequent experiments with only two groups: hM4Di/VEH and hM4Di/CNO. These 

experiments also demonstrated that chemogenetic inhibition of BLA-NAc neurons has no effect 

on stress-induced CORT. 

Using the same approach, we then tested the impact of chemogenetic inhibition of three 

other BLA projection populations. Animals underwent surgery to virally express hM4Di in the BLA-

CeA, BLA-BST, or BLA-PrL circuit; 4-5 weeks later animals were administered VEH or CNO 

45min prior to 30min restraint stress, and blood was collected at stress onset (t=0min) and 

termination (t=30min). 2Way ANOVA revealed no significant differences in baseline or stress-

induced plasma CORT between animals treated with CNO vs VEH and expressing hM4Di in BLA-

CeA (Figure 3.5K; F(1,14)=1.117, p=0.3084) or BLA-BST projection populations (Figure 3.5L; 

F(1,13)=0.1678, p=0.6887). However, a mixed effects analysis revealed a significant difference 

in plasma CORT between CNO vs. VEH-treated animals when hM4Di was expressed in the BLA-
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PrL projection population (Figure 3.5M; F(1,33)=7.411, p=0.0103). Post-hoc tests revealed that 

animals treated with CNO exhibited significantly greater plasma CORT 30min following stress 

onset compared to those treated with VEH (p=0.0116), suggesting this circuit may actually 

function to restrain or inhibit HPA activation. Finally, we hypothesized that chemogenetically 

inhibiting two projection populations in tandem may recapitulate the HPA dampening effects of 

large-scale inhibition of the mBA. To this extent we chose two projection populations that we had 

demonstrated were robustly activated by stress and expressed widely throughout the BLA, 

including the mBA. Thus, we restricted hM4Di to both BLA-NAc and BLA-CeA projections in the 

same animal by injecting a retrograde virus expressing Cre into the NAc and CeA, and a Cre-

dependent virus expressing hM4Di into the BLA. 4-5 weeks later animals were administered VEH 

or CNO 45min prior to 30min restraint stress, and blood was again collected at stress onset 

(t=0min) and termination (t=30min). 2Way ANOVA revealed no significant differences between 

VEH or CNO-treated animals (Figure 3.5N; F(1,9)=1.328, p=0.2789).  

Collectively, these data suggest that chemogenetic inhibition of individual, or even dual, 

BLA projection neuron populations alone does not recapitulate the HPA-dampening effect of 

chemogenetic inhibition of projection neurons within the mBA together. Inhibition of the BLA-PrL 

circuit enhanced stress-induced CORT, suggesting that this projection may endogenously have 

a stress-dampening role.  
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3.5 DISCUSSION 

It is well-known that psychological stress robustly activates projection neurons in the BLA 

(Reznikov et al., 2008), however their circuit identity and functional contribution to the stress 

response remains relatively unknown. We have previously shown that psychological stress leads 

Figure 3.5. Individual effect of BLA projection populations on stress-induced CORT release. 
(A) Schematic of dual virus approach to restrict hM4Di expression to discrete projection populations.  
(B) Time series demonstrating that bath application of CNO (10uM, blue band) reduces firing rates in 
cells expressing hM4Di.  
(C) Percent firing compared to baseline (gray) of cells expressing CNO (orange). Data were analyzed 
using a paired t-test (t(10)=2.477, p=0.0327).  
(D) Overview of experimental procedures.  
(E) Representative image of expression of mCherry (red) or FOS (yellow) in the BLA of animals 
expressing hM4Di in BLA-NAc projection neurons and administered CNO (3mg/kg, i.p.) or VEH (saline, 
1ml/kg). Scale bar = 100um; white triangles indicate colocalization of FOS and mCherry.  
(F) mCherry+ cells per image in animals administered VEH or CNO. Data were analyzed using an 
unpaired t-test (t(19)=1.768, p=0.0931).  

(G) FOS+ cells per image (t(19)=0.6030, p=0.5537).  
(H) Co-expressing FOS+/mCherry+ cells per image (t(19)=3.426, p=0.0028).  
(I) Percentage of mCherry+ cells also expressing FOS (t(19)=2.678, p=0.0149).  
(J) Plasma CORT levels in animals expressing hM4Di- or mCherry in BLA neurons projecting to the 
NAc, following injection of CNO or VEH 30min prior to restraint stress (n=8-11 per group). Data were 
analyzed using a 2Way ANOVA followed by Sidak’s multiple comparison’s test (F(2,25)=0.2307, 
p=0.7956).  
(K-N) Plasma CORT levels following injection of CNO or VEH in hM4Di-expressing animals that were 
exposed to restraint stress 30min later, animals with hM4Di expressed in BLA cells projecting to the (K) 
CeA (n=6-10 per group; F(1,14)=1.117, p=0.3084, (L) BST (n=6-9 per group; F(1,13)=0.1678, 
p=0.6887), (M) PrL (n=9-10 per group; F(1,33)=7.411, p=0.0103, or (N) both NAc and CeA (n=4-7 per 
group; F(1,9)=1.328, p=0.2789)). Data were analyzed using a 2Way ANOVA, followed by Sidak’s 
multiple comparison’s test. In cases with missing time points from blood samples, a mixed effects 
model was used.  
 
Error bars represent mean +/- SEM. *p<0.05; **p<0.01 ***p<0.001; ****p<0.0001 
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to activation of the mBA subregion of the BLA and that BLA projection neurons within the mBA 

bidirectionally drive stress-induced HPA activation (Chapter 2). Here, we expanded on this to 

identify and characterize discrete projection neuron populations in the BLA activated by 

psychological stress. Specifically, we identified that BLA projection neurons are heterogeneously 

distributed throughout the BLA and that a wide range of projection populations are activated by 

psychological stress. Optogenetic stimulation of CaMKiia+ projection neurons in the mBA led to 

activation in downstream regions such as the dmBST and PrL, confirming functional connectivity 

with these targets. Specific chemogenetic inhibition of discrete populations targeting the NAc, 

BST, or CeA had no effect on stress-induced CORT, while inhibition of BLA-PrL neurons 

increased stress-induced CORT. Together, these data suggest that although BLA projection 

neurons are heterogeneously distributed throughout the BLA, activation of independent circuits 

from the BLA are not sufficient to alter stress-induced HPA activation. Thus, while manipulation 

of discrete BLA circuits may be capable of influencing discrete behavioural processes (Janak & 

Tye, 2015), it is likely that multiple BLA circuits contribute in tandem to influence stress-induced 

HPA activation. 

Our first two experiments replicated a large body of literature demonstrating anatomical 

and functional connectivity of BLA projection neurons with multiple downstream regions. Surgical 

delivery of an anterograde virus expressing eGFP into the BLA led to widespread expression of 

BLA fibers throughout the brain, including strong axonal expression in the BST, NAc, PrL, LH, 

CeA, and VH. This supports many classical anatomical experiments (H.-W. Dong et al., 2001; 

Hoover & Vertes, 2007; Krettek & Price, 1977; Mcdonald, 1991; Petrovich et al., 1996; Pitkänen 

et al., 2002; Reppucci & Petrovich, 2016; Sah, Faber, Lopez De Armentia, et al., 2003). We also 

tested functional connectivity of these circuits to confirm that activation of these circuits led to 

activation of terminal regions. As others have shown, stimulation of BLA projection neurons 

increased activity in the PrL and dmBST, which is unsurprising given that these are glutamatergic 
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projections (Gungor & Pare, 2016; Little & Carter, 2013). We did not see a significant increase in 

FOS expression in other terminal regions following optogenetic stimulation of BLA projection 

neurons; however, our optogenetic targeting was aimed at the mBA, and this region is where PrL- 

and dmBST- projectors were preferentially located. 

Indeed, our topographical mapping of projection neurons revealed distinct expression 

gradients within the BLA for each population. Populations targeting the PrL, NAc, and BST were 

predominantly located in the mBA, the region we identified as particularly responsive to stressors. 

In contrast, CeA projectors were more commonly found in the LA and LBA and minimally 

expressed in the mBA. Finally, VH projectors were predominantly located in the LA. This 

heterogeneity strongly agrees with previous work mapping topography of projection neurons in 

rodents (Beyeler et al., 2018; McGarry & Carter, 2017; O’Leary et al., 2020; Reppucci & Petrovich, 

2016; Senn et al., 2014), and emphasizes that the BLA is a highly topographically diverse 

structure and should not be treated as a unitary and homogenous brain region. This heterogeneity 

likely contributes to the capacity of the BLA to influence a diverse array of behavioural (Janak & 

Tye, 2015) and physiological outcomes (Bhatnagar et al., 2004; Soltis et al., 1997). It will be 

informative to further identify if there is also heterogeneity and specificity of inputs to the BLA. For 

example, previous work has shown that cholinergic (Ben-Ari et al., 1977) and noradrenergic inputs 

(Fallon et al., 1978) preferentially target the basal amygdala. Thus, it will be important to determine 

if these inputs synapse onto discrete projection populations or cell types, particularly ones that 

are responsive to stressors, or if they non-specifically target many different cells in that region. 

We only included animals with CTB restricted to target regions. As a result, there were 

few animals quantified with CTB expressed in two projections. Therefore, we are unable to 

adequately comment on the degree of collateralization of projection neuron populations. However, 

others have shown mixed findings depending on the specific projection populations being 

investigated and the anatomical tracing technique being used (Beyeler et al., 2016, 2018; Klavir 
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et al., 2017; Lichtenberg et al., 2021; Senn et al., 2014; Shinonaga et al., 1994), and is an 

important question that warrants further characterization. This is especially critical when 

performing experiments using projection-specific photometry, optogenetics, or chemogenetics, as 

it is possible that manipulation of a specific projection population also influences activity of other 

regions via downstream collaterals.  

 We have previously identified the mBA as particularly responsive to psychological stress 

(Chapter 2, 2023). Given that our topographical mapping revealed that this region has dense 

populations targeting the PrL, NAc, and BST, we hypothesized that these populations would be 

recruited during stress exposure. Our colocalization experiments revealed stress-induced FOS 

expression on many CTB-labelled cells, including those targeting the NAc, VH, PrL, CeA, BST, 

and LH. Activation of VH, PrL, BST, and CeA projectors was not surprising, as many of these 

populations and targets are known to drive stress-related processes, including anxiety-like 

behaviour, memory consolidation, and HPA activation (Bruzsik et al., 2021; Davis et al., 2010; 

Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013, 2016; Huff et al., 2016; J. C. Jimenez et al., 2018; Q. Zhang et al., 2022). 

We also observed robust activation of BLA-NAc projectors. Activation of this population was 

somewhat surprising as recent work has shown that this circuit is readily self-stimulated in rodents 

(Namburi et al., 2015; Stuber et al., 2011) and counteracts stress-induced anxiety (Bagot et al., 

2015). Thus, it is unexpected that this projection population would be activated during stress 

exposure, however given that FOS does not provide any temporal information on when this 

population was activated, the possibility exists that BLA-NAc neurons may become activated 

following termination of stress and thus could be involved in stress relief as opposed to having an 

active role in generating aspects of the stress response. Similarly, this population could be 

activated during stress to counteract, or buffer, stress induced anxiety, and thus animals with 

greater activation of this circuit may display greater resilience to maladaptive changes induced by 

stress (Bagot et al., 2015). Alternatively, this circuit has also been shown to mediate 
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glucocorticoid-enhancement of memory (Roozendaal et al., 2001), suggesting a potential role in 

salience encoding. As such, it would be informative to test whether activation of this circuit 

increases with progressively more salient stimuli, such as increasingly stronger foot shock. 

Additionally, a distinct subset of BLA-NAc projectors expressing cholecystokinin has been 

demonstrated to facilitate anxiogenic changes following chronic social defeat stress (Folkes et al., 

2020; Shen et al., 2019), and thus a subset of this projection population may be involved in 

aversive behavioural changes. Thus, it is essential to consider that within large projection 

populations such as the BLA-NAc there may be further heterogeneity dependent on precise 

anatomical targeting or molecular identity. 

 Although all populations were activated by stress despite each population having 

differences in topographical distribution, this still agrees with our previous findings that the mBA 

is specifically recruited during stress exposure (Chapter 2, 2023). Indeed, the percentage of all 

CTB/FOS co-labelled cells was overwhelmingly expressed in the mBA for VH-, NAc-, BST-, and 

PrL- projectors. Additionally, there was not a lateral bias in distribution of LH/FOS or CeA/FOS 

co-labelled cells despite a lateral topographical bias in these projection populations, 

demonstrating that despite a lower number of LH- and CeA-projecting cells located in the mBA, 

these were the cells in those populations that were more likely to be activated stress. It remains 

to be investigated what biases the more medially localized BLA-CeA projectors for activation by 

stress, as well as what sort of stimuli lead to activation of the CeA projectors located in the LBA. 

Given the critical role of the BLA-CeA circuit in expression of learned fear (S. A. Jimenez & Maren, 

2009), LBA:BLA-CeA projectors may be preferentially activated with repeated presentation of 

aversive stimuli to drive a learned response. Indeed, Beyeler and colleagues (2018) have shown 

that these projection neurons are activated during exposure to learned, aversive stimuli such as 

quinine, but not to learned, rewarding stimuli. It remains to be tested whether activation of the 

BLA-CeA projection becomes apparent only with repeated exposure to an aversive stimulus (i.e., 
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as learning occurs), and if greater activation of these projection neurons is reflective of enhanced 

learning. Thus, activation of the LBA:BLA-CeA projection population may not have been apparent 

in our model, as stress exposure was acute, and activation instead may only have occurred if we 

had repeatedly presented our stimulus or if there was a stronger component of learning involved.  

 As mentioned above, FOS provides excellent spatial resolution to map topographical 

distribution of neurons activated during stress exposure but reflects poor temporal resolution. 

Thus, despite our finding that many different projection neuron populations are widely activated 

by stress, they still may exhibit impactful differences in activity patterns based on their temporal 

dynamics. For instance, Paré et al, 2015, demonstrated two classes of projection neurons 

activated during a foraging task but with different temporal dynamics. Just as different neurons in 

the BLA respond with different temporal dynamics during the same conditioning task (Kyriazi et 

al., 2020), it is possible that, at a larger level, different projection populations respond with different 

temporal dynamics during the same stressor. For instance, ventral LA neurons exhibit a slightly 

delayed response latency from dorsal LA neurons during fear conditioning (Quirk et al., 1995). 

Given our heterogenous topographical gradients, this supports the hypothesis that different 

populations may become active at distinct timepoints of stress, especially as different populations 

may have different functional roles. 

 We have previously demonstrated that inhibition of BLA:CaMKii projection neurons 

reduces stress-induced CORT release (Chapter 2, 2023). However, we did not investigate the 

circuit identity mediating this effect. Given that the BLA does not send any significant direct 

projections to the PVN (Petrovich et al., 1996), we hypothesized that this effect may be relayed 

through intermediary regions such as the CeA, PrL, or BST, each of which have known direct or 

indirect connections to the PVN (Prewitt & Herman, 1998; Radley et al., 2009; Radley & 

Sawchenko, 2011). We therefore used a dual-virus cre-dependent approach to restrict expression 

of an inhibitory DREADD (hM4Di) to each of these discrete projection neuron populations. We 
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also performed this experiment to inhibit BLA-NAc projection neurons as a negative control, as 

the NAc is not widely known to influence HPA axis activity (Herman et al., 2003, 2016, 2020).  

 Inhibition of discrete projection neuron populations in the BLA targeting the CeA, BST, 

NAc, or a combination of CeA and NAc, had no effect on stress-induced CORT release. 

Conversely, inhibition of BLA neurons targeting the PrL increased stress-induced CORT, 

suggesting that role of the PrL may act to constrain HPA activity during stress. Although this 

seems to counteract the known anxiogenic effect of BLA-PrL projections (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2016), 

this is not entirely unexpected as lesions of the PrL enhance stress-induced CORT release (Brake 

et al., 2000; Diorio et al., 1993), supporting this region as HPA-inhibitory. Further, the PrL is known 

to inhibit HPA activity through a discrete inhibitory circuit via the BST (Radley et al., 2009; Radley 

& Sawchenko, 2011). Thus, it is possible that the BLA-PrL circuit has a somewhat paradoxical 

role of driving anxiety-like response while also reducing HPA responses to stress. It remains to 

be seen if these are two independent pathways or if the same cells mediate these divergent 

effects. As such, the functional role of the BLA-PrL circuit could be to drive termination of the 

stress response (Ulrich-Lai & Herman, 2009). It is therefore imperative to determine which cell 

types the BLA-PrL projection neurons synapse onto in the PrL, and specifically if they are the 

cells involved in the PrL-BST-PVN inhibitory circuit or an alternative circuit. 

 While isolated, or dual, inhibition of distinct BLA projection neurons did not reproduce our 

previous findings that global inhibition of BLA CaMKii neurons within the mBA inhibits stress-

induced CORT (Chapter 2), there are several possible explanations. First, we only targeted a 

select few projection populations in the BLA despite extensive projections throughout the brain 

(Sah, Faber, Lopez De Armentia, et al., 2003). It is possible that the BLA may mediate its effects 

on HPA activity through distinct circuits we did not investigate, such as the medial amygdala 

(Ulrich-Lai & Herman, 2009).  
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We characterized BLA neurons by projection target rather than molecular identity. While 

this is one aspect of identifying stress-responsive neurons, further studies should identify specific 

molecular markers of stress-responsive neurons. Indeed, distinct molecular markers have been 

shown to promote (Shen et al., 2019; Q. Zhang et al., 2022) or counteract (Jasnow et al., 2013; 

McCullough, Choi, et al., 2016; X. Zhang et al., 2020) anxiety-like behaviour and fear. It will be 

worth investigating if these cell types also influence HPA activity and not just behavioural 

changes. Additionally, pharmacological experiments suggest that activation of certain receptors 

in the BLA can alter stress-induced CORT, such as those targeting the corticotropin-releasing 

hormone type 1 receptor (CRHR1; (J. M. Gray et al., 2015)) or orexin type I receptors (Orx1R; 

(Yaeger et al., 2022)). Thus, an important question is if these receptors are restricted to stress-

responsive cells and if they are differentially expressed on specific projection neuron populations. 

Identification of molecular markers that are unique to stress-responsive cells and circuits in the 

BLA may thus allow for a greater understanding of stress-responsive neural circuits in the brain 

which may be involved in the development of stress-related psychiatric disorders. The 

identification of molecular signatures within discrete circuits emanating from the BLA may in turn 

allow for pharmacological manipulation of these circuit to influence behavior or hormonal 

outcomes. In this vein, similar approaches to ours utilizing behavioral responses to aversive and 

appetitive stimuli have revealed the importance of neurotensin expression within neurons 

promoting reward and reducing fear (Li et al., 2022; McCullough, Choi, et al., 2016), suggesting 

that discrete neural circuits can be targeted for therapeutic benefit in stress-related psychiatric 

conditions. This is therefore an important avenue to continue exploring, as using an anatomical 

approach in rodents has been effective in identifying a novel pharmacological target for the 

treatment of stress-related disorders in humans. 
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Chapter 4. Topographical and circuit-specific characterization of 
corticotropin-releasing hormone receptor type I-expressing neurons 
in the basolateral amygdala 

 

4.1 ABSTRACT 

Although the basolateral amygdala (BLA) and corticotropin releasing hormone receptor 

type I (CRHR1) signaling are both central to the stress response, the spatial and circuit-specific 

distribution of CRHR1 has not been identified in the BLA at a high resolution. We used a 

transgenic CRHR1-Cre-tdTomato rat to topographically map the distribution of BLA:CRHR1+ 

neurons and test their functional contribution to stress-related behaviours. Additionally, we used 

the BLA circuit projecting to the nucleus accumbens (NAc) as a model to test circuit-specific 

expression of CRHR1 in the BLA. As a result, we established several key findings. First, CRHR1 

had the strongest expression in the LA, and particularly in the caudal BLA. Second, CRHR1 

neurons exhibited an increase in FOS expression following exposure to restraint stress. Third, 

CRHR1 neurons were expressed on a subset of BLA-NAc projection neurons. Finally, inhibition 

of CRHR1 neurons did not influence stress-induced CORT release, anxiety-like behaviour, or fear 

memory. 

 

 

4.2 INTRODUCTION 

The basolateral amygdala (BLA) is a heterogenous structure that is integral to processing 

emotional stimuli. It is activated by a wide range of psychological stressors (Chapter 2; Úbeda-

Contreras et al., 2018) and can drive both anxiety-like behaviour and hypothalamic-pituitary-

adrenal (HPA) responses to stress (Bhatnagar et al., 2004; Chapter 2; Tye et al., 2011). These 

effects are likely mediated through projections to a wide range of limbic regions such as the 
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prelimbic cortex, ventral hippocampus, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, and central amygdala 

(Sah, Faber, Lopez De Armentia, et al., 2003). Indeed, there are multiple lines of evidence that 

individual BLA projection neuron populations can drive changes in anxiety-like behaviour (Janak 

& Tye, 2015). However, the BLA also responds to rewarding stimuli (Beyeler et al., 2018; Shabel 

& Janak, 2009; X. Zhang et al., 2020), and individual projection neuron populations are known to 

drive a wide range of different, and even competing, behavioural responses (Beyeler et al., 2018; 

Janak & Tye, 2015; J. Kim et al., 2016). It is unknown, then, precisely which types of cells are 

active during exposure to stress and what their functional role in the stress response may be. In 

Chapter 3, we identified that multiple projection neuron populations are activated during exposure 

to acute restraint stress, including those targeting the prelimbic cortex, central amygdala, ventral 

hippocampus, lateral hypothalamus, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, and nucleus accumbens. 

However, isolated, or even dual inhibition of distinct BLA projection neurons did not reproduce 

previous work demonstrating the contribution of the BLA in the HPA response to stress 

(Bhatnagar et al., 2004, Chapter 2, Chapter 3) Thus, perhaps a more effective approach may be 

to identify and specifically manipulate molecular markers of cells activated during exposure to 

stress. 

Corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) is a central regulator of the stress response. The 

CRH receptor Type I (CRHR1) is widely expressed across limbic regions (Weera et al., 2022), 

and global pharmacological inhibition or genetic deletion of CRHR1 dramatically reduces both 

anxiety-like behaviour and HPA responses to stress (Habib et al., 2000b; Müller et al., 2003; G. 

W. Smith et al., 1998). More specifically, CRHR1 is moderately expressed in the BLA, 

predominantly in glutamatergic projection neurons (Agoglia et al., 2020; Y. Chen et al., 2000; Van 

Pett et al., 2000), and CRH is released into the amygdala during acute restraint stress (Merlo Pich 

et al., 1995). Further, CRH directly into the BLA leads to activation of CaMKiia projection neurons 

(Rostkowski et al., 2013), enhances memory consolidation (Liang & Lee, 1988; Roozendaal et 
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al., 2002), drives anxiety-like behaviour, and amplifies the HPA response to stress (J. M. Gray et 

al., 2015). Thus, release of CRH and activation of CRHR1 during stress likely contributes to 

aspects of the stress response, perhaps through activation of discrete BLA circuits.  

Precise anatomical and circuit mapping of CRHR1 neurons has been difficult due to a lack 

of reliable anti-CRHR1 antibodies and relatively low protein expression levels, in comparison to 

other brain regions such as the central amygdala (Refojo et al., 2011; Weera et al., 2022). It is 

thus poorly understood which specific subregions, and projection populations, of the BLA that 

CRHR1 is expressed within. Given that distinct subregions of the BLA are differentially responsive 

to aversive stimuli (Chapter 2, 2023; Kim et al., 2016) and house distinct projection neuron 

populations (Beyeler et al., 2018; Chapter 3, 2023; McGarry & Carter, 2017; Reppucci & 

Petrovich, 2016), identifying the topographical distribution of CRHR1 in the BLA will be informative 

for both establishing which discrete BLA projection circuits CRHR1 is expressed within as well as 

what behavioural and physiological processes it may contribute to. 

Recently, Weera and colleages (2022) have generated a CRHR1-Cre-tdTomato 

transgenic rat, thus allowing both the visualization of CRHR1 distribution as well as manipulation 

of these neurons through genetic tools such as cre-dependent viral constructs (Weera et al., 

2022). We therefore used this transgenic line to anatomically map CRHR1 expression throughout 

the BLA, to determine if there is any bias in expression towards stress-responsive BLA 

subregions; and establish if CRHR1+ neurons are activated by stress. We then used the BLA 

projection population targeting the nucleus accumbens (NAc) as a model for interrogating circuit-

specific expression of CRHR1. We selected this projection as it is heavily expressed in the BLA 

and robustly activated by stress (Chapter 3; Huang et al., 2021) and is known to drive both 

appetitive (Beyeler et al., 2018; Stuber et al., 2011) and aversive behaviours (Birnie et al., 2023; 

Folkes et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2019).  
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4.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animals. All animal protocols were approved by the University of Calgary Animal Care Committee 

and followed guidelines from the Canadian Council on Animal Care. Adult male and female 

CRHR1-Cre-tdTomato rats on a Wistar background were bred in the facility (10-13 weeks at time 

of testing). Only animals positive for the presence of transgenic iCre DNA were used after 

screening with PCR. Rats were maintained under a 12h light-dark cycle (lights on at 8am) with 

food and water available ad libitum. Animals were weaned at 21 days of age, separated by sex, 

and triple-housed until genotyping via an ear punch was completed. At P28-35 animals were pair-

housed with the same cage-mate for the remainder of the study. Cage-mates were always in 

identical treatment groups and underwent all aspects of experimentation at the same time. All 

attempts were made to counterbalance pups from each litter into different groups. For tdTomato 

mapping, 2-3 animals from 4 different litters were used. For stress-induced FOS experiments, no 

more than 3 animals (and 2 of the same sex) from each litter were used per group, such that a 

maximum of 30% of animals in each group were from the same litter. For chemogenetic 

experiments, no more than 2 animals from each litter were used per group, such that a maximum 

of 12.5% of animals in each group were from the same litter. 

 

Genotyping. Rats were genotyped for the presence of the iCre transgene by extracting DNA from 

ear notch samples using the Quantabio Extracta DNA prep according to manufacturer’s 

instructions, followed by PCR amplification with Kapa2G Fast Genotyping Mix using the following 

primers: iCre-F (AGATGCCAGGACATCAGGAACCTG), iCre-R 

(ATCAGCCACACCAGACACAGAGATC), rROSA26-F (CTTCAGCCACATGGTGGGTC) and 

rROSA26-R (TTGGCTAACTTACCAGTTATGCTACCT).  Rat samples containing the iCre 

transgene resulted in a specific PCR product of 236 bp whereas the control ROSA26 product 
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appeared at 826 bp in all samples. Only animals expressing iCre were included for further 

experimentation. 

 

Brain collection. Brains were collected and processed identically for all experiments. For 

perfusion, animals were anesthetized with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital and transcardially 

perfused with 0.9% saline (~60mL per rat, 30 mL/min) followed by 3.8% paraformaldehyde in 

0.01M PBS (~120mL per rat, 30 mL/min). Following perfusion, brains were removed and 

immersed in 3.8% paraformaldehyde in 0.01 M PBS overnight before being switched to a 20% 

sucrose solution in PBS for 48-72 hours, and then transferred to a 30% sucrose solution in PBS 

for cryoprotection. Coronal sections of 40um were cut in four series’ on a Leica SM 2010R sliding 

microtome and collected in antifreeze (30% wt/vol sucrose, 1% wt/vol polyvinylpyrrolidone-40, 

30% vol/vol ethylene glycol, 0.0065% wt/vol sodium azide, in PBS; adapted from (Butler et al., 

2012)) and stored at -20 C until processing. 

 

Immunohistochemistry. Free-floating sections of the BLA were rinsed 3x10min in PBS, followed 

by 3x10min in PBS + Triton X-100 (0.1%). Sections were then blocked for 1h at room temperature 

with gentle agitation in 5% normal donkey serum in PBS and incubated for 24-48h in primary 

antibody at 4°C in antibody blocking solution (0.1% vol/vol Triton X-100, 0.1% wt/vol BSA, 0.05% 

wt/vol sodium azide, 0.04% wt/vol sodium EDTA in PBS). The primary antibodies used were anti-

cFos antibody raised in rabbit (cFos, Cell Signaling Technology #2250s, 1:400, 24h incubation) 

or anti-RFP antibody raised in goat (RFP, Rockland #200-101-379. 1:1000, 48h incubation). After 

24h incubation for FOS, or 48h incubation for RFP, sections were washed 3x10min in PBS + 

Triton X-100 (0.1%) and then incubated for 2h at room temperature with secondary antibody in 

antibody solution. The secondary antibodies used were donkey anti-rabbit AlexaFluor 647-

conjugated secondary antibody (Alexa-647, #711-605-152, Jackson ImmunoResearch, 1:125) or 
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Cy3 donkey anti-goat (Cy3, Jackson #705-165-147, 1:500). Finally, sections were rinsed 3x10min 

in PBS + Triton X-100 (0.1%) and 2x10min in PBS, mounted onto charged slides, and cover-

slipped using Fluoroshield with DAPI mounting medium (Sigma Aldrich).  

 

Tilescan imaging for topographical mapping. Following immunohistochemistry against RFP 

to amplify tdTomato expression (to identify CRHR1+ cells), tilescan images of both the left and 

right BLA were collected from AP -2.12 to AP -3.60 (Paxinos & Watson atlas) from each animal 

using an Olympus VS110 Slidescanner with a 20X (0.75 NA air) objective. Only images with tissue 

undamaged throughout processing, sectioning, and immunohistochemistry were included 

(number of animals and slices per group: males: 5/36; females: 5/34). Exposure settings remained 

identical between all images, and the experimenter was blinded to sex of the animal. All images 

were saved as a virtual slide image (.vsi) for further analyses using Imaris software. 

 

Topographical mapping and quantification of CRHR1+ cells. The experimenter remained 

blinded to the conditions of each animal during plotting and counting. Analyses were largely 

guided by work from (Beyeler et al., 2018) and performed identically to Chapter 2 and 2. Given 

that the BLA shape and size varied due to changes in AP position and imperfections in mounting 

and slicing tissue, we normalized all RFP+ neurons to a standardized shape of the BLA to 

accurately compare density gradients in the BLA. 

 

Identification of CRHR1+ cells. We used Imaris software to semi-automatically detect RFP+ cells 

using the spot detection function. Images were pseudo-colored blue for DAPI and red for RFP. 

DAPI staining was used to visually identify the shape of the BLA based on contours provided by 

the surrounding fiber tracts. For all images, positive cells were detected having an average 

diameter of 8um, and the quality was manually set for each image until most labelled cells were 
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accurately identified by the software, as determined by the experimenter. Mis-labelled cells were 

manually removed, and non-labelled cells identified by the experimenter were manually added 

using the spot detection function. Coordinates of RFP+ cells were localized relative to the most 

dorsal point of the BLA (Figure 1B; “o”) using the position reference frame tool and exported to 

an excel sheet for further analyses. 

 

Normalization. First, we established the average width and height of the BLA at 7 anterior-

posterior (AP) positions. For every image, we identified its approximate AP position according to 

the Paxinos & Watson atlas (-2.12, -2.30, -2.56, -2.80, -3.14, -3.30, -3.60; (Paxinos & Watson, 

2007)) and measured the average height, width, and triangular area 

of the BLA (Figure 4.1B) using Imaris Cell Imaging Software (Oxford 

Instruments). The formula for triangular area was: (height x width) / 

2. Any image with a triangular area exceeding two times the standard 

deviation of the mean for the chosen AP position was re-assigned to 

a more appropriate AP position. We then calculated the average 

width (medial-lateral axis) and height (dorsal-ventral axis) at each of 

these 7 AP positions, which was then rounded to the nearest 25um for standardization 

(Supplementary Table 4.1). 

Next, we normalized coordinates of every RFP+ neurons from each image according to 

these standardized dimensions. For each raw coordinate, the x-coordinate was normalized to the 

average width of the BLA at that AP position, and the y-coordinate to the average height of the 

BLA at that AP position.  This established new x,y coordinates that maintained their original 

relative position in the BLA but could now be directly compared to images with a BLA of different 

raw dimensions. 
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To subdivide the BLA into the LA, LBA, and mBA subdivisions and to account for the 

curvature of the BLA along the medial fiber tract, a template shape was first created by manually 

fitting a standardized shape of the BLA derived from the Paxinos & Watson atlas (Paxinos & 

Watson, 2007) to all normalized RFP+ neurons in each plane, and then excluding FRP+ points 

outside of this template. In total, the standardized shape fit 93.39% (8,302 of 8,890) of labelled 

cells. This established a standardized template comprised of 25um x 25um “pixels” used for 

representation and quantification. 

 

Quantification. To visually represent gradients of density across the BLA, the average density of 

RFP+ neurons were calculated per 25um x 25um bin and represented in heatmaps using a 

custom MATLAB script. Each pixel value represents average density per image, averaged across 

animals in the same group. To compare group differences, we calculated RFP density for each 

animal individually and then compared group means. The total area of a subregion was calculated 

as: [(number of 25umx25um pixels comprising the subregion of interest) * 25um * 25um]. The 

density was then calculated as: [total # of RFP+ cells detected in all pixels comprising the 

subregion of interest / total area of subregion of interest]. As multiple images were often collected 

from each AP plane for each animal, data were analyzed as average density per image: [(total # 

of cells from all pixels comprising the subregion of interest, from all slices) / (total area of subregion 

of interest * number of slices)]. These calculations were streamlined using a custom MATLAB 

script that can be accessed at the authors’ request (mnhill@ucalgary.ca and 

robert.aukema1@ucalgary.ca).  

 

Stereotaxic surgery. Rats were maintained under isoflurane anesthesia and analgesic treatment 

(meloxicam (2mg/kg, subcutaneously)) in a stereotaxic apparatus during surgical injection of 

viruses or implantation of fibre optic cannulas. A glass capillary containing viral vector or CTB-
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488 was lowered into the brain and pressure injected using a NanoInject II apparatus (Drummond 

Scientific). Coordinates were relative to bregma and the surface of the skull, for BLA: anterior-

posterior (AP) -2.8mm, medial-lateral (mL) ±4.9 to 5.0mm, dorsal-ventral (DV) -8.4mm; for NAc: 

AP +1.8mm, ML -1.4, DV -7.2. Virus was delivered bilaterally in 8 x 64.4nl boluses over 5min 

(515.2nl total volume), and CTB-488 was delivered to the right hemisphere in 7 x 46nl boluses 

over 6min (322nl total volume). Following the injection of the last bolus, the glass capillary 

remained in place for an additional 10min to allow diffusion of CTB-488 or virus. Animals were 

allowed to recover for a minimum of 1 week before any handling, habituation, or testing began.  

 

Retrograde Tracing with choleratoxin subunit B. 

0.2% dilutions of Alexa-conjugated Cholera Toxin Subunit B in 0.4M PBS (CTB-488 or CTB-555; 

Invitrogen) were injected unilaterally into the NAc. A minimum of 7 days were allowed for recovery 

from surgery before experiments began.  

 

Restraint Stress. Animals were allowed to recover a minimum of 1 week following CTB-488 

injections prior to stress. On experiment day, animals were carted to an adjacent experimental 

room from the colony room and placed into clear Plexiglas restraint tubes for 30min. Animals were 

then returned to their home cage with their cage-mate and remained in the testing room until 

90min following stress-onset, where they were anesthetized, perfused, and brains collected. 

Control animals remained in the colony room immediately until time of sacrifice, when they were 

anesthetized, perfused, and brains collected. 

 

Histology. To verify CTB-488 injection site or viral expression in the BLA, free floating sections 

of the BLA or NAc were rinsed 3x10min in PBS, mounted onto charged slides, and cover-slipped 

using Fluoroshield with DAPI mounting medium (Sigma Aldrich). Images were acquired using an 
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Olympus VS120 slidescanner using a 10X / 0.4 NA air objective for detection of CTB-488 or DIO-

hM4Di-mCherry. Imaging parameters (e.g., exposure) remained consistent throughout each 

experiment. Location of maximal expression of virus or CTB-488 were plotted onto coronal 

images adapted from an atlas (Swanson, 2004). 

 

Confocal imaging for colocalization of CTB-488, FOS, and tdTomato. After 

immunohistochemistry for FOS, images of the ventromedial LA (AP -2.76 to AP -3.48) from both 

hemispheres were collected using a Leica TCS SPE II confocal microscope using a 20X / 0.55 

NA HC PL FLUOTAR objective (Leica 5065190). cFos, CTB-488, and raw tdTomato signal were 

acquired independently and exported to ImageJ for quantification. The experimenter was blinded 

to condition and sex of each animal, and all imaging parameters remained identical throughout 

acquisition.  

 

Analysis of CTB-488, FOS, and tdTomato.  

Quantification. Number of cells expressing FOS were counted automatically in ImageJ based on 

minimum size and threshold parameters that remained identical across quantification. Number of 

cells expressing tdTomato and CTB-488 were counted manually. Double or triple labelling of CTB-

488, FOS, and tdTomato were determined as a cFos signal bound by expression of CTB-488 or 

hM4D(Gi)-mCherry (Jin & Maren, 2015). The experimenter was blinded to condition and sex of 

each animal, and all imaging parameters remained identical across quantification.  

 

Exclusions. Any animals where CTB-488 injection occurred outside of the NAc were excluded 

(N=2: n=1 female/stress; n=1 male/naïve). One animal was excluded only for laterality analyses, 

as the left hemisphere was damaged during brain dissection (n=1 female/naïve). Five animals 

were excluded due to abnormally low expression of tdTomato, such that there were fewer than 
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25 tdTomato+ cells counted across all images for each animal (N=5: n=1 female/naïve; n=1 

female/stress; n=3 male/stress). 

 

Chemogenetic inhibition. 

Viral vectors. Expression of the Gi-coupled receptor hM4D(Gi) inhibits neural activity upon 

activation with CNO (Armbruster et al., 2007). We used a cre-dependent viral vector in CRHR1-

Cre-tdTomato rats to selectively express hM4D(Gi) on CRHR1+ cells. AAV8-hSyn-DIO-

hM4D(Gi)-mCherry was a gift from Bryan Roth (1.9x1013 GCs/ml; Addgene #44362). Virus was 

diluted in 0.01M of sterile PBS to reach desired titer. Animals were allowed to recover for a 

minimum of 4 weeks prior to handling and habituation. 

 

Overview of experimental design. All animals underwent three experimental tests and were 

randomly assigned to treatment group (CNO vs. VEH) prior to each test, although were always in 

the same condition as their cage-mate. All animals experienced the same order of tests: restraint 

stress was followed by light-dark test 5 days later, and shock followed light-dark test 9-22 days 

later.  

 

Restraint stress. Prior to testing day, animals were habituated to the test room for 1 hour each 

morning for 3 days prior to experiment day, and each animal was handled by the experimenter 

for 2min in the position used for injections on test day. On experimental day, animals were injected 

in their colony room intraperitoneally (i.p.) with either CNO-2HCl (HelloBio; 3mg/kg/ml), to activate 

hM4D(Gi), or vehicle (0.9% saline), and 30min later were moved to the testing room and 

immediately placed into clear Plexiglas restraint tubes for 30min. Blood samples were collected 

immediately at stress initiation (t0, to measure basal CORT levels) and termination (t30, to 

measure peak CORT levels) as well as 60 and 90min following stress onset (to measure recovery 
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of CORT levels). Following stress exposure, animals returned to their home cage with their cage-

mate and remained in the testing room. Animals were only removed from their cage to collect 

blood at t60 and t90.  

 

Blood collection and corticosterone analysis. Animals were gently placed into clear Plexiglas 

restraint tubes and blood samples were collected into ice chilled, EDTA treated microvettes 

(Sarstedt AG & Co. KG; #16.444.100) from a small nick over the lateral tail vein. Tail blood was 

centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 20min at 4°C to separate plasma, which was stored at −20°C until 

corticosterone analyses. Plasma samples were analyzed with an enzyme-linked immunosorbent 

assay kit (Arbor Assays; #K014-H5) by following the manufacturer’s instructions and as performed 

previously (DeVuono et al., 2020). Standards were run in triplicate, and samples were tested in 

duplicate and diluted 1:100 to ensure levels fit the standard curve. Groups were compared at 

individual time points or as an area-under-the-curve (AUC). The following formulas for AUC were 

used: [((t0 + t30) * 30min] / 2) + ((t30 + t60) * 30min] / 2) + [((t60 + t90) * 30min] / 2) (Pruessner et al., 

2003). 

 

Light-dark test. Prior to testing day, animals were habituated to well-lit and ventilated sound-

attenuating chambers in the room for 1 hour each morning for 3 days prior to experiment day. 

Additionally, each animal was handled by the experimenter for 2min in the position used for 

injections on test day. On experimental day, animals were injected in their colony room i.p. with 

either CNO-2HCl (HelloBio; 3mg/kg/ml) or vehicle (0.9% saline) and immediately moved to sound-

attenuating chambers in the testing room for 30min. After 30-40min, they were then individually 

placed into the light-dark box. Testing of cage-mates was separated by approximately 11min and 

performed similar to (Morena et al., 2019). The LD box (Med Associates) was made of white and 

black opaque Plexiglas (44 × 22 × 30 cm3, l × w × h, light chamber; 44 × 22 × 30 cm3, l × w × h, 
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dark chamber). The chambers were connected by a 9 × 10 cm2 (l × h) door separating the two 

chambers. Testing was performed in low light conditions (30-40 lux in the light compartment). 

Animals were placed into the dark compartment and video recording immediately began. The box 

was cleaned with 70% ethanol solution between each animal. Videos were manually scored by a 

trained experimenter blinded to the treatment conditions. The parameters included were as 

follows: percentage of total time spent in light compartment, expressed as [(seconds in light 

chamber / total seconds spent in LD box) x 100]; total number of entries into the light chamber; 

and time to first enter the light chamber (latency, in seconds). 

 

Fear conditioning. Fear conditioning and extinction training protocol was performed similar to 

(Morena et al., 2021) with some modifications. Behavioural testing was conducted in two different 

contexts within a Fear Conditioning Chamber (Med Associates Inc., St. Albans, VT, USA). Context 

A consisted of the chamber with clear, transparent front door and ceiling, conductive grid floor, 

and metal walls. This context was cleaned with 70% EtOH between animals. Context B was 

produced by placing white, opaque Plexiglas panels over the grid floor and side walls. This context 

was cleaned with a Virkon solution between animals. Each day, animals were moved into the 

testing room into sound attenuating, ventilated, and lighted chambers at least 30 minutes before 

and after exposure to context A or B. Days 1-3 consisted of habituation to the handler and each 

experimental context: on day 1, animals were handled for 1 minute each by the experimenter; on 

day 2, animals were handled for 1 minute, then were given 10 minutes to habituate to Context A; 

and on day 3, animals were again handled for 1 minute, then were given 10 minutes to habituate 

to Context B. On Day 4, animals underwent auditory fear conditioning. Animals were either 

injected with a CNO (3mg/kg/ml, HelloBio, CNO.2HCl solution) or VEH (0.9% saline) and 

immediately taken to the procedural room where they were placed in sound-attenuating chambers 

for 30 minutes prior to fear conditioning. Conditioning was conducted in context A. After an 
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acclimatization period of 5 minutes animals were exposed to 7 conditioning trials, each of which 

consisted of a 30 second conditioned stimulus (CS; 80 dB, 4 Hz tone) that co-terminated with a 1 

second unconditioned stimulus (US; 0.65 mA shock). The inter-trial intervals (ITI) between two 

conditioning trials were 3 minutes. On day 5, extinction training was performed in Context B. This 

protocol consisted of an acclimatization period of 2 minutes, then 20 CS presentation trials with 

an ITI of 2 minutes. No shocks were administered. On Day 6, animals were tested for extinction 

retrieval. This was also performed in Context B and consisted of a 2min acclimatization period 

followed by 5 CS presentations with an ITI of 2 minutes. Behaviour was video recorded and 

analyzed for freezing using Video Freeze software (Med Associates Inc., St. Albans, VT, USA). 

 

Exclusions. Animals were excluded from statistical analysis if there was significant expression of 

hM4Di-mCherry outside of the BLA (n=5). In the stress-induced CORT test, 3 animals were 

excluded for having baseline CORT values greater than 120ng/ml, suggesting basal stress (n=2 

CNO; n=1 VEH). In the LD test, one animal was excluded as a significant outlier, as it never left 

the dark box for the duration of the test (n=1 CNO).  
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4.4 RESULTS 

Topographical distribution of CRHR1 neurons in the basolateral amygdala. 

We used transgenic CRHR1-Cre-tdTomato on a Wistar background to map the pattern of 

expression of CRHR1 in the basolateral amygdala (n=5 male; n=5 female). Animals were 

screened for the presence of transgenic iCre DNA using PCR (Supplementary Figure 4.1A). 

tdTomato was used as a marker for CRHR1 expression as both proteins are expressed as a 

single polypeptide (iCre-2A-tdTomato) that is cleaved at the 2A site (Weera et al., 2022). Co-

expression of Crhr1 and iCre has previously been validated in the BLA (Weera et al., 2022).  

TdTomato expression was strongly observed in the lateral amygdala (LA) following anti-

RFP immunohistochemistry to amplify the tdTomato signal (Figure 4.1A). To quantify location 

biases we observed visually, we mapped the location of CRHR1-tdTomato+ neurons within the 

BLA relative to the most dorsal point of the BLA and normalized each coordinate to the average 

width and height of the BLA at each AP plane (Figure 4.1B). There was no significant difference 

between sex in average BLA width (2Way ANOVA; F1,56=1.451, p=0.2335), height (F1,56=1.375, 

p=0.2459) or triangular area (F1,56=0.007270, p=0.9324) at each AP plane (Supplementary Figure 

4.1B-D) and we therefore used coordinates from both sexes to generate a standardized template 

for each AP plane guided by the Paxinos & Watson atlas (Paxinos & Watson) that subdivided the 

BLA into three distinct divisions: lateral amygdala (LA), medial basal amygdala (mBA), and lateral 

basal amygdala (LBA; (Chapter 2, 2023); Figure 4.1C).  

We then used these normalized coordinates to quantify differences in density of 

tdTomato+ neurons across the BLA (Figure 4.1D). An independent-samples t-test revealed no 

significant difference between males and females in average density of tdTomato+ cells across 

all sections of the BLA (Figure 1E; t8=0.08763, p=0.9323), so we therefore collapsed data from 

both sexes in further analyses. We next quantified rostral-caudal differences. A paired-samples t-

test revealed a significant difference in tdTomato+ density between rostral and caudal sections 
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(Figure 4.1F; t8=5.164, p=0.0009). We then quantified any dorsal-ventral and medial-lateral 

biases by quantifying tdTomato+ density in each subregion across all sections of the BLA. A RM 

one-way ANOVA identified a significant difference in average density of tdTomato+ cells between 

sub-regions (F1.642,14.78=16.19, p=0.0003; Figure 4.1G), with Tukey’s multiple comparison’s test 

revealing significantly greater tdTomato+ density in the LA compared to the LBA (p=0.0158) and 

mBA (p=0.0008). Additionally, a RM one-way ANOVA revealed a significant difference in average 

percentage of tdTomato+ cells in each subregion (F1.777,16=76.01, p<0.0001; Figure 4.1H), with 

Tukey’s multiple comparison’s test revealing a significantly greater percentage of total tdTomato+ 

cells in the LA compared to both the LBA (p<0.0001) and mBA (p<0.0001). 

Collectively, these data suggest that spatial distribution of CRHR1+ neurons in the BLA is 

similar between sexes, with strongest expression in the LA subregion and particularly in caudal 

sections. 
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Figure 4.1. Topographical distribution of CRHR1 neurons in the basolateral amygdala 
(A) Representative image of CRHR1-tdTomato expression following immunohistochemistry. Dashed 
lines delineate BLA;  
(B)  Representative image of the BLA depicting normalization procedure. Curved dashed line indicates 
boundary of BLA as determined by DAPI staining; ‘o’ indicates origin of reference frame; x1 indicates 

most lateral point of the BLA; x2 indicates most medial point of the BLA; y indicates most ventral point 

of the BLA; white arrows indicate measured width and height of the BLA; 
(C) BLA subdivisions at AP -3.30: lateral amygdala (LA), lateral basal amygdala (LBA), and medial 
basal amygdala (mBA). 
(D) Heatmaps representing density of normalized FOS+ expression in 25umx25um bins at AP -3.30. 
Darker colours represent higher density. 
(E) Normalized density of CRHR1-tdTomato+ cells in the BLA in males (n=5) vs females (n=5). Data 
were analyzed using an independent-samples t-test (t8=0.08763, p=0.9323) 

(F) Normalized density of CRHR1-tdTomato+ cells in the BLA in rostral (AP -2.12, -2.30, -2.56) vs 
caudal (AP -3.14, -3.30, -3.60) sections. Data were analyzed using a paired t-test and include both 
sexes (t8=5.164, p=0.0009) 

(G) Normalized density of CRHR1-tdTomato+ cells in each subdivision of the BLA. Data were 
analyzed using a RM one-way ANOVA and include both sexes (F1.642,14.78=16.19, p=0.0003) followed 

by Tukey’s multiple comparison’s test (LA vs LBA: p=0.0158; LA vs mBA: p=0.0008). Data includes 
both sexes. 

(H) Mean percentage of total CRHR1-tdTomato+ neurons in each subdivision of the BLA. Data were 
analyzed using a RM one-way ANOVA and include both sexes (F1.777,16=76.01, p<0.0001) followed by 

Tukey’s multiple comparison’s test (LA vs LBA: p<0.0001; LA vs. mBA: p<0.0001). Data includes both 
sexes. 
 
CRHR1-tdTomato+ neurons were quantified across the entire BLA (AP -2.12 to AP -3.60) and 
normalized according to average BLA dimensions at each AP position and number of slices. Error 
bands represent mean +/- SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. 
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CRHR1 and BLA-NAc neurons are activated by restraint stress. 

 We next investigated projection-specificity of CRHR1+ neurons in the BLA and whether 

they are activated by restraint stress. Adult male and female CRHR1-iCre-tdTomato rats were 

surgically injected with the retrograde tracer CTB-488 into the nucleus accumbens (NAc). 7-10 

days later animals were immediately anesthetized for perfusion (naïve condition) or exposed to 

30min restraint stress and anesthetized for perfusion 90min following stress onset (stress 

condition; Figure 4.2A). Injection of CTB-488 was largely restricted to the same anatomical 

location in both males and females (Figure 4.2B). We then quantified expression of CRHR1-

tdTomato+, FOS+, and CTB-488+ neurons in the ventral LA of BLA sections ranging from AP -

2.76 to AP -3.48 (Figure 4.2C). 

We first tested if stress increases FOS expression in the ventral LA. We selected this as 

a region of interest due to its high expression of CRHR1+ cells, as well as being robustly activated 

by both novelty and aversive stressors (Chapter 3). An independent-samples t-test including both 

sexes revealed significantly greater FOS expression in animals exposed to stress than in the 

naïve condition (Figure 4.2D; t18=3.805, p=0.0013). There were no significant differences between 

sex in stress-induced FOS expression (Figure 4.2E; t18=0.2137, p=0.8332).  

We next quantified if stress increases FOS expression in CRHR1+ neurons in the ventral 

LA (Figure 4.2F). We used tdTomato (termed as red fluorescent protein (RFP)) as a proxy for 

CRHR1+ cells (Weera et al., 2022). An independent-samples t-test revealed no significant 

differences between sex in average number of CRHR1-tdTomato+ neurons (Figure 2G; t8=1.244, 

p=0.2486), as previously shown (Figure 4.1E), so we therefore pooled both sexes. There was a 

significantly greater percentage of tdTomato+ neurons also expressing FOS in the stress 

condition compared to the naïve condition (Figure 4.2H; t18=2.109, p=0.0492) without any 

significant difference between sexes (Figure 4.2I; stress condition only: t8=0.9424, p=0.3736). 
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Next, we quantified if stress increases FOS expression in BLA-NAc projection neurons 

(CTB+) in the ventral LA (Figure 4.2J) in both males and females. CTB+ expression was 

significantly greater in the right hemisphere (Supplementary Figure 4.2D; t18=9.310, p<0.0001). 

This was not surprising as the BLA-NAc projection is predominantly ipsilateral (Brog et al., 1993), 

and we restricted our CTB-488 injections to the right NAc. Therefore, we limited further analysis 

of CTB+ neurons to the right hemisphere only. An independent-samples t-test revealed 

significantly greater expression of CTB+ neurons in females (Figure 4.2K; t18=2.661, p=0.0159). 

Pooled male and female data revealed a significantly greater percentage of CTB+ neurons in the 

stress condition also expressing FOS, compared to the naïve condition (Figure 4.2L; t18=3.457, 

p=0.0028). Females exhibited a marginally significantly lower percentage of CTB+ neurons also 

expressing FOS compared to males in the stress condition (Figure 4.2M; t8=2.306, p=0.0500). 
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Figure 4.2. CRHR1 and BLA-NAc projection neurons are activated by restraint stress 
(A) Overview of experimental procedures. 
(B) Representative images of location of CTB (green) at AP +2.15, AP +1.70, and AP +1.45 
(C) Region of interest in the BLA that CTB, FOS, and CRHR1-tdTomato neurons were counted.  
(D) Group means (naïve=10; stress=10) of average number of FOS+ neurons per image (t18=3.805, 

p=0.0013). Data includes both sexes 
(E) Group means (stress condition only: male=5; female=5) of average number of FOS+ neurons per image 
(t18=0.2137, p=0.8332) 

(F) Representative images of CRHR1-tdTomato (left), FOS (middle), and tdTomato/FOS co-expression 
(right). White triangle indicates cells that are co-localized 
(G) Group means (male=10; female=10) of average CRHR1-tdTomato+ neurons per image (t8=1.244, 

p=0.2486). 

(H) Group means (naïve=10; stress=10) of average percentage of CRHR1-tdTomato+ neurons also 
expressing FOS (t18=2.109, p=0.0492). Data includes both sexes. 

(I) Group means (stress condition only: male=5; female=5) of average percentage of CRHR1-tdTomato+ 
neurons also expressing FOS (t8=0.9424, p=0.3736) 

(J) Representative images of CTB (left), FOS (middle), and CTB/FOS co-expression (right). White triangle 
indicates cells that are co-localized 
(K) Group means (male=10; female=10) of average number of CTB+ neurons per image (t18=2.661, 

p=0.0159). 
(L) Group means (naïve=10; stress=10) of average percentage of CTB+ neurons also expressing FOS 
(t18=3.457, p=0.0028). Data includes both sexes. 

(M) Group means (stress condition only: male=5; female=5) of average percentage of CTB+ neurons also 
expressing FOS (t8=2.306, p=0.0500). 
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Finally, we tested if CRHR1+ neurons project to the NAc, and if these neurons are 

activated by restraint stress (Figure 4.2N). Independent-samples t-tests revealed that there was 

a significantly greater percentage of CRHR1-tdTomato+ neurons also expressing CTB-488 in 

females than males (Figure 4.2O; t18=2.548, p=0.0202). On average, 5.87% of CRHR1-

tdTomato+ neurons expressed CTB-488 in males, while 12.05% of CRHR1-tdTomato+ neurons 

expressed CTB-488 in females (Figure 4.2P). Given these sex differences, we performed a 2Way 

ANOVA to test an interaction between sex and condition on percentage of CRHR1+ cells 

expressing both FOS and CTB (Figure 4.2Q). There were no significant group differences 

between sex (F1,16=0.2, p=0.6525) or condition (F1,16=2.7, p=0.1151), and no significant 

interaction (F1,16=0.2, p=0.6525).  
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Overall, these data suggest that restraint stress activates both CRHR1+ neurons and 

BLA-NAc projection neurons. Additionally, we found that CRHR1+ is expressed on a subset of 

BLA-NAc projection neurons, although only a very small proportion are activated by restraint 

stress. Finally, we identified several sex differences, with females exhibiting a greater proportion 

of BLA-NAc neurons also expressing CRHR1, and a greater proportion of BLA-NAc neurons 

activated by restraint stress. 

 

Functional contribution of BLA:CRHR1 neurons. 

We next tested the functional contribution of CRHR1 neurons by using an inhibitory 

chemogenetic approach to inhibit BLA:CRHR1 neurons prior to three separate tests: stress-

induced CORT release, anxiety-like behaviour, and fear conditioning. We restricted expression of 

the inhibitory DREADD (hM4Di) to BLA:CRHR1 neurons by injecting AAV-DIO-hM4Di-mCherry 

into the BLA of adult male CRHR1-iCre-tdTomato rats and exposed animals to each test a 

Figure 4.2. CRHR1 and BLA-NAc projection neurons are activated by restraint stress 
(N) Representative images of CRHR1-tdTomato (left), CTB (middle), and tdTomato/CTB co-
expression (right). White triangle indicates cells that are co-localized 
(O) Group means (male=10; female=10) of average percentage of CRHR1-tdTomato+ neurons also 
expressing CTB (t18=2.548, p=0.0202). 

(P) Pie chart representing group means of  percentage of total CRHR1-tdTomato+ neurons also 
expressing CTB in males (R; 5.87%) and females (S; 12.05%)  
(Q) Group means (naïve=5 male and 5 female; stress=5 male and 5 female) of average percentage of 
CRHR1-tdTomato+ neurons also expressing CTB and FOS (2Way ANOVA of Sex: F1,16=0.2, 

p=0.6525; Condition: F1,16=2.7, p=0.1151; Interaction: F1,16=0.2, p=0.6525).  

 
Within-subjects data were analyzed using a paired t-test, and between-subjects data were analyzed 

using an independent samples t-test. Error bands represent mean +/- SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 
***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. 
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minimum of 4 weeks later. Animals were sequentially exposed to restraint stress, light dark test, 

and then fear conditioning. Stress and light-dark test was separated by 5 days, and light-dark test 

and fear conditioning was separated by 9-21 days (Figure 4.3A). Animals were randomly assigned 

to drug condition prior to each test but underwent the same treatment as their cage-mate. hM4Di-

mCherry expression was largely restricted to the BLA, although in some cases there was 

expression also observed in the CeA (Figure 4.3B).  

We first tested the effect of inhibiting BLA:CRHR1 neurons prior to restraint stress on the 

release of plasma CORT. Previously, we have shown that CNO does not influence stress-induced 

CORT in animals lacking a functional DREADD receptor (Chapter 2, Chapter 3). We administered 

VEH (n=7) or CNO (n=8; 3mg/kg/ml i.p.) 30min prior to restraint stress and serially collected blood 

0, 30, 60, and 90min following stress onset (Figure 4.3C). 2Way RM ANOVA revealed a main 

effect of time (F2.377,30.90=60.98, p<0.0001) but no significant group differences (Figure 4.3D; 

F1,13=0.5232, p=0.4823). An independent-samples t-test revealed no significant differences in 

area-under-the-curve (Figure 4.3E; t13=0.5650, p=0.5817).  

We next tested the effect of inhibiting BLA:CRHR1 neurons on anxiety-like behaviour 

using the light-dark test. We administered VEH (n=8) or CNO (n=9; 3mg/kg/ml i.p.) 30-40min prior 

to the light-dark test (Figure 4.3F). Independent samples t-tests revealed no significant differences 

between conditions in percentage of time spent in the light compartment (Figure 4.3G; t15=0.3244, 

p=0.750), number of transitions between compartments (Figure 4.3H; t15=0.01838, p=0.9856), or 

latency to first enter the light compartment (Figure 4.3I; t15=0.2410, p=0.8128).  
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Finally, we tested the effect of inhibiting BLA:CRHR1 neurons on fear memory using auditory fear 

conditioning. We administered VEH (n=8) or CNO (n=10; 3mg/kg/ml i.p.) to animals 30min prior 

to undergoing auditory fear conditioning (7 CS-US pairings in context A). The following day, 

animals were tested for fear recall and extinction training on Day 2 (20 CS presentations in context 

B; Figure 4.3J). 2Way RM ANOVA revealed a main effect of CS presentation (F6,96=4.937, 

p=0.0002) but not condition (F1,16=2.883, p=0.5549) during auditory fear conditioning (Figure 

4.3K). 2Way RM ANOVA revealed no significant differences of CS presentation (F3,51=1.532, 

p=0.2174) or condition (F1,16=1.648, p=0.2176) on fear recall or extinction training the following 

day (Figure 4.3L). An independent-samples t-test revealed no significant differences in percent 

time spent freezing on Day 2 (t16=1.284, p=0.2176; Figure 4.3M). 

  

Figure 4.3. Functional contribution of BLA:CRHR1 neurons 
(A) Overview of experimental procedures. 
(B) Representative images of location of DIO-hM4Di-mCherry expression at AP -2.52, AP -2.76, AP -
3.24, and AP -3.48 
(C) Overview of restraint stress test day. Red circles indicate time of blood collection. 
(D) Plasma CORT over time (VEH=7, CNO=8). Main effect of time (F2.377,30.90=60.98, p<0.0001) but 

not group(F1,13=0.5232, p=0.4823). 

(E) Group means (VEH=7, CNO=8) of area-under-the-curve (AUC; t13=0.5650, p=0.5817) 

(F) Overview of light-dark box test day. 
(G) Group means (VEH=8, CNO=9) of percentage time spent in light compartment, entire test 
(t15=0.3244, p=0.7501) 

(H) Group means (VEH=8, CNO=9) of number of transitions into the light compartment, entire test 
(t15=0.01838, p=0.9856) 

(I) Group means (VEH=8, CNO=9) of latency to enter the light compartment (t15=0.2410, p=0.8128) 

 
Between-subjects data were analyzed using an independent samples t-test, and within-subjects data 
between groups were analyzed using a RM 2Way ANOVA. Error bands represent mean +/- SEM. 
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. 
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Figure 4.3. Functional contribution of BLA:CRHR1 neurons 
(J) Overview of experimental procedures. 
(K) Percent time spent freezing over time. Main effect of CS presentation (F6,96=4.937, p=0.0002) but 

not condition (F1,16=2.883, p=0.5549) 

(L) Percent time spent freezing over time. No main effect of CS presentation (F3,51=1.532, p=0.2174) or 

condition (F1,16=1.648, p=0.2176) 

(M) Group means (VEH=8, CNO=10) of percent time spent freezing during extinction training, all time 
points (t16=1.284, p=0.2176). 

 
Between-subjects data were analyzed using an independent samples t-test, and within-subjects data 
between groups were analyzed using a RM 2Way ANOVA. Error bands represent mean +/- SEM. 
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. 
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 Collectively, this suggests that inhibiting BLA:CRHR1 neurons does not influence stress-

induced CORT, anxiety-like behaviour, or fear memory. However, we recognize that sample sizes 

are smaller than those typically employed for these types of behavioural experiments. 

 

4.5 DISCUSSION 

Although CRHR1 is central to the stress response, its anatomical specificity has previously 

been difficult to characterize at a high resolution (Refojo et al., 2011). Here, we employed a 

recently developed transgenic CRHR1-Cre-tdTomato rat (Weera et al., 2022) to topographically 

map the distribution of BLA:CRHR1+ neurons and test their functional contribution to stress-

related behaviours. Additionally, we used the BLA-NAc projection neuron population as an 

example to test circuit-specific expression of CRHR1 in the BLA. As a result, we established four 

central findings: (1) CRHR1 exhibits strongest expression in the LA and in the caudal BLA; (2) 

BLA:CRHR1 neurons are activated by exposure to restraint stress; (3) CRHR1 is expressed on a 

subset of BLA-NAc projection neurons; (4) chemogenetic inhibition of BLA:CRHR1 neurons does 

not influence stress-induced CORT release, anxiety-like behaviour, or fear learning or recall. 

 Our topographical findings demonstrated a heterogenous pattern of CRHR1 expression 

in the BLA. The vast majority of CRHR1+ cells were expressed in the caudal regions of the BLA 

(AP -3.14 to AP -3.60) and particularly in the LA subregion. Although the LA is larger than other 

BLA subregions, particularly caudally, we observed both a significantly greater percentage of total 

CRHR1+ in the LA as well as a greater density and can therefore be confident on a topographical 

bias. Although expression of CRHR1 in the BLA is well-known (Agoglia et al., 2020; Van Pett et 

al., 2000), to our knowledge this is the first paper to systematically investigate regional specificity 

of expression within the BLA 
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 These findings agree with our functional and anatomical understanding of the BLA. The 

majority of sensory input arrives into the amygdala via the LA (Sah, Faber, Lopez De Armentia, 

et al., 2003), and this subregion is highly involved in learning tasks (H. T. Blair et al., 2001; Maren 

& Quirk, 2004). Thus, high expression of CRHR1 in the LA may mediate the “gain” of salient 

stimuli to facilitate learning, particularly during stress. Indeed, CRH delivered directly into the LA 

enhances excitability of neurons to afferent signals (Rainnie et al., 1992; Ugolini et al., 2008), and 

intra-BLA CRHR1 antagonists impair consolidation of aversive contextual memory (Hubbard et 

al., 2007; Roozendaal et al., 2002).  

Our mapping also revealed a caudal bias of CRHR1 expression in the BLA. This was 

surprising, as others have shown a caudal bias in BLA responsivity to rewarding stimuli (J. Kim 

et al., 2016), which doesn’t agree with the putative importance of CRHR1 in responding to stress. 

However, we and others (Beyeler et al., 2018; Chapter 2) have not observed a rostral-caudal bias 

in responsivity to aversive stimuli, and therefore CRHR1+ neurons may be a particular subset of 

caudal neurons that preferentially respond to aversive states. Conversely, a proportion of caudal 

CRHR1+ neurons may be involved in reward learning. Indeed, BLA:CRHR1 signaling is 

implicated in regulating the strength of cocaine-memory (Ritchie et al., 2021), and comparable 

levels of CRH release has been observed in the CeA following food intake as well as following 

restraint stress (Merali et al., 1998). This may similarly be the case in the BLA. Alternatively, the 

role of CRHR1 in both appetitive and aversive states may be important, as it may enhance the 

salience of important signals in general. Indeed, intra-BLA CRH enhances excitability of neurons 

to other afferent signals (Rainnie et al., 1992; Ugolini et al., 2008). It will be essential, then, to test 

if BLA:CRHR1 neurons are activated during exposure to rewarding stimuli, and if activation occurs 

in the same anatomical regions of the BLA and on the same circuits as those activated during 

stress.   
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 Our findings demonstrate that CRHR1+ neurons exhibit increased FOS expression 

following exposure to stress. This agrees with previous work demonstrating that CRH is released 

during restraint stress and leads to activation of BLA projection neurons (Merlo Pich et al., 1995; 

Rostkowski et al., 2013), and specifically demonstrates that this effect is occurring on neurons 

expressing CRHR1, as CRHR2 is also known to be moderately expressed in the BLA (Van Pett 

et al., 2000). Although not surprising given the known role of CRHR1 in stress and anxiety-like 

behaviour, our findings are important as there is little understanding on the molecular identity of 

stress-responsive cells in the BLA. Apart from recent work that has identified BLA projection 

populations expressing Ppp1r1b (J. Kim et al., 2016; X. Zhang et al., 2020) or Thy1 (Jasnow et 

al., 2013; McCullough, Choi, et al., 2016) as fear-inhibiting, and projection populations expressing 

Rspo2 (J. Kim et al., 2016) or CCK (Shen et al., 2019) as anxiety-promoting, there are few 

molecular markers for BLA neurons involved in aversive or rewarding states. As a result, the 

findings from this work can now include BLA:CRHR1 projection neurons to those involved in 

aversive states such as stress. Our findings also replicated previous work (Chapter 3) that 

restraint stress leads to activation of BLA-NAc projection neurons, although we expanded these 

findings to include both sexes. Notably, however, only a very small proportion of triple-labelled 

(CRHR1+/FOS+/CTB+) neurons were evident following stress and were apparent in only 4 of 10 

stressed animals. Thus, it is possible that although BLA-NAc projectors express CRHR1, they 

may not play an important role in the stress response or may be more tightly regulated during 

stress exposure. As such, expression of CRHR1 on other projection neuron populations should 

be investigated with respect to their activation in response to stress.  

BLA projection populations targeting the CeA and PrL, for example, may be especially rich 

in CRHR1. We have previously demonstrated that BLA projection neuron populations targeting 

the CeA are highly expressed in the LA (as well as the LBA) and are activated by restraint stress 

(Chapter 3). Given the importance of this projection in expression of learned fear (S. A. Jimenez 
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& Maren, 2009) and the role of BLA:CRHR1 in aversive learning (Roozendaal et al., 2002, 2008), 

CRHR1 may be expressed on this projection population and activated during aversive states. 

Additionally, other circuits such as those projecting to the prelimbic cortex are also activated by 

restraint stress (Chapter 3), and CRH has been shown to modulate the activity of BLA-mPFC 

circuits (Orozco-Cabal et al., 2008). 

We observed notable sex differences that should be pursued further. First, although we 

did not see a significant difference between sexes in overall number of CRHR1+ neurons in both 

our anatomical mapping and our colocalization experiments, we did observe a significantly greater 

proportion of CRHR1+ neurons that project to the NAc in females. Further, we also observed 

greater numbers of BLA-NAc neurons in females overall, suggesting this may be a more abundant 

circuit in general. Given the difficulty in consistently restricting the spread of CTB injections to the 

same target site, these findings must be replicated in other experiments. Interestingly, 

Huckleberry and colleagues (2023) have found a greater number of VH-BLA projection neurons 

in females, suggesting sexual dimorphism in circuitry of BLA inputs. As well, Vantrease and 

colleagues (2022) have found that BLA-BST neurons exhibit lower excitability in females. In the 

context of NAc circuitry specifically, sex differences in synaptic connectivity have also been 

identified, with greater density and size of dendritic spines of NAc neurons (Forlano & Woolley, 

2010). This may have particular consequence in models of reward learning, as CRHR1 signaling 

has sexually dimorphic effects in cocaine-memory learning, with stronger effects observed in 

females (Ritchie et al., 2021). Collectively, this suggests that the BLA:CRHR1-NAc circuit may be 

especially impactful in females during learning. 

There is strong evidence that BLA:CRHR1 interacts with other signaling molecules such 

as anandamide (J. M. Gray et al., 2015) and glucocorticoids (Roozendaal et al., 2008). Thus, 

manipulation of CRHR1 signaling in tandem with additional systems may induce a synergistic 

effect. Given the evolutionary importance of an intact and appropriately regulated stress and fear-
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response system, it is likely there are multiple redundant and interactive processes mediating this 

network. Indeed, we have previously demonstrated that although inhibition of BLA:CaMKiia 

projection neurons reduces stress-induced CORT, inhibition of discrete projection populations in 

isolation has no effect on HPA axis activation (Chapter 2, Chapter 3). This may contribute to our 

null findings that chemogenetic inhibition of CRHR1 neurons does not significantly influence 

stress-induced CORT release, anxiety-like behaviour, or fear memory, as an effect might only be 

unmasked with manipulations of other, parallel systems. Indeed, we found that CNO prior to fear 

conditioning appeared to reduce freezing during fear recall and extinction training the following 

day, although not significantly. This effect is partially supported by work from others demonstrating 

that bilateral microinfusions of a CRHR1 antagonist into the BLA had no effect on acquisition of 

fear but reduced freezing during re-exposure to the same context 48h later (Hubbard et al., 2007). 

As such, this effect may be amplified if tested in conjunction with other pharmacological 

manipulations. It is also possible that CRH action may be mediating effects apart from (or in 

tandem with) CRHR1 receptors, including CRHR2, which is also moderately expressed in the 

BLA (Van Pett et al., 2000).  

Although we have previously demonstrated no differences in stress-induced CORT from 

vehicle-treated animals when CNO is administered in the absence of the functional hM4Di 

receptor (Chapter 2, 2023, p. 1; Chapter 3, 2023, p. 1), we did not explicitly test off-target effects 

of CNO in the light-dark box or fear conditioning. However, others have shown that CNO has no 

effect in rats in the absence of a functional DREADD receptor in various behavioural tests, 

including light-dark test, von Frey test, Hargreaves test, and fear learning  (K. E. Cole et al., 2019; 

Eacret et al., 2019; Weera et al., 2022). Further, we did not observe any significant differences 

between groups on any behavioural test, and as such, it is unlikely that CNO exerted any 

substantial off-target effects on our measures. 
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In summary, we have demonstrated that CRHR1 is topographically distributed in the BLA, 

with greatest expression caudally and in the LA, and that BLA:CRHR1 neurons are activated by 

acute stress. These neurons may work in tandem with other populations to drive functional effects, 

as chemogenetic inhibition of this population prior to stress did not influence anxiety-like 

behaviour, fear expression, or stress-induced HPA activation. We have also expanded on 

previous work examining the anatomical distribution of the BLA-NAc projection population. 

Specifically, we identified that the BLA-NAc projection is activated by stress in both males and 

females, with potentially lower activation in females, and that CRHR1 is expressed on BLA-NAc 

projectors of both sexes (and more in females). Collectively, this improves our understanding of 

the anatomical organization of the BLA and its functional contribution to stress, by providing 

insight into the circuit-specific and molecular-specific identity of stress-responsive neurons in the 

BLA.  
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Chapter 5. Discussion  

 

5.1 SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS.  

Overview. The overarching aim of this thesis was to conduct a systematic investigation of the 

spatial, temporal, and circuit-specific activation patterns of BLA projection neurons during 

exposure to acute stress. Additionally, we wanted to clarify the role of the BLA in activation of the 

HPA axis, as this remains a poorly understood process. The overarching hypothesis was that 

stress uniquely activates discrete BLA subregions, circuits, and molecularly-defined projection 

populations to drive stress-related increases in HPA axis activation.  

 

In Chapter 2, we used a combination of FOS mapping and fiber photometry in male rats to identify 

that CaMKIIa neurons in the mBA subregion of the BLA are robustly activated by a range of 

different stressors. Focusing on restraint exposure as a model for stress, we then found that 

systemic administration of propranolol, a ß-adrenoceptor antagonist, reduced the magnitude of 

calcium-related response in the BLA to restraint stress. Finally, we demonstrated that 

chemogenetic inhibition of mBA projection neurons dampened stress-induced HPA axis activity, 

while optogenetic stimulation of mBA projection neurons drove HPA axis activity even in non-

stress conditions. This collectively demonstrated that the mBA is a critical subregion of the BLA 

that is highly responsive to exposure to stress and contributes to stress-induced activation of the 

HPA axis. 

 

In Chapter 3, we used retrograde tracing to map the topographical distribution of six different BLA 

projection populations targeting the CeA, PrL, NAc, BST, LH, and VH. We observed a 

heterogenous distribution of projection populations, although co-expression with FOS 
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demonstrated that all projection populations were activated during exposure to restraint stress. 

Surprisingly, chemogenetic inhibition of discrete projection populations targeting the CeA, NAc, 

and BST had no effect on stress-induced CORT release, while inhibition of the BLA-PrL projection 

enhanced stress-induced CORT. Collectively, this suggests that BLA circuits are heterogeneously 

distributed throughout the BLA but widely activated by stress exposure, and individual circuits do 

not appear to contribute to driving an HPA axis response to stress in isolation. 

 

In Chapter 4, we used transgenic CRHR1-Cre-tdTomato to map topographical and circuit-specific 

expression of CRHR1+ neurons in the BLA and test their functional role in the acute stress 

response. Topographically, CRHR1 had the strongest expression in the LA and was expressed 

on a subset of BLA-NAc projection neurons. Functionally CRHR1+ cells exhibited a significant 

increase in FOS expression following exposure to restraint stress, but chemogenetic inhibition of 

CRHR1+ neurons did not significantly influence stress-induced CORT, anxiety-like behaviour, or 

fear memory. This suggests that, although their functional role remains unclear, CRHR1+ neurons 

in the BLA are activated by exposure to acute stress. 

Collectively, our work demonstrates the stark anatomical heterogeneity of the BLA, with a 

topographically heterogeneous distribution of discrete projection populations and receptors. 

Importantly, we identified a common spatial activation pattern in response to stress; the mBA 

subregion was particularly responsive to a range of stressors, although it exhibited different 

temporal patterns. We also provided strong evidence for the role of the BLA in the HPA response, 

as optogenetic stimulation or chemogenetic inhibition of projection neurons within the mBA 

subregion bidirectionally influenced CORT levels. Despite this global effect of targeting the mBA, 

chemogenetic inhibition of isolated projection neuron populations from the BLA or BLA:CRHR1 

neurons did not reduce stress-induced CORT release, indicating that multiple cell types and 

circuits likely contribute to this response. Collectively, this work emphasizes the anatomical 
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heterogeneity of the BLA, and provides a framework for the mechanistic contribution of the BLA 

to the stress response. 

 

5.2 MODELS OF ACUTE STRESS. 

Overview and rationale for different stimuli. The BLA is implicated in many characteristic 

behavioural and endocrine responses to stress (i.e., anxiety-like behaviour (Tye et al., 2011) and 

release of CORT (Bhatnagar et al., 2004)). Thus, we hypothesized that a variety of different 

psychological stressors would similarly lead to activation of common spatial and temporal patterns 

of activity, likely triggering and coordinating common effector circuits that subsequently drive a 

general response to stress. As expected, shock, restraint, swim, and bobcat odour all activated a 

similar spatial activation pattern in the BLA, and specifically, led to robust activation of the mBA 

(Chapter 2, Figure 1). Interestingly, however, we observed different temporal patterns of activation 

to different stressors. All stressors increased initial activity of BLA projection neurons, although, 

this initial response was much larger in magnitude in animals exposed to swim and restraint but 

seemed to persist longer in animals exposed to bobcat odour, and became sensitized in animals 

exposed to shock.  

 

Considerations. We did not use any stimuli that are inherently rewarding. Although crackers are 

highly palatable and were readily consumed during experiments (data not shown), animals are 

inherently neophobic (Modlinska et al., 2015). Thus, although some of the FOS+ neurons 

following exposure to crackers may respond to rewarding stimuli, many likely react to novelty, 

which can itself be aversive. This may explain why the spatial pattern of activation in response to 

novel food is similar to that seen in animals exposed to the novel, neutral citral odour. Likewise, 

this may also explain why the activation pattern is only subtly different from animals exposed to 
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stress; it is possible that a large proportion of neurons respond simply to salience, which is 

common among all types of novel stimuli.  

Indeed, single-unit recordings from animals exposed to novel punishment (e.g., air puff) 

or reward (e.g., water) have shown that 20-25% of stimulus-responsive neurons in the LA respond 

to both punishment and reward (Shabel & Janak, 2009; X. Zhang & Li, 2018), and even those 

responsive to distinct stimuli are located in spatially intermingled populations (Gore et al., 2015). 

Likewise, we observed similar activation in the LA for all stimuli (both in magnitude and 

topography), also suggesting an intermingled or overlapping activity pattern. Notably, previous 

recordings were all done in the LA and no recordings were conducted in the BA (Gore et al., 2015; 

X. Zhang & Li, 2018). Thus, anatomical separation between aversive and novel stimuli may only 

be apparent in the basal amygdala, as we have observed. Alternatively, segregation may also 

become apparent only after learning or repeated exposure (Beyeler et al., 2018; J. Kim et al., 

2016), as novelty is no longer a factor. 

All the stressors we employed were acute, as we wanted to test how the BLA responds in 

non-pathological or normative conditions. However, there is growing evidence that the BLA 

responds differently to stress with repeated exposure. For example, repeated exposure to the 

same stressor (homotypic stress) leads to a reduction in stress-induced CORT with each 

subsequent experience (Girotti et al., 2006), and that this phenomenon is highly dependent on 

the BLA (Bhatnagar et al., 2004). In particular, intra-BLA ß-adrenergic (N. M. Grissom & 

Bhatnagar, 2011) and CB1 receptor signaling (Hill, McLaughlin, et al., 2010) may be particularly 

important. Further, along with many other regions, repeated homotypic stress leads to a reduction 

in overall FOS expression in the amygdala (Campeau et al., 2002; Melia et al., 1994). Conversely, 

exposure to a novel stressor in chronically stressed animals potentiates stress-induced CORT 

(Bhatnagar & Vining, 2003) and BLA FOS expression (Bhatnagar & Dallman, 1998). This process 

may particularly involve CRHR1 signaling (Vining et al., 2007).  
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It is unclear if these changes involve broad or non-specific changes in sensitivity of BLA 

projection neurons or if they are specific to discrete projection populations. There is some 

evidence that homotypic stress alters dendritic structure in some BLA projection populations but 

not others (J.-Y. Zhang et al., 2019a), and that habituation of BLA FOS response may occur 

especially in populations targeting the medial prefrontal cortex (W.-H. Zhang et al., 2019). It 

remains to be tested using a projection-specific approach such as ours whether this is similarly 

observed for other populations. 

Finally, temporal and spatial patterns of activation are only one measure of change. 

Indeed, different stress conditions lead to distinct gene expression profiles in the brain (Flati et 

al., 2020). For example, there is greater divergence of gene regulation in the hippocampus in 

response to three different acute stressors than common between stressors (Floriou-Servou et 

al., 2018). More specifically, distinct psychological stressors can lead to divergent biochemical 

changes in the BLA, with swim stress and foot shock exerting opposing influences on BLA AEA 

levels in rats (Vecchiarelli et al., 2022). Thus, just because a common spatial activation pattern is 

occurring in response to different stressors does not mean that the BLA is being impacted the 

same way. 

 

5.3 FOS MAPPING 

Overview of FOS. Expression of cfos and its protein product FOS is induced by activation of 

second messenger systems (Sheng et al., 1990), and in particular via increased intracellular 

calcium concentration following cellular depolarization and influx of voltage-gated calcium 

channels (Luckman et al., 1994; Murphy et al., 1991). The exact threshold of calcium influx is 

unclear, however it has been demonstrated that the stimulation thresholds for induction of c-fos 

are much higher than those required to induce expression of other immediate early-genes such 
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as zif268 (Worley et al., 1993). Indeed, acute stress can lead to expression of zif268 in areas 

where expression of c-fos is absent (Cullinan et al., 1995). 

We employed this tool heavily throughout the thesis, specifically for identifying and 

mapping spatial, circuit-specific, and molecular-specific activation of BLA projection neurons 

following stress. In Chapter 2, we identified the spatial location of stress-activated cells. In Chapter 

3, we refined this for identifying the activation of discrete populations targeting the NAc, PrL, BST, 

LH, and CeA. In Chapter 4, we identified the activation of discrete populations expressing CRHR1. 

This is a highly useful tool for several reasons (K. J. Kovács, 2008). First, FOS is 

expressed at very low levels under basal conditions (Chan et al., 1993; Hughes et al., 1992), 

including in the BLA (L. Á. Kovács et al., 2018). As such, this low baseline increases our likelihood 

of detecting a signal in response to various stimuli. Second, FOS protein is relatively short-lived, 

and therefore reflects only recent activity (K. J. Kovács, 2008). Third, it has high reliability and 

ease of detection, including within our own laboratory (e.g., Petrie et al., 2022). Finally, it can be 

easily used in conjunction with labels used for anatomical tracing (Jin & Maren, 2015) or protein 

identification (Petrovich et al., 2012; Weera et al., 2022), as we did with CTB, hM4Di-mCherry, 

ChR2-mCherry, and CRHR1-iCre-tdTomato. 

 

Considerations. Despite the clear advantages of using FOS to identify spatial distribution, there 

are several limitations, including poor temporal resolution, expression on non-neuronal 

populations, and inability to detect decreases in activity. 

FOS has relatively poor temporal resolution in two respects: (1) it has a broad temporal 

window for detection, and (2) it has an inability to detect discrete patterns of activity. Expression 

of FOS protein is broad, peaking 60-180min following stimulus onset and returning to basal levels 

within 4-6 hours (McReynolds et al., 2018). Resolution can be improved by using techniques such 

as cellular compartment analysis of temporal activity by fluorescent in-situ hybridization (catFISH). 
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This takes advantage of the early accumulation of the immediate early gene Arc in the nucleus, 

and later accumulation in the cytoplasm, thus improving temporal resolution by identifying the 

cellular location of RNA (Guzowski et al., 1999). However, this makes colocalization experiments 

with CTB more complicated and more importantly, requires in situ hybridization, a technique our 

lab does not routinely employ. Secondly, quantification of FOS is binary (i.e., simply detecting the 

presence or absence of), and thus it is impossible to understand duration of activation of a given 

FOS+ neuron. Specifically, both a short burst of calcium influx and a long or repeated pattern of 

calcium influx are likely sufficient to induce a similarly detectable level of FOS. Thus, it is unclear 

the duration of activity or precise timing relative to stimulus-onset that led to expression of FOS. 

A second caveat is that FOS is expressed in both glia and astrocytes (McReynolds et al., 

2018), and therefore we cannot conclusively say that observed FOS expression is restricted to 

neuronal populations. However, non-neuronal expression typically occurs following injury 

(Dragunow et al., 1990). Given that quantification of FOS occurred in brain regions far away from 

surgical sites, and typically collected brains several weeks following surgery, it is unlikely that 

astrocytic FOS was a large contribution to the overall signal we observed. Additionally, several of 

our experiments quantified FOS on cells labelled with CaMKIIa-dependent protein expression or 

CTB, neither of which typically get expressed on astrocytes (Lai et al., 2015; Vallano et al., 2000). 

Finally, FOS is only able to detect increases in activity. Given that neuronal inhibition may 

be equally important in shaping neural circuits (Tye, 2018), this is an important caveat. To date, 

there have been no reliable markers of neural inhibition analogous to FOS. However, 

phosphorylation of pyruvate dehydrogenase (pPDH) has recently been proposed as an in vivo 

marker of neural inhibition (Yang et al., 2023). In our context, it would thus be fascinating to map 

expression of pPDH in the BLA in response to different stimuli.  In chapter 2 we demonstrated 

low stress-induced FOS expression in the LBA; this could result from strong inhibitory input to this 

region, as would be reflected by a spatial bias of pPDH towards the LBA. Conversely, pPDH may 
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be especially high in the same regions as those expressing stress-induced FOS, as intermingled, 

competing projection populations may bias activation towards “stress-responsive” cells via 

collateral inputs to local inhibitory interneurons subsequently targeting neighbouring “reward” 

neurons (Beyeler et al., 2018; J. Kim et al., 2016). 

 

5.4 FIBER PHOTOMETRY. 

Overview. Given the poor temporal resolution of FOS described above, we used fiber photometry 

to detect temporal patterns of activity in BLA:CaMKIIa neurons upon exposure to novel, stressful 

stimuli (shock, swim, restraint, bobcat odour) or novel, neutral stimuli (citral odour and goldfish 

crackers). This tool allows for recording of neuronal Ca2+ transients specifically in excitatory 

CaMKIIa+ projection neurons in real time (Gunaydin et al., 2014). 

We demonstrated that, unlike common spatial patterns, distinct aversive stimuli evoke 

different temporal patterns of activity (Chapter 2, Figure 2). Specifically, all stressors increased 

activity within BLA:CaMKIIa neurons in the initial 5min of stress exposure. While activity returned 

to baseline after 5min in animals exposed to swim or restraint, this activity seemed to persist in 

animals exposed to bobcat odour and even sensitize in animals exposed to shock. Notably, there 

was a significantly greater initial GCaMP6s response to swim and restraint than all other stimuli. 

As GCaMP6s reflects coordinated neural activity (Gunaydin et al., 2014), this likely reflects a 

larger simultaneous recruitment of neurons. Thus, a more modest, but prolonged GCaMP6s 

response as that observed during exposure to bobcat urine may instead reflect interchangeable 

activation of different populations of cells. This persistence of activity across a broad population 

of neurons from bobcat odour and shock may explain why these two stimuli induce such robust 

response in the BLA, relative to swim and restraint. Our results are particularly notable when 

recognizing that restraint and swim stress also evoked the largest CORT response, suggesting 
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that coordinated activity at stress onset (i.e., magnitude of GCaMP6s response) may be more 

relevant for HPA axis activation than total number of neurons activated throughout exposure (i.e., 

number of FOS+ cells). This prediction is supported by the fact that broad inhibition of projection 

neurons in the mBA attenuated stress-induced CORT, but individual projection neuron 

populations did not recapitulate this effect, as perhaps a large, diverse population of BLA 

projection neurons requires coordinated activation to promote HPA axis activation. 

 

Considerations. Although GCaMP6s gives excellent temporal resolution of the bulk signal of 

CaMKIIa neurons in the BLA, we are unable to attribute activation to any discrete inputs or identify 

differences in temporal activation patterns of discrete projection populations.  

We hypothesized that ß-noradrenergic signaling may play an important role in activation 

of BLA neurons following stress, as norepinephrine, the main receptor ligand, is readily released 

in the BLA during stress exposure (Galvez et al., 1996) and is known to drive stress-related 

processes such as increased anxiety-like behaviour and memory enhancement (LaLumiere et al., 

2003; McCall et al., 2017). Indeed, systemically blocking ß-noradrenergic signaling reduced the 

average magnitude of BLA activity during restraint stress (Chapter 2, Figure 3). These effects are 

likely a direct result of receptor antagonism in the amygdala, as the BLA strongly expresses B-

adrenergic receptors (Qu et al, 2008). However, given that propranolol is known to dampen the 

sympathetic system (Andrews & Pruessner, 2013; LeWinter et al., 1975; Rodriguez-Romaguera 

et al., 2009), this could also be an indirect result of reduced interoceptive stress signals, such as 

those terminating in the BLA from the insular cortex (Hsueh et al., 2023; Ju et al., 2020).  

Greater specificity can be achieved using strategies such as G-protein-coupled receptor-

activation based (GRAB) sensors, which allow for rapid detection of fluctuations in dopamine (Sun 

et al., 2020), CB1R signaling (A. Dong et al., 2022), norepinephrine (Feng et al., 2019), or 

acetylcholine (Mineur et al., 2022). These have a particular advantage over other techniques such 
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as microdialysis or fast-scan cyclic voltammetry, as GRAB sensors have vastly greater temporal 

resolution, molecular specificity, and are significantly less invasive (Sun et al., 2020).  

Indeed, use of endocannabinoid sensors (GRABeCB2.0) demonstrate that BLA 

endocannabinoid activity significantly, and transiently, increases upon presentation of a mild foot 

shock in mice (A. Dong et al., 2022). Further, acetylcholine sensors (GRABACH3.0) demonstrate 

that acetylcholine release in the BLA modulates active coping behaviours by altering activity of 

BLA:CaMKIIa neurons through complex GABAergic interactions (Mineur et al., 2022). It would 

therefore be interesting to compare temporal dynamics of these sensors across various stressors 

as we have done with CaMKIIa:GCaMP6s, to assess general roles of each modulator during 

stress.    

 

5.5 DREADDS AND OPTOGENETICS. 

Overview. The functional impact of BLA activity on HPA activity is unclear, likely due to the fact 

that the BLA does not send any direct projections to the PVN (Petrovich et al., 1996) and 

heterogeneity of BLA projection neurons in responding to both rewarding and stressful stimuli 

(Herman et al., 2020; Janak & Tye, 2015). Notably, the impact of electrical stimulation of the BLA 

is highly dependent on which subregions are targeted (Dunn & Whitener, 1986; Feldman et al., 

1982; Matheson et al., 1971; Rubin et al., 1966; Slusher & Hyde, 1961; Vouimba & Richter-Levin, 

2013). We had hypothesized that manipulations focused on stress-responsive subregions of the 

BLA may have a more reliable effect on HPA axis activity. Thus, we used optogenetics to restrict 

stimulation only to CaMKIIa projection neurons and focally targeted the mBA, as this is the region 

we had identified as particularly responsive to stress (Chapter 2). Indeed, we observed a 

significant increase in CORT following optogenetic stimulation of this region. 
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To inhibit discrete projection neurons, we expressed the inhibitory Gi DREADD, hM4Di 

(Armbruster et al., 2007), in BLA:CaMKIIa neurons (Chapter 2), discrete BLA circuits (Chapter 3), 

or CRHR1+ cells (Chapter 4). We demonstrated that chemogenetic inhibition of BLA:CaMKIIa 

neurons reduces stress-induced CORT but, to our surprise, inhibition of isolated projection neuron 

populations or BLA:CRHR1 cells did not have individual effects. There are several possible 

explanations for this discrepancy. First, it is possible that a BLA circuit we did not explicitly test 

may individually drive the HPA axis, such as projection from the medial amygdala (Ulrich-Lai & 

Herman, 2009). Second, given that restraint stress reliably induces a very strong HPA response 

compared to other psychological stressors (Bowers et al., 2008, Chapter 2), it is possible that an 

effect would only be apparent using more subtle stressors such as exposure to a novel 

environment. Given the critical importance of the stress response to survival, multiple redundant 

pathways may collectively facilitate activation of the HPA response to stress, perhaps including 

circuits outside of the BLA such as those going through the nucleus of the solitary tract or 

paraventricular thalamus (Ulrich-Lai & Herman, 2009). Finally, parallel circuits within the BLA may 

collectively play a role in HPA axis regulation, and an effect may only be unmasked when they 

are all manipulated in tandem. This was observed, for instance, when we previously restricted 

hM4Di broadly to CaMKIIa+ neurons (Chapter 2), which non-specifically targets all projection 

neurons in the BLA. Thus, inhibiting a discrete projection may be compensated for by activation 

of other stress-activated projections in the BLA. As such, this may be why broad pharmacological 

approaches such as those targeting the endocannabinoid system may be particularly effective in 

modulating the HPA response to stress (J. M. Gray et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2009), as the 

endocannabinoid system is widely expressed throughout the entire BLA (Katona et al., 2001) and 

may be capable of influencing multiple projection populations at once. It will be important to 

continue to identify molecular markers of stress-responsive neurons, which may be expressed 
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broadly on multiple projection neuron populations and therefore facilitate coordination of a diverse 

population of projection neurons. 

 

Considerations. Although viral expression of ChR2 extended beyond the mBA, our ferrule tips 

were reliably localized to the mBA (Chapter 2, Supplementary Figure 2.4J-L). Given that light 

penetrates locally and conically away from the ferrule tip (Aravanis et al., 2007; Yona et al., 2016), 

and that the LA has limited dendritic branching extending into the BA (McDonald, 1984), our effect 

was likely localized to the BA subregion. However, many LA axons extend into the BA (Pitkänen 

et al., 1997). As it is likely that ChR2 is expressed on axon terminals from the LA to BA, we cannot 

completely exclude the possibility of antidromic propagation (Yizhar et al., 2011), although this 

has not been observed using similar stimulation parameters in mice (Tye et al., 2011). 

We demonstrated in vivo that systemic administration of CNO reliably reduces expression 

of FOS on hM4Di+ cells. This supports our in vitro data showing that CNO reduces activity of cells 

expressing the functional DREADD. However, we and others (Anderson & Petrovich, 2018) have 

shown, surprisingly, that CNO administration in BLA:hM4Di+ animals leads to an overall increase 

in FOS+ neurons throughout the BLA (Chapter 2, Supplementary Figure 4; Chapter 3, Figure 5). 

This suggests that Gi DREADDs are not acting in the BLA to suppress overall activity per se, but 

rather causing a shift in activity away from neurons normally activated. This is likely a result of 

disinhibition of neurons receiving inhibitory inputs from the hM4Di infected neurons (Anderson & 

Petrovich, 2018). Indeed, competing BLA projection neurons inhibit nearby projection populations 

of opposing valence through collaterals to local inhibitory interneurons (Beyeler et al., 2018). 

There is recent evidence that CNO can back-metabolize into the biologically active 

compound clozapine (Gomez et al., 2017), which has known off target effects at 5-HT receptors 

and could therefore influence HPA axis responses to stress (Bærentzen et al., 2019). Thus, we 

extensively validated hM4Di both in vivo and in vitro, demonstrating that CNO leads to inhibition 
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of hM4Di+ but not mCherry+ cells, and that CNO has no off-target effects on CORT in the absence 

of a functional hM4Di. However, we are missing controls for our DREADD experiments in Chapter 

4 (inhibition of CRHR1+ cells). Although we had previously demonstrated no differences in stress-

induced CORT from vehicle-treated animals when CNO is administered in the absence of the 

functional hM4Di receptor in Chapter 2 and 2, we did not explicitly test off-target effects of CNO 

in the light-dark box or fear conditioning. However, others have shown that CNO has no effect in 

rats in the absence of a functional DREADD receptor in various behavioural tests, including light-

dark test, von Frey test, Hargreaves test, and fear learning (K. E. Cole et al., 2019; Eacret et al., 

2019; Weera et al., 2022). It will be essential to directly confirm the lack of these effects in our 

own model. 

We found that optogenetic stimulation of CaMKIIa+ neurons in the BLA increased plasma 

CORT (Chapter 2). Only one stimulation parameter was used: 10mW (5ms long pulses) of 20Hz 

light for 15min. These parameters were selected as they lead to excellent fidelity of action 

potentials in BLA projection neurons (Servonnet et al., 2020) and increase anxiety-like behaviour 

in mice expressing ChR2 in BLA neurons (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2016; Tye et al., 2011). As 15min 

stimulation is longer than typically employed, there was concern for seizure activity (Servonnet et 

al., 2020) or unintentional neural changes induced by tissue heating (Cardozo Pinto & Lammel, 

2019; Owen et al., 2019). However, no animals in any condition exhibited seizures, and we did 

not see any significant difference in BLA FOS expression between mCherry-expressing animals 

receiving 473nm light and non-stimulated ChR2 controls (data not shown), confirming the 

absence of heating effects.  

We used 15min of persistent stimulation to replicate broad BLA activity patterns in 

response to stressful stimuli that elicited CORT release (shock, swim, and restraint (Chapter 2, 

Figure 1), as our photometry recordings revealed BLA activation at different periods throughout 

15min stress exposure depending on the stressor (Chapter 2, Figure 2). However, given that swim 
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and restraint had the greatest magnitude of GCaMP6s response in the first 5min of stress 

exposure and were also the stimuli that exhibited the greatest CORT response to stress, it is 

possible that 5min of optogenetic stimulation may have been sufficient to drive an HPA response. 

On the other hand, given that shock readily induces contextual fear conditioning, which strongly 

involves the BLA (Paré, 2003), it’s possible that a more dynamic and persistent activity pattern 

such as that observed with shock may be important for memory consolidation. Indeed, others 

have also shown a prolonged increase in BLA activity following exposure to shock, and that 

blunting this activity such as by administering b-noradrenergic antagonists enhances immediate 

extinction learning (Giustino et al., 2020). 

 

5.6 ANATOMICAL MAPPING OF PROJECTION POPULATIONS AND CRHR1+ CELLS 

Overview. We mapped the topographical distribution of 6 different projection populations in the 

BLA targeting the NAc, PrL, LH, VH, CeA, and BST using the fluorescently conjugated retrograde 

tracers CTB-488 and CTB-555. We selected this tracer due to its low toxicity, rapid transport, and 

high signal strength (Conte et al., 2009; Saleeba et al., 2019). Further, fluorophore-conjugated 

CTB is readily used for co-labeling with various markers such as CTB (Jin & Maren, 2015) and 

tdTomato (Singh et al., 2022). 

Many classical anatomical work has mapped circuitry using case studies, where injection 

site and expression of anatomical site are plotted separately for individual animals (for example: 

(Mcdonald, 1991)). This has a significant advantage in precision, as it is possible to pair a discrete 

injection site with tracer expression in a connected region. However, it is more difficult to make 

broad conclusions about topography of circuits, as it is extremely difficult to reliably target identical 

surgical locations and with similar tracer uptake and spread in multiple animals. This is particularly 
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important when performing DREADD, optogenetic, or fiber photometry experiments, which 

require use of large numbers of animals and repeated injections. 

We had hypothesized that projection neuron populations are heterogeneously distributed 

throughout the BLA, as expressed by differences in subregion-specific density. Our anatomical 

mapping largely agrees with recent work from other groups that the BLA is a topographically 

heterogeneous structure (Beyeler et al., 2018; McGarry & Carter, 2017; O’Leary et al., 2020; 

Reppucci & Petrovich, 2016). There is one notable discrepancy in anatomical distribution, 

however. Beyeler and colleagues (2018) demonstrated a ventral bias in expression of BLA-VH 

projectors in mice, while we observed a dorsal bias of BLA-VH projectors towards the LA 

subregion in rats. However, their injection site was much more dorsal in the VH than ours. Thus, 

there may be either species differences or heterogeneity in anatomical targeting even within a 

given projection, especially to target a structure such as the hippocampus which is quite 

expansive and likely has heterogeneity in its inputs across its dorsal-ventral and rostral-caudal 

axis. A parallel topographic projection has similarly been observed in the BLA-NAc projection, 

where the lateral BLA preferentially targets the lateral NAc, and the medial BLA preferentially 

targets the medial NAc (G. Chen et al., 2023). Additionally, as injections in mice may also cover 

a larger proportion of the VH than in rats, due to the much smaller size of a mouse brain, it’s quite 

likely that retrograde studies in mice likely capture a larger proportion of the projection inputs than 

in rats.  

 Notably, we are one of the only groups to have systematically mapped topography of BLA 

projection populations in multiple circuits. Given variability in representation and normalization 

procedures between groups, this is a significant strength of our work as it allows us to directly 

compare projection populations relative to one another. Our work strongly emphasizes the 

heterogeneity of projection populations. Notably, the CeA and LH projectors are biased towards 
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the LBA, the PrL, NAc, and BST projectors are biased towards the mBA, and the VH projectors 

are biased to the mBA and LA (Chapter 3, Figure 3). 

 

Considerations. Although we routinely injected two different coloured tracers into BLA targets 

(e.g., CTB-488 into the CeA, and CTB-555 into the NAc), we did not quantify co-localization of 

different coloured CTB in the BLA and therefore cannot explicitly assess extent of collateralization. 

However, others have shown mixed findings depending on the specific projection populations 

being investigated and the anatomical tracing technique being used (Beyeler et al., 2016, 2018; 

Klavir et al., 2017; Lichtenberg et al., 2021; Senn et al., 2014; Shinonaga et al., 1994). Although 

occasionally present in our hands, colocalized expression of CTB-488 and CTB-555 was overall 

rare. This remains an important question that warrants further characterization, as optogenetic or 

chemogenetic manipulation of a discrete projection population may inadvertently influence activity 

of other regions via downstream collaterals.  

 The bulk of our functional anatomical work focused on stress-induced activation of discrete 

circuits.  Further studies should identify specific molecular markers of stress-responsive neurons. 

Indeed, neurons possessing distinct molecular markers have been shown to promote (Shen et 

al., 2019; Q. Zhang et al., 2022) or counteract (Jasnow et al., 2013; McCullough, Choi, et al., 

2016; X. Zhang et al., 2020) anxiety-like behaviour and learned fear. It will be worth investigating 

if these cell types are activated during exposure to novel stimuli and, along with behavioural 

changes, if they influence HPA activity. 

 We investigated three different molecular markers, although only one (CRHR1) is reported 

in this thesis. CRHR1 is expressed in BLA glutamatergic projection neurons (Agoglia et al., 2020; 

Y. Chen et al., 2000; Van Pett et al., 2000), and CRH release during stress (Merlo Pich et al., 

1995) leads to activation of CaMKIIa projection neurons and drives memory consolidation, 

anxiety-like behaviour, and HPA axis  response to stress (J. M. Gray et al., 2015; Liang & Lee, 
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1988; Roozendaal et al., 2002; Rostkowski et al., 2013). It is predictable, then, that in Chapter 3 

we confirmed that this population exhibits increased FOS following exposure to acute restraint. 

Further, our findings revealed a topographical bias towards the LA. This was also unsurprising, 

as both CRHR1 (Roozendaal et al., 2002) and the LA (Maren & Quirk, 2004) are heavily  

implicated in memory consolidation. 

Endocannabinoids and their hydrolyzing enzymes such as fatty acid amide hydrolase 

(FAAH) have a strong regulatory influence on activation of stress circuits (Hill, Patel, et al., 2010; 

Morena et al., 2016; Petrie et al., 2021; Steiner & Wotjak, 2008). In particular, intra-BLA 

pharmacological manipulations demonstrate that endocannabinoids largely act in the BLA to 

constrain both HPA axis activity (J. M. Gray et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2009; Hill, McLaughlin, et al., 

2010) as well as fear and anxiety-like behaviour (Gunduz-Cinar et al., 2013; Petrie et al., 2021). 

In a few animals, we tested if either CB1R or FAAH are more heavily expressed in stress-

responsive subregions of the BLA. As others have shown, both CB1R (Katona et al., 2001; 

Lazarini-Lopes et al., 2020) and FAAH (Gulyas et al., 2004) appeared uniformly distributed 

throughout the BLA. 

Third, Ppp1r1b has been identified as a selective marker for parvicellular BLA pyramidal 

neurons (J. Kim et al., 2016; Uemura et al., 2022) and is particularly involved in reward learning 

and fear extinction (X. Zhang et al., 2020) via projections to the CeA, NAc, and infralimbic cortex 

(J. Kim et al., 2016). In several animals, we performed immunohistochemistry to reveal Ppp1r1b 

expression heavily in the LBA. This is notable, as this subregion reveals a stark lack of stress-

induced FOS expression. However, the only available, reliable antibody is not compatible with our 

current FOS antibody, and as such we did not move forward with any colocalization experiments. 

This remains a significant marker of interest for us. 
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5.7 SEX AS A BIOLOGICAL VARIABLE 

Overview. Except for anatomical mapping in Chapter 4, we only performed experiments in male 

rats. This is an important limitation, as in both rodents and humans, activation of the HPA axis 

and subsequent release of CORT is strongly influenced by sex of the subject (Rincón-Cortés et 

al., 2019). Sex differences also extend to behavioural responses to stress, as females generally 

display greater exploratory behaviour in the open field test and elevated plus maze (Knight et al., 

2021), although this could largely be attributed to increased locomotor activity, and not lower 

anxiety-like behaviour (Börchers et al., 2022). Additionally, while male rats reliably exhibit a 

freezing response as an expression of fear, a subset of female rats display darting responses 

(Gruene et al., 2015). Thus, interpretation of both endocrine and behavioural effects is dependent 

on sex.  

 

Considerations. As basal and stress-induced CORT levels are significantly greater in females 

(Drossopoulou et al., 2004; Goel et al., 2014), it is challenging to run experiments using both 

sexes without the robust baseline and stress-induced differences in CORT between males and 

females masking any changes produced by our manipulations. Thus, given that CORT was our 

primary functional readout in Chapter 2 and 2, we restricted most of our work to only one sex. 

However, we have conducted experiments on sex differences in BLA FOS reactivity to different 

stressors, although data analyses have not been completed and therefore is not included in the 

thesis. Preliminary findings suggest that the topographical pattern in response to various stressors 

is highly similar between males and females (data not shown). 

Unlike other areas of the brain, there are low levels of estrogen receptor and no sex 

differences in volume or number of neurons (Rubinow & Juraska, 2009). This suggests there may 

not be substantial sexual dimorphism in BLA anatomy. However, there is evidence for sexual 

dimorphism in spine density (Rubinow et al., 2009) and number of GABAergic neurons 
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(Stefanova, 1998), suggesting altered neural excitability between sexes. In particular, discrete 

projection populations targeting the BST demonstrate lower excitability in females (Vantrease et 

al., 2022). 

For these reasons, we explicitly addressed sex differences in Chapter 4. This was 

especially important, as there is strong evidence for sexual dimorphism of the CRH/CRHR1 

system in the BLA (Bangasser, 2013). For instance, others have found greater expression of BLA 

CRHR1 mRNA in females (Georgiou et al., 2018), although we did not identify any sex differences 

in number of BLA CRHR1+ neurons. Given that Georgiou et al (2018) assessed mRNA levels, 

and we assessed number of CRHR1+ cells this discrepancy could be that females exhibit the 

same number of CRHR1+ cells but with greater density of receptors on each cell. 

 

5.8 FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUSION 

Summary. The overarching aim of this thesis was to conduct a systematic investigation of the 

spatial, temporal, and circuit-specific activation patterns of BLA projection neurons during 

exposure to acute stress. Additionally, we wanted to explicitly test the role of the BLA in activation 

of the HPA axis, as this remains a poorly understood process. 

We first demonstrated that projection populations are heterogeneously distributed 

throughout the BLA. Secondly, we established that a wide range of stressors induce a common 

spatial pattern of activation, with a bias towards the mBA subregion, although different stressors 

evoked different temporal patterns of activation. Thirdly, we demonstrated that many different 

projection populations were activated by exposure to stress, including those targeting the PrL, 

NAc, BST, CeA, VH, and LH. We then provided strong evidence for the role of the BLA in the 

HPA axis response to stress, as optogenetic stimulation or chemogenetic inhibition of CaMKIIa 

projection neurons bidirectionally influenced CORT levels. However, chemogenetic inhibition of 
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isolated projection neuron populations 

targeting the PrL, NAc, CeA, or BST did not 

reduce stress-induced CORT release. 

Likewise, chemogenetic inhibition of BLA 

projection neurons expressing CRHR1 also 

has no effect on stress-induced CORT, 

despite exhibiting increased FOS 

expression following exposure to stress. As 

such, perhaps a large, diverse population of 

BLA projection neurons requires coordinated activation to drive changes in HPA axis activity 

(Figure 5.1). 

 

Future Directions. Many important questions remain. For example, we established that various 

acute stressors induce a common spatial pattern of activation in the BLA, with a particular bias 

towards activation of the LA and the mBA. However, what stimuli lead to activation of the LBA? 

There is some evidence, although limited, of a discrete population of reward-encoding and fear-

inhibiting neurons localized to this subregion (J. Kim et al., 2016; X. Zhang et al., 2020), and thus 

it is unsurprising that this region would be less activated during stress exposure. It is also possible 

that this region may be particularly involved in fear learning, as many CeA-projecting neurons are 

localized in the LBA (Beyeler et al., 2018), a circuit that is strongly implicated in expression of fear 

(S. A. Jimenez & Maren, 2009). As a result, activation may become more apparent with repeated 

exposure to aversive stimuli. Both these hypotheses could easily be tested by mapping FOS 

expression upon re-exposure to a learned environment, such as in contextual fear conditioning 

or extinction training. Along a similar line of thought, anatomical work suggests that the LBA 

receives particularly strong inputs from the insular cortex (McDonald, 1998) and sends dense 
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projections to the CeA (Beyeler et al., 2018). Given the importance of the insular cortex, BLA, and 

CeA in in processing aversive taste (Beyeler et al., 2018; Kayyal et al., 2019; Schafe & Bernstein, 

1996, 1998), learning of conditioned taste aversion may particularly involve this subregion (A. W. 

Johnson et al., 2009). 

Secondly, we demonstrated that a wide range of BLA projection neuron populations in the 

mBA are activated in response to psychological stress. Do different populations have different 

temporal activation patterns? It is possible to record activity during exposure to acute stress by 

using projection-specific fiber photometry (Muir et al., 2020). Perhaps some populations 

contribute to the initial response to stress, while other populations are activated throughout to 

drive distinct behavioural responses. In a similar vein, the use of GRAB sensors could identify the 

temporal dynamics of neuromodulatory inputs such as dopamine, acetylcholine, norepinephrine, 

or endocannabinoids. For example, (Mineur et al., 2022) demonstrated that cholinergic signaling 

in the BLA accompanied transitions in behavioural state towards active coping, suggesting that 

this signal may play an important role in modulating behavioural state. As such, identifying activity 

of discrete signals in relation to stress responsivity may provide further insight into the potential 

role of discrete BLA cell types or inputs during stress. 

Most importantly, what are the molecular markers of stress-responsive neurons? The BLA 

exhibits wide heterogeneity in molecular expression (O’Leary et al., 2020). However, there are 

very few known molecular markers for BLA neurons that drive stress-related behaviours. While 

we demonstrated that a wide range of different projection populations were activated by stress, it 

is possible that a distinct molecular marker may be specific to stress-responsive neurons, and 

thus be expressed widely in multiple projection populations. This could be addressed using 

various molecular approaches such as fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) in combination 

with activity-dependent tagging of neuronal populations (McCullough, Morrison, et al., 2016). 

Identification of molecular signatures within discrete circuits emanating from the BLA may in turn 
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allow for pharmacological manipulation of these circuit to influence behavior or hormonal 

outcomes. Indeed, a similar approach to this has revealed the importance of neurotensin 

expression within neurons promoting reward and reducing fear (Li et al., 2022; McCullough, Choi, 

et al., 2016), suggesting that discrete neural circuits can be targeted for therapeutic benefit in 

stress-related psychiatric conditions. This is therefore an important avenue to continue exploring. 
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